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by T. Carter Ross
KOUROU, French Guiana The AfriStar
satellite i in oi bit, undergoing tests for the first
vs eeks of the new year.
AfriStar is one of three satellite-delivered
digital audio broadcasting services planned
by WorldSpace.
AfriStar is the first of three set launches for
WorldSpace. (AsiaStar and AmeriStar. for service to Asia and Latin America respectively.
are scheduled for launch later this year. A
fourth satellite is being constructed as abackup and/or to provide supplemental services.)
AfriStar will aim its satellite-delivered DAB
programming to portable receivers throughout
Africa and the Middle East.
WorldSpace also is part-owner of XM
Satellite Radio, a satellite-delivered DAB
programming license-holder for the United
States.
In the early morning darkness of Oct. 28.
1998, radio entered anew era.
Ariane Flight 113. an Arianespace 44L
space launch vehicle, took off from the
Centre Spatial Guyanais outside of Kourou.
putting AfriStar, the first satellite in the
WorldSpace system. into geostationar‘
transfer orbit.
See AFRISTAR, page 6
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IBOC Lab
Criteria
Complete
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON
Nearly one
year since it was reactivated, the
digital audio broadcasting subcommittee of the National Radio
Systems Committee has completed what members say is perhaps

DIGITAL riti10 aRORDERST

their first substantive task. Longawaited lab test guidelines for in band, on-channel DAB have been
approved by the subcommittee.
Assessing IBOC
The guidelines, more than 60
pages, describe the lab test results
that broadcasters and receiver manufacturers must see to assess the
viability of proposed IBOC DAB
systems. The DAB subcommittee is
See IBOC, page 10
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Next level radio solutions:
Harris Broadcast Systems
From source to transmitter, Harris has taken steps to
offer complete radio solutions to its customers around

V The team at
Who Did That
Music? and
Groove
Addicts creates
in-your-face
radio production
elements
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the globe. Whether you need one component in the air
chain such as aDRC2000 Digital Audio Console, Harris
ZCD FM transmitter, DX AM transmitter, or acompletely
integrated studio, Harris is ready to bring your radio
station to the next level.
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communications services companies
póaed more 'than $ b million for spectrum
e It pcir ethifeaild now has filed an Sgroup, called WCS
The companies also are debating if
RadRiVisbiltdd irafenlo Park, Calif.
there are sound technical reagbIlerd-.): ` rt7Theg..4péctrtirn the group wants to use,
submit specifications for a digital
2310-2320 Miltand 2345-2360 MHz, is
composite interface to a standards : cat e,ither side of the 25 MHz split between
organization for further deb-ate and, ; -the other. twia S-DARS license-holders.
possibly eventual adoption.
When the FCC first allocated S-DARS
spectrum, it said there could be frequency
coordination problems with Canada and
Mexico with the above frequencies, which
is why the spectrum originally allocated
and sold for S-DARS was reduced from 50
MHz to 25 MHz. The frequency coordinaWASHINGTON There could be a tion issue remains to be worked out.
third satellite digital audio services
provider down the road, in addition to
CD Radio and XM Satellite Radio.
A consortium of 10 wireless

NEWSWATCH•

Groups Talk
Digital Interface
Continental Electronics Corp., CRL,
Cutting Edge and Digital Radio Express
are discussing the technical merits of a
digital composite interface for the FM
market.
Such an interface would permit
processor/stereo generator manufacturers to preserve the digital connection all the way through the FM
exciter. Now, the composite output
signal from a typical stereo generator
is converted from digital to analog at

the final stage in order to connect to
FM exciters, even digital exciters.
Advocates of a digital composite
interface approach argue that the traditional method introduces distortion
into the audio signal. The question has
been the topic of heated debate recently among audio manufacturers and
suppliers.
"HDTV has a standard bitstream
that contains all the broadcast information. We want to standardize on a
single, uncompressed bitstream for
FM broadcast that is equally flexible
and comprehensive," said Dan Dickey,
Continental Electronics vice president
of engineering.

A Third Satellite
Radio Provider?

Tower Near-Miss
Spurs Warning

Wake oLOOK at 714
1iTie

WASHINGTON The FCC has warned
antenna owners to comply with tower
lighting and marking rules.
The warning came after a helicopter
ambulance in Texas nearly hit an unlit
radio tower at night. The FCC said the
incident occurred near Muleshoe, Texas,
where the helicopter was forced "to alter
its approach pattern" because of the unlit
structure. Muleshoe police verified the
See NEWSWATCH, page 3
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Then look at our competition.

OF COURSE

many stations are cost-conscious
these days— just remember why you wanted a new
console in the first place: to UPGRADE.
The R-60 has what's needed, with all the right features:
our SIMPLE PHONE ® module for easy error-free talk segments;
twin six bank preselectors, so you won't run out of input
capacity; onboard machine control panel, clock, timer, awelldesigned cue system, and a truly effective control room and
studio monitor interface. And because it's totally modular,
service is easy—even while you're on-the-air! Documentation:
this can determine whether you have an installation day or
an installation week. We've done it right to guide you through.
And PERFORMANCE? Of course we've handled that; simply
compare our specs.
DON'T MISS your opportunity to upgrade. Choose
the R-60 radio console from AUDIOARTS.

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, NC. 28562
tel 919/252-638-7000 / fax 919/252-637-1285
E-mail: emailgwheatstone.com
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Manufacturers Eye Global Dip
by Randy Stine
With economists estimating that 40
percent of the world's financial márkets are in a recession, ground zero
being Southeast Asia, how are
American broadcast equipment manufacturers enduring the soft international market? Will the trend affect U.S.
consumers of those products?
Some suppliers have been hurt more
than others. Broadcast Electronics laid
off about 10 percent of its workforce in
early October, and blamed it partly on
poor sales to Pacific Rim countries. So
far, BE is the only equipment maker to
acknowledge publicly that it has had to
lay off employees during this global
economic downturn.

wild fluctuations are due in part to the
normal business cycles that the world's
economies go through.
"As an industry we are in alull peri-
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and South America, so the company
doesn't expect to take as a big of a
financial hit as some other manufacturers. " We have had good numbers this
year in Brazil and Columbia. Even
Mexico has been strong for us. In
Europe, countries like England, France
and Italy are the mainstays for us, and
things are good there," Wood said.

A*C. ItA010

International sales
Dan Dam/1er is president of the pro
audio
division
at
Telex
Communications Inc., makers of the
ElectroVoice line of mics. About half
of Telex revenues come from international sales. Dantzler said the portion
from the Asian market will be smaller
this year.
"Outside of good things happening
in China, there isn't much to brag
Hard hit
about elsewhere." Dantzler said the
Particularly hard hit have been
China market has been good, and is
Japan, Thailand, South Korea, Taiwan,
getting even better.
Indonesia and Malaysia. Many counAt Radio Computing Services, Leo
tries have seen recessions become outFacto,
chief financial officer, doesn't
right depressions. Japan is suffering
see the Asian economies improving
through its worst recession since World
anytime soon.
War II. Taiwan's economy has stabi"Things are tough. Thailand and
lized since late summer.
Indonesia
are both a mess. Ithink
Observers say radio stations in Asia
Companies like Pacific
things in Taiwan are looking better.
have felt the impact. So with little
Research & Engineering are
Japan remains abig question mark," he
active marketers abroad.
money for expansion or equipment
said.
upgrades, most American broadcast
Facto said that radio station spendod for international business, but I
manufacturers doing business in the
ing has virtually disappeared for RCS in
think that is a direct result of the
area found 1998 to be a year of soft
See GLOBAL page 7
strong U.S. economy and the strength
sales and lost income. But they disof the dollar right now. If we see a
agree on what will happen next.
Brad Harrison, director of interna - recession here in the States next year,
•
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affected by economic problems abroad.

most likely the currencies of those
tional sales for console maker
countries suffering now will come
Wheatstone Corp., spent the month of
back abit," he said.
August last year traveling to many
Inovonics sells mainly to Europe
Asian countries. While meeting with
distributors, Harrison got a
close look at the problems.
"It is bad, no question,"
he said. " The market in
places like Thailand and
South Korea has dried up.
Reach for Ratings!
Japan doesn't really affect
us anyway. It's almost a
closed market because they
ShivelyiAntennas Deliver
buy mostly domestic- made
Coverage!
products," he said.

Shively Labs
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•Multistation Solutions
•Filters & Combiners
•Translators
•Reliable Pattern Studies
•
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severely U.S. equipment suppliers will be
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NEWSWATCH, continued from page 2

tower is now lit. The FCC was investigating the incident.
Towers 200 feet and taller, or
those in certain areas designated by
the Federal Aviation Administration.
must be lit from dusk until dawn,
according to FCC rules. If atop tower light is out for more than 30 minutes, the FAA must be notified.

» OA

Opinions are mixed on how

Digital conversion
Harrison said most of the
radio stations in the countries he visited are in the
process of digital conversion, much like the United
States. "They have a lot of
catching up to do though.
Right now the money to do
so just isn't there."
International
sales
account for anywhere from
25 to 75 percent of revenue
for Inovonics Inc. Jim
Wood, president of the
California firm, said those

NEWSWATCH•

NEW YORK Infinity Broadcasting
began trading 140 million shares of
Class A Common Stock at $20.50 each
in December.Net revenue expected from the initial public offering was valued at
approximately $ 2.75 billion. The Wall
Street Journal called it the largest
media IPO ever. The stock began trading Dec. 10, 1998, on the New York
Stock Exchange under the symbol
INF.
CBS Corp. will continue to own 83
percent of Infinity after the stock sale,
leaving Mel Karmazin, who was to
become CBS Corp. chairman and
chief executive officer on Jan. 1, in
control (
RW, Nov. 25).

WHAT COMES
AFTER DIGITAL?
In the beginning, there were stone axes.
Then came fire, the wheel, and the steam
engine. Then came analog audio and then
digital audio. What comes next?
Certainly the stone wheel must have looked
to the caveman to be the greatest discovery
that ever could be. And to the simple farmer of
the 1800's, the steam engine was the most
modern contrivance that his mind could
imagine. But neither was aterminal technology
Both have been replaced as time marches on.
Digital audio is also not a terminal
technology. It is simply where we are now.
Want to know what comes after digital? Call
(724) 772-2310 and ask for our white paper
"Artificial Intelligence, It's What Comes After
Digital". While you're at it, you could also ask
for a no-obligation, 10-day demo of COBALT
BLUETm,
the world's first Neural Network
audio processor.

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because .:. it pays to be heard!
P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: ( 207) 647-3327
FAX: (207) 647.8273
1-888-SHIVELY
e-mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com
-An Employee-Owned Company Circle (80) On Reader Service Card
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EAR WAVES®
What Do You Think?

Radio World is blessed with a large
number of readers who are involved intimately in the workings of radio. They
have strong opinions. Sometimes they
direct them to RW; and sometimes they
direct them at RW.
Ilove it when readers react to stories.
It means they are engaged in the issues
that matter to them. Nothing pleases me
more than hearing from an engineer or
station owner that he or she reads our
publication cover to cover. And Ihear it
all the time.
Many readers ask specifically about
our policies for printing opinions.
Letters, Guest Commentaries and editorials are important parts of RW; indeed,
they are among the most closely read elements of the paper.
My goal as editor is to create a "mar-

ketplace of ideas" here. That goes beyond
printing letters and interviewing industry
people; it means we work to make sure
that people with a different viewpoint
than ours have their say.
This policy causes some readers to
assume we endorse those opinions. "How
can you print that?" they ask. " You're
doing the industry adisservice by endorsing that view, or by giving it ink." Icould
not disagree more. It is far better to print
unpopular or unusual opinions, and foster
debate, than to print only the palatable,
the popular and the politically correct.
The kinds of opinion that appear in
RW include:
Reader's Forum: Our letters to the editor appear on page 5 in every issue. You
can send your opinions via e-mail to
radioworld@imaspub.com. fax to ( 703)

Tech Trek Wrap Par
More than 180 people gathered in
the lobby of One American Center in
Austin, Texas, to celebrate the conclusion of GulfStar's Tech Trek (
RW, Dec.
9) and the opening of the GulfStar
StarSystem.
Executives thanked the Trek sponsors;

record label representatives mingled with
Capstar engineers, programmers and
StarSystem jockeys; Capstar staff mugged for the camera; and everyone had a
good time.
Frank McCoy, Gulf-Star vice president
of engineering and guiding light of the

820-3245 or mail to us at the address
shown on the facing page. We read all
letters, and most reach print.
To maximize the chance that your letter will be published, make it short and
concise. If you are responding to aspecific article, include the headline and
issue date. Also include your full name.
title, company and address.
The most common reason we do not
print letters is that they are too long — in
some cases, many thousands of words.
We ask the author to resubmit their piece,
shortening it to fit our page.
Another reason for rejection is that letters come without a name. We do not
publish anonymous letters. While this
occasionally means we must turn away a
thought- provoking letter, this policy
assures that writers will not try to use
Tech Trek station bus tour, was dressed
in trademark bow tie topped with a
broad grin as he thanked sponsors for
their support and accepted aceremonial
check.
The sponsors of the tour included
Harris Broadcast, Orban, Audio
Precision, Prophet Systems, Radio
Systems, Gepco International, Gentner
and Belar Electronics.

Left photo: Orban presents its Tech Trek sponsor check. From left: Steve Schott of Harris,
Frank McCoy of GulfStar, Rick Sawyer of Orban and John Cullen of Capstar. Right photo:
Don Miller, Star System talent, 'Miss Kara Dittmer, assistant to Frank McCoy, and Michelle Manuel,
GulfStar Accounting Information Systems manager, enjoy the party.
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From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
RW to advance their agendas without
taking public responsibility for their own
opinions.
We extend the opportunity to submit
letters to all parties involved in our
industry, including suppliers. We exclude
neither non-subscribers nor non-advertisers. All are welcome to express their
opinions.
Guest Commentaries: RW seeks
longer opinion pieces about the radio
industry from individuals positioned to
offer special insight, expertise or unusual
viewpoints on aspecific issue of importance to our readers. The writer might be
the director of engineering for agroup, a
station owner, the president of a manufacturer, an FCC commissioner, a trade
group official, or alitigant in anewsworthy legal case. We hope readers will reply
to these commentaries with their own
opinions, as well.
Columnists: Some of the finest columnists in the industry appear here, including John Bisset, Frank Montero. Troy
Conner, Barry Mishkind, Steve Lampen
and many others. These columnists frequently offer opinions. Readers who wish
to respond to those opinions can choose
to write a letter to the editor, or contact
the columnist directly.
Editorial: In each issue. RW's editorial staff presents an opinion on arelevant
topic. It appears in the shaded box on
page 5.
In another issue, we'll talk about how
RW formulates the opinions that appear
in that box.

FOR WINDOWS

ARC16: The industry standard
for multi-site transmitter remote control.
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AU-digital discussion
Dear RW.
In response to your query regarding
"Will Radio Ever Be All-Digital" ( RW,
Nov. 25, 1998) my response as a31-year
broadcast veteran is: Ihope not! The
reasons Paul McLane cited in his editorial were quite enough for most people
(except the "digital-at-all-cost" boys).
As a long-time fan of the old "Star
Trek" series, Ifound aquote in one of
the original movies that fits this situation quite nicely. The president of the
United Federation of Planets in aspeech
made the following statement: "Just
because we can do something, does not
necessarily mean we have to do it."
As vice president of engineering for a
small-market radio station. Iam always
being bombarded with "digital this" or
"digital that." So far, Ihave yet to see a

RacJie W rid
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telephone: ( 703) 998-7600
editorial fax: ( 703) 820-3245
e-mail: radioworldeimaspub.com
Web site: www.rwonline.com

Paul .1. McLane
ext. 117

Perfect Paul ponderings
Dear RW,
Our area NWS office got cut and we
were one of the first areas to get
"Imperfect Paul" ("Perfect Paul: NOAA
Voice Not So Ideal," Oct. 28, 1998).
It sounds horrible. We can't understand half of what he says, much less try
to get our listeners to. The NOAA radio
alerts are always extremely delayed to
our weather wires. One of those systems
is the EMWIN system and NOAA never
comes close to it. If we were to start air-

5

It's hard to keep New Year's resolutions.
It's much more fun to make them for other
people.
In 1999, radio pirate Stephen Dunifer
should apply for an enforcement job at the
FCC Compliance and Information Bureau.
Chancellor, CBS, Clear Channel, ABC,
Cox and Entercom should merge and
decide to manufacture an Internet browser.
The major TV networks should hold ajoint press conference to announce that
they tried HDTV, and it worked OK, but they think their new spectrum would be
much better used for ham radio.
The NAB should find anew city to host its spring convention, one without a
single hotel with clown paintings on the walls. Honolulu would he nice.
At the spring show. DAB proponents Glynn Walden, Suren Pai and Derek
Kumar should meet on the first tee of the annual charity golf tournament. The
one who hits the longest ball gets to establish the IBOC system for the United
States.
The FCC should create a fund using money from PCS fees. The money
would be used as bonuses to keep radio engineers from taking jobs in other
technical fields.
In 1999, the National Weather Service should replace its automated
weather alert voice with that guy who gets the crowd fired up at basketball
games. ("The following is atornado alert. OK, Omaha, let's get ready to ruu- u- m- m- m- b- 1-e!")
If the FCC is going to allow satellite radio, it should also issue rocket
licenses to station owners to try to shoot the satellites down. What's fair is
fair.
General managers should try wearing their engineer's beeper for one week.
Engineers should try one week of sales calls.
In 1999, Rush Limbaugh should put some flesh back on his bones. Dr. Laura
should cover hers up. Tom Joyner should stay just like he is. And Art Bell should
phone home.
Happy New Year from the staff of ...

New

Year's

Resolutions

— RW
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viable reason to totally go digital. Sure.
we store our commercials on hard drive
— but do not attempt to remove my
Ampex reel-to-reel from the rack! It still
does alot of the workload.
There has been a feeling, not just in
broadcasting, but throughout the entire
nation that anything that is more than a
few years old is bad. Well, sorry guys —
that isn't so. Will there continue to be
digital improvements? Undoubtedly. But
there's no reason to "throw the baby out
with the bath water."
ferry Arnold
Vice President of Engineering,
WTHC( FM)
Terre Haute, Ind.
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works in afew decades?
Let's also take alook at how the television networks have affected local television over the past 50 years. There is alocal
WORLD
CBS affiliate in this market that has been
READERS FORUM
on the air for 45 years. Long ago and far
P.O. Box 1214
away, the network only supplied three
hours of nightly programming. The other
Falls Church, VA 22041
I
5 or so hours of the day were filled by
local programming. There was even less
network programming on weekends. The
radioworld@ imaspuhcom
television stations developed alocal brand
by the programming they had to come up
with to stay on the air.
Now, the only local branding is the
ing the EAS NOAA over the air it would
hug that seems to have become a staple
make us give out weather statements with
of local programming. There are, excluda huge delay, compared to how we get
ing news programs. one and ahalf hours
them out now. We do print out the stateof locally produced programming on this
ments from the EAS, for record-keeping.
very same CBS affiliate 45 years later.
Mark Hither
Inow take off my industry experience
General Manager
hat and put on my listener hat, and say
WVSM(AM)
this as a disenfranchised listener. How
Rainsville, Ala.
about instead of adapting to new trends,
setting a few new trends of your own? I
Networks vs. local programming
don't want to be in Valdosta, Albany,
Macon and Savannah, Ga., hearing the
Dear RW,
same national network on five stations. I
This is in response to the Oct. 14,
want to hear programming and talent
1998, letter from Bob Foster who was
from those cities. Radio was unique in
responding to Paul McLane's earlier edithat way. The key word here is "was."
torial " A Dinosaur Frets About
There is still some good radio to be
Extinction."
No one has said that networks are a done at the grassroots level if you get
away from the satellite receiver and get
bad thing in general. It is when a radio
back to farming and developing your
station becomes nothing more than aterown talent.
restrial repeater for a network that the
Scott Cason
station and its associated owners get cast
Former Radio/TV Engineer
into abad light.
Macon, Ga.
Where do you think the talent pool for
the networks come from? They are not
Readers to the rescue
grown on a island in the South Pacific
and then imported in when needed. They
Dear RW,
work their way up from the "farm team,"
We need your help with what seems to
or local stations. If the talent pool for
be an impossible question to get an
qualified announcers on the small-market
answer to.
level is shrinking, where do you think
A WWII buddy of mine presented me
that will put the talent pool for the net-

Write to Us
RADIO

with the question, "What was the music
that accompanied the introduction of
Tokyo Rose's broadcasts?"
Imust confess that even though Ilistened to her many times in the South
Pacific, Ihave no recollection of that
music.
Many others that Iquestioned also
could not remember.
Perhaps one of your readers can come
to our rescue.
Norm Gertz
Retired Communication Consultant,
Retired Colonel USMC,
61 -year Amateur Radio Operator
Orlando, Fla.
Disappearing engineers
Dear RW,
In response to " Know Any Good
Engineers?" ( RW, Oct. 14, 1998) — yes
Ido! They all work in afield that maybe
they don't even enjoy as much as broadcasting hut they can afford to feed their
families.
Broadcast engineers are disappearing
quickly as the value of their positions
erode. Why would you want to work
excessive, erratic hours for very low pay
and have to fight to buy repair parts, let
alone do anything preventive?
Ihave only worked for one general
manager who was smart enough to figure
out that there was no way to beat the
maintenance cycle. Most GMs think they
are the ones that are smart enough or
lucky enough to be able to reduce that
ugly thing known as "maintenance."
Where do we find qualified engineers?
Just look around. There are plenty of
them out there, but you won't get them,
unless, of course, you are willing to pay
them and support them.
Mike Seaver
Engineer
(211;-
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WorldSpace Service
AFRISTAR, continued from page I

The launch capped three and a half
years of work by WorldSpace and its
partner Alcatel in the development of a
three-satellite system for delivering highquality digital audio.
"Today is a major milestone for
WorldSpace's vision of using new satellite
audio technology to deliver programming to
three-quarters of the world's population that
lacks radio reception and program choice,"
stated Noah Samara, chairman and CEO of
WorldSpace Corp. in a press release
announcing the launch.
"This is the result of eight years' work
by a dedicated international team that
believes in our goal of providing information affluence to areas that are not
adequately served with high- quality
news, knowledge and entertainment at an
affordable cost," he stated.
The AfriStar satellite arrived in geosynchronous orbit at 21 degrees east on Nov. 3
and was set to undergo tests through the
first few weeks of this month.
The tests were conducted not only to
make certain that the satellite survived the
rigors of launch and then made it into its
proper orbit, but to test reception and
receiver function in the field before mass
production of receivers begins.
Preproduction units
Hitachi, Matsushita ( Panasonic), Sanyo
and JVC all delivered preproduction versions of their receivers to WorldSpace for
the tests. After what WorldSpace has
termed an "extensive validation testing
process," commercial broadcasts from
AfriStar to the whole of Africa and the
Middle East will commence in spring
1999. ( See receiver story below.)
The orbital "parking" of the satellite
and its testing were overseen and controlled from Centre National d'Études
Spatiales ( CNES) in Toulouse, France, by
a team of Alcatel, Matra Marconi and
WorldSpace experts.
By the end of this year. WorldSpace will
have three satellites in orbit, delivering
digital railio to most all populated regions
of the Southern Hemisphere. A fourth
satellite, constructed as abackup, also will
be available to provide additional services
to aregion or to serve anew target area.
"There is a paradigm shift with the
WorldSpace system." said D.K. Sachdev,
senior vice president of engineering and
operations for WorldSpace. " Basically,
we are changing radio from alocal medium to a regional and global information
system for billions of people."
With the WorldSpace system, broadcasters will be able to deliver programs
to awide geographic area in avariety of
levels of audio quality. Each satellite can

downlink three L-band beams.
Each of the three beams on the satellite
can provide up to 192 channels of mono
audio, 96 channels of stereo audio, 48 channels of stereo music-quality audio, 32 channels of near-CD-quality audio, 24 channels
of CD-quality audio, or acombination of
services. The maximum downlink capacity
for the satellite is two 1.536 megabits-per-

WorldSpace Senior Vice President
of Engineering and Operations
D.K. Sachdev
second streams on each beam.
Revenue will flow to WorldSpace
through leased capacity on the satellites,
licensing revenue from the sale of
receivers, advertising on WorldSpacedeveloped programming and other content.
Sachdev said WorldSpace was considering
the possibility of including subscription
channel and multimedia pay services in the
program-offering mix, too.
In all, each beam will include 50 to 60
digital audio services. According to
WorldSpace, these services will include 16
channels of unique, new content, including
13 music channels, along- form news program and children's programming.

developing world has been central to
Samara's visipn for WorldSpace.
Broadcasters participating in the
WorldSpace system have two ways to uplink
their programs to the satellites: common-hub
mode and distributed-access mode.
With the common- hub mode, all the
programming is brought via telecom,
satellite or radio links to acentral site for
processing and uplinking. With the distributed-access mode, program providers
send their programming directly to the
satellite. In the latter case, processing of
the program audio is conducted on board
the satellite ( see sidebar, page 8).
From the satellite, the signals are
downlinked in L- band to the receivers,
which can receive two sets of 48 channels, half of which come from the common- hub mode stations, half from the
distributed-access mode stations.
Although the WorldSpace system operates in the L-band, there are no concerns
about possible conflicts with Eureka- 147
DAB, which also operates in the L-band.
According to Sachdev. WorldSpace
and Eureka 147 operate at different ends
of the L- band, and both groups have
worked
with
the
International
Telecommunications Union frequency
regulation committees to ensure that
there are no conflicts.
"The biggest problem will actually be
with existing terrestrial microwave links,
which are not very well documented,"
Sachdev said. WorldSpace is developing filters for the receivers to handle this problem.
To support the WorldSpace satellites,
Alcatel constructed ground systems on five
continents. The regional operational centers oversee a. variety of administrative,
business and technical issues or the system. Telemetry, command and ranging stations keep the satellites in proper orbit and

ensure that communications flow freely
between the earthstations and spacecraft.
The technical support services center
in Toulouse, France, oversees system
integrity for all the WorldSpace satellites.
The communication systems monitoring
stations ensure that the signal strength
and audio quality meet the needs of
WorldSpace customers.
Satellite operations
For the recently launched AfriStar satellite, regional operational functions are handled out of WorldSpace headquarters in
Washington, D.C. Technical support functions are handled by earth stations in
Bangalore, India, and Port Louis, Mauritius.
Communication systems monitoring is handled by afacility in Libreville, Gabon.
In total, more than 700 people working
for Alcatel and its subcontractors were
involved in design and construction of the
WorldSpace spacecraft and the support
infrastructure. The total contracts for all
the work were worth some $700 million,
according to Jean-François Gambert, vice
president for business development and
strategic alliances at Alcatel.
For Arianespace, the flight also
marked a milestone — the heaviest payload ever launched by the company.
AfriStar weighed about 6,083 pounds at
liftoff; with the weight of its copassenger.
GE-5, and that of the Spelda adapter that
makes a dual launch possible, the total
payload weight for Flight 113 was about
10,817.4 pounds. The previous record was
10,808.6 pounds for Ariane Flight 93.
The Arianespace 44L space launch
vehicle used for the launch is the most
powerful launch vehicle in the
Arianespace 4 family of rockets. It used
four liquid booster rockets to increase the
thrust of the vehicle.

Manufacturers Unveil
WorldSpace Receivers
by T. Carter Ross

Programming deals
1.Re to 10 ol the channels will feature
international brand- name programming,
such as "Bloomberg Business News" and
CNN International; five to 15 channels
will feature regionally known broadcasters,
such as Radio Sud of Senegal; five to I()
channels will include unique regional content, such as Africa Information Service;
five to I
0channels will be used by national broadcasters, such as the Kenya
Broadcasting Service.
The remaining five channels will be
devoted to developmental programming
from the WorldSpace Foundation. Using
digital radio to provide health, development and educational programs to the

WASHINGTON Digital satellite
broadcasting has become more than
technology as receiver manufacturers have turned out their first production units.
Fifteen months after the first
chipsets for proprietary WorldSpace
receivers were developed, four
receiver manufacturers unveiled
their first production units.
Representatives Hitachi, JVC,
Matsushita ( Panasonic) and Sanyo
showed what they said are the first

The JVC FR-DS I00
(left) and Hitachi KHWS1 (top) include FM,
mediumwave and
shortwave reception
capabilities alongside
L-band reception.
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digital satellite radio receivers at
WorldSpace headquarters here in
Washington last month.

WorldSpace Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer Noah Samara said
See RECEIVERS, page 8
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U.S. Handles Asian Market Slide
GLOBAL continued from page 3

some countries in Southeast Asia, especially in terms of new business. "Radio
stations just don't have any money right
now. We have many stations under longterm agreements that are struggling to
make payments. In fact, some radio stations are going under," he said.
RCS services Southeast Asia accounts
from its office in Singapore. Facto said
business for RCS in China is robust.
At Pacific Research & Engineering,
Don Naab, president and chief operating officer, said the console maker has
seen a "negligible impact" on international sales due to the Asian crisis.
"Things are very tight, no question. We
will wind up down abit for that region.
But, we have actually increased market
share to a great number of those countries," he said.

some manufacturers finding healthy
markets in England, Poland, France,
Germany and Italy, while others have
found things abit tighter.
American broadcasters
Will U.S. broadcasters be paying higher prices for broadcast equipment due to
the economic difficulties of Southeast
Asia? While every situation is different,
general economic theory states that steep
price hikes in one market cannot make up
for slumping sales elsewhere.
"We don't foresee any major changes
in price structure for the coming year,"
said Woods. "If you boosted prices here
in the States over and above normal

expected levels, you would run the risk
of losing market share and making
imports look even more attractive."
The strength of the dollar against foreign currencies has meant cheaper
imports here and more expensive
American-made goods overseas.
Dr. Mordechai Kreinin, an economics
professor at Michigan State University,
said that in some Asian countries, currency values have fallen 50 to 60 percent
against the U.S. dollar in the last year.
"Because of that, prices of imports
from places like Korea and Japan are
down, making them even more competitive with American manufacturers." That
presumably benefits international compa-

that import audio products to the
United States, under names like Sony,
Panasonic and Tascam.
nies

Slowdown in '997
While the low cost of foreign goods is
helping to keep inflation under control in
the United States, Kreinin said manufacturing layoffs in the United States due to
the Asian downturn are causing recession
fears here.
"We are really an island of prosperity,
surrounded by a sea of depression. With
exports down across the board, Iexpect
we'll see even more layoffs from the
manufacturing sector in the first quarter."
American broadcast equipment manufacturers hope the U.S. economy can
avoid aslowdown in 1999. That, coupled
with arecovery in global markets, would
make for ahappy New Year.

China sales "explosive'
Naab, like Facto, points to China as a
country where sales have remained
strong. "With the privatization and digitalization of radio in China, we've picked
up a big boost there. Iwould term the
sales as explosive in China," he said.
Harris Corp. has no intention of giving
up on Southeast Asia. Jim Woods, vicepresident of radio broadcasting for Harris,
said times like this demand patience.

Lost sales in
Asia have been made
up for in other parts
of the world.

"We have a main office in Malaysia
that will continue in what Icall amaintenance mode until things are better.
That's all you can do right now. Asia
has always been avery good market for
us. Right now it is down, but not zero,"
he said.
Most broadcast equipment manufacturers contacted by RW for this article
believe that what has been lost in
Southeast Asia this year has been made
up elsewhere in the world. One of the
benefits of being global is the ability to
survive recessions in different parts of
the world.
Australia has been strong in sales for
some manufacturers. Woods of Harris
said, "They are primed for digital on all
fronts. Actually, we have had abit of a
sag, but only because broadcasters are
looking to see what everyone else will
do. Ithink when it busts open, it will in a
big way."
The economies of most of the former
Soviet republics are flagging. American
companies looking to sell in Central Asia
find poor economies and unsettled political hierarchies six years after the collapse
of the Soviet Union.
Wheatstone's Harrison said, "Russia is
troubled right now. Ithink they have
caught the same cold as Southeast Asia.
We just made amajor sale in Kazakhstan,
but at this point they are few and far
between."
The review on Europe is mixed, with

Broadcasting on ISDN doesn't have
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WorldSpace Target: 500,000 Units
RECEIVERS, continued from page 6

the units on display were actual production units, not mockups — the same units
that would be on store shelves in
Johannesburg, South Africa; Nairobi,
Kenya; Casablanca, Morocco; Cairo,
Egypt; and other cities throughout Africa
and the Middle East in 1999.
The receivers are expected to cost
between $250 and $350, depending upon
manufacturer, model and local import
tariffs. The price is expected to decrease
as more receivers are sold. WorldSpace
expects 500,000 receivers to be sold during its first year of operation.
Samara said that WorldSpace figures
there are some 200 million to 250 million
households in the service areas that can
afford receivers at the
initial price. This figure
is based upon the number of households in
Africa, the Middle East,
Asia and Latin America
that own satellite television disks, VCRs and
other home electronics,
he said.
Although the four rece'vers sport different features and capabilities, they all
provide full access to the WorldSpace
satellite-delivered digital programming
and can be powered by AC power or DC
batteries.
Each receiver includes a program
selection process that allows users to
search for programming based on language and program type. Users can select
a number of presets to return to favorite
channels.
The receivers include an LCD
screen to display the program name
and other information, as well as adata
in/out port for connection to a PC,
allowing users to take advantage of
future satellite- delivered multimedia
and data services.
Each receiver is individually

MIN limin
,

addressable, allowing
for the future introduction of subscription- based pay audio
and multimedia services.
Because the units
are receiving a satellite- based
signal,
reception requires a
line- of- sight path to
the sky. Therefore, the
antenna on each of the
receivers is detachable
and can be placed 10
feet to 16.5 feet from
the receiver. This dis -

Threeyear

The Panasonic RVV-VVSI 0 (top) and
Sanyo DSB-WS1000 (left) are
designed as WorldSpace-only L-band
receivers.

tance can be extended up to 33 feet with
an additional cable.
New receivers
Of the receivers, the Panasonic RWWSIO and Sanyo DSB-WS1000 are
designed as WorldSpace-only L- band
receivers, while the JVC FR-DS100 and
Hitachi KH-WS Iinclude FM, medium
wave and shortwave reception capabilities alongside L-band reception.
The Hitachi KH-WS1 is a compact
portable unit with 10 preset memories, a
mono 200 mW speaker and stereo headphone/line outputs. It also includes clock
and alarm functions.
The JVC FR-DS 100 looks like atypical " boombox," with large speakers
flanking a center control panel.
Yoshikazu (James) Yamamoto, general

DA .2(e,
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manager of the JVC international sales
division, said, "JVC has embraced digitization from the start and the company is
happy to apply its technology to the
WorldSpace project."
R&D
The Panasonic RE-WS 10 features two
full- range 3.2- inch, 2.3-ohm speakers,
clock/timer functions, preset EQ and up
to 10 station presets.
The Sanyo DSB-WS1000 is designed
for portability and includes a shoulder
strap. Features include 32 preset memories and adigital optical output for stereo
connection to an MD recorder or similar
gear.
WorldSpace spent three years working on the development of these
receivers. Its partners included SGSThomson
Microelectronics
and
Micronas Intermetall for the development of chips, Rohde & Schwarz for
the development of test equipment, the
Fraunhofer Institut for the development
of the MPEG 2.5 Layer III encoding
algorithm, and the four Japanese
receiver manufacturers.

WorldSpace Satellite
Payload Specifications
AlitStar and the three other
WorldSpace satellites were built by
Alcatel on the same design.
At the front of each unit is an Xband receive antenna, which receives
signals from both the common hubmode stations and the distributedaccess mode stations. Each satellite
can accept up to 576 signals of 16
kilobits per second, downlinking 192
16 kbps channels on each of three
beams in the L- band.
From the antenna, the signals are
directed through asplitter that divides the
signal, called atwo-way hybrid, to the six
transponders. Half the signals flow to a
three-way hybrid, the others to an onboard baseband processing system.
According to Jean-Noël Giralldbit,
WorldSpace system executive director
for Alcatel, AfriStar will be the first
commercial satellite to use this processing system, although it has been
tested and used by NASA.
In the processor, the signal flows first

through amulticarrier demultiplexer and
demodulator, then through a routing
switch, which divides the signals into
three groups for transit through the
TDM generator and Lband modulator.
The transparent signals that flow
through the three-way hybrid are split into
three groups for transit through an IF
demultiplexer and L-band upconverter.
Because these signals originate at acommon hub- mode station, processing is
applied before the signals are uplinked.
All six groups of signals then pass
through an L- band 300 W TWTA
amplification stage before being
passed along to the two antennas that
bounce the three L- band beams to
WorldSpace receivers on the ground.
To ensure high audio quality with
low-bitrate signals, the system
employs an MPEG 2.5 Layer III
encoding algorithm developed for
WorldSpace by the Fraunhofer Institut.
— T Carter Ross
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IBOC Road Maps Well on the Way
IBOC, continued from page 1

e\ aluating "each of the proposed systems to see if they are significantly better in quality and durability than the
system we have today," said NRSC
Chairman Charles Morgan.
System development
Because each ot the proponents are at
different stages of development for their
systems, the NRSC does not plan to
compare one system to another. That
does not preclude another body, such as
the FCC, from comparing one system to
another, Morgan said.
Unlike the prior DAB test program
in which the NRSC participated ( the
EIA trials in which both in- band and

out-ol-band DAB systems were tested
in 1994 and 1995) when multiple systems were tested simultaneously, these
guidelines are designed to support
independent testing of systems either
by the proponents, with third- party
oversight. or by independent test contractors.
The lab test guidelines discuss proponent submissions, subjective evaluations and test results. Although the subcommittee is releasing the lab and field
test guidelines separately to keep the
evaluation test process moving, it does
not want data submitted in two parts. As
reported by RW earlier, the DAB subcommittee is only interested in evaluating data submissions on complete sys-

tenis ( both AM and FM). Submissions
should include a detailed system
description, with transmission and
receiver operational requirements.
Evaluations
Two forms of subjective evaluations
are discussed: formal and informal
audio tests. Formal evaluations are
suggested, which, for unimpaired
audio, involve listening tests comparing IBOC quality against analog AM
and FM as a reference. For audio
obtained under impaired conditions,
such as multipath, expert listeners will
make observations about threshold of
audibility and point of failure, or what
one observer called unlistenability.

January 6, 1999

Informal long- form evaluations
involve recording long amounts of
audio in multiple programming formats. IBOC audio would be compared
to the same material sent through
NRSC-approved AM or FM analog air
chains.
Test results to be submitted range
from unimpaired audio quality to per-

NATIONAL
RADIO
SYSTEMS
COMMITTEE

DAB

Subcommittee

In-band/On-channel ( IBOC)
Digital Audio Broadcasting ( DAB)
System Test Guidelines

Part I - Laboratory Tests
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formance with multipàth interference.
Compatibility issues, such as how the
inserted digital signal interferes with
the host and adjacent main analog signals, would also be documented.
Proponents have raised the issue of
how to evaluate all- digital IBOC systems, specifically. the integration of alldigital approaches into hybrid systems
consisting of both analog and digital
carriers, and the transition from hybrid
to an all- digital system.

The RODE Broadcaster
On-Air Microphone

Traditional IBOC
NAB and the Consumer Electronics
Manufacturing Association, which cosponsor the NRSC. have told the committee that for now, hybrid technology
— what the group terms " traditional
IBOC" — is What the group should be
focused on evaluating.
The lab test guidelines were to be
sent to all proponents. The group plans
to focus on field test guidelines next.
"Now we can begin putting together
an evaluation subgroup to determine
how the data ( submitted by proponents) will be evaluated. - said
Morgan. He hopes to have that group
together and an evaluation plan in
place for avote by NAB ' 99.
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Know Where Your Service Is?
Charles S. Fitch
This is the third in a series of articles
explaining the National Electrical Code.
The previous part appeared Nov. II. All
articles to date are available at
www.rwonline.com
In previous installments we discussed
the general structure of the NEC as it
relates to the electric system in your station. We covered definitions and got
down to details with areview of conductor wire types.
Let's put this together with an
overview of the first part of the system
that you probably are responsible for,
namely the "service." By NEC definition, the service is comprised of the
conductors and equipment for delivering energy from the electricity supply
system to the wiring system of the
premises served. This is usually the first
point where the utility hands the power
over to you. Theoretically, you are
responsible for the installation and
maintenance of the electrical system in
your station starting with the service,
and onward.
We used the word "probably" earlier
because your utility's line of demarcation
can vary based on local practice and regulation.
Power path
Ordinarily your power arrives at the
studio or transmitter via a neighborhood distribution system. This most
often is via aerial cable, which is less
expensive for the utility than underground wiring. Because the utility does
not like people hassling with their
poles or working near main high- voltage lines, they make the demarcation

the utility "riser" pole to make the utility
connection. If that pole is close to the
road or any vehicular traffic or any other
worrisome circumstance in which the
cable is subject to physical damage, the
NEC dictates that
these wires or cable
must be protected by
metal or PVC schedule 80 conduit, as a
minimum, from 24
inches ( for direct burial) below ground to a
height of at least 8
feet above ground level ( AGL) on the pole.
Many local utilities
substitute their own,
more stringent installation requirement for
a®
those of the NEC,
based on local weather
and circumstances. One New York utility
specifies metal conduit on all roadside
poles because, in many places over the
years. road widening has moved the poles
almost to the curb. People can sometimes
bang into the pole even when parking!
Diameter of this metal or PVC conduit
will be set by the size of the total conductors directly from the NEC's conduit fill
charts and formulas.
The next major device in the service,
when you are the only customer on it, is
normally the utility metering. In the past,
when meters had to be read visually, that
meter was almost always outside, preferIn the trenches
ably in aconvenient place for the meter
Then you will trench down for the
reader. Today, everyone is into radio, and
underground service. You will supply and
most new meters are read via automated
bury the service conductors ( see sidebar
radio metering ( ARM) protocols by
story on page 15).
Unless your service originates at a "transponding" the meter. A vehicle
equipped with alogging computer can driground- level transformer, these conducve down your street and selectively
tors will come above ground near or at
transpond your meter using its unique
number to get the usage data from it.
This allows the meter to be located
indoors, in a safe place not subject to
vandalism.

point somewhere other than the pole.
To keep you off the poles, the utility
usually installs, and quite often supplies, the service cable to the wall of
your building. Your demarcation point
then is at the connection point on
your building wall,
and you supply the
service run from
there to your meter
and into the building.
At the least, the
utility performs the
connection and any
other on-pole work.
The balance of
services nationwide
are
underground.
When these are all on
your property ( no
crossing under streets and the like), most
often you or your contractor will be
responsible for them. If you need to
install anew one, or repair or modify an
old one, you must call to "dig safe," to
identify any nearby underground utilities.
We definitely do not want to start our
trench excavation for the underground
service work by destroying with a misguided backhoe the telephone, water,
sewer, gas, cable and subterranean
endangered species that also serve your
station.

National
Electrical
Code'

A Wiring Nightmare
Before New Year's
Troy Conner
It was atragedy, atravesty and just a
plain shame, not to mention being time
consuming, redundant and costly.
The names will remain anonymous to
protect innocent and guilty alike. In fact,
Imyself take no small degree of responsibility in this affair.
What, you ask, was the tragedy? The
tragedy was having to replace 1,100 feet
— or about aton — of electrical wiring,
which had only just been installed. It
had been found to be faulty about two
weeks after the original tower crew had
left for their next venue. It fell victim to
the first significant rain storm. More
than three- fourths of the wires in the
bundle were shorting intermittently.
As any electrician, technician or engineer will confirm, an intermittent electrical short is one of the wiliest rascals
to track down. You think it's fixed and
that it's working. Turn your back and the
next thing you know it's like Jack
Nicholson in "The Shining" or that kid
in "Poltergeist."
"I'm b-a-a-a-ck!"
The intermittent nature of the shorts
also contributed to the ensuing dilemma.

The tower company sent asmall crew to
diagnose and, more optimistically, repair
the problem.

Man of
Steel

As asop to the utility industry, it was
decided (by powers that be more wise
than I) that metering equipment is not
service equipment and so not completely
subject to the NEC. As aresult of this, it
is not only subject to the NEC for
grounding, construction and installation;
it also is covered by several other industry codes. Your meter's "can," the meter
itself and the conductor connections to it
usually are subject to inspection not only
by the local inspector but also the utility's inspector.
In the details
Substantial details related to the location, installation and connection standards for your meter are set by the utility.
Ask it for a standards book before you
begin any work. The arcane subject of
conduit on poles, meter can elevations
and related topics also are covered in this
book.
Meters are divided into two classes,
consolidated and split, and two types, linear and demand.
Most homes and small businesses have
consolidated meters. These are the classic
beauties that plug directly into the meter
socket. Current actually flows through
them.
Larger users, above 400 amp service,
normally have split units, where the current consumed and voltage delivered are
sensed by separate current transformers
(CTs) and voltage transformers ( PTs).
The P in this case is for potential, which,
as we all know, is a nice Victorian word
for voltage. Andy Rooney once told me
that potential always sounds more scary
and lethal than voltage. Someone who
works around potential should be paid
more than someone who works around
just voltages, doncha think?
Linear meters simply total the number
of kilowatt hours ( kWh) used. Demand
meters not only annotate the linear accumulation of kWh used, but also they log
the peak kW demand of your consumption that the utility has to supply on that
meter.
The peak demand is adreaded creature
See NEC, page 15

The Wizard' has gone

STEREO!
The new DrilTAL FMSA-1

BELAR
OIGITAL STEREO t'GrAllOR

gives The Wizard System
unmatched stereo
monitoring capabilities. . .

LI

THE WIZARD
FM PGITAL MOD ANALYZER

Superlative stereo performance. Linear- phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo demodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And
with the RS- 232 port
operation on site or off.
During the original wiring, the
bridge, the horizontal run from transmitter to tower, had proved to be areal bear
to pull. Several times we broke the rope
used to pull the wire bundle, and had to
re-pull the same run anumber of times
Because it had been such atough pu ll

Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor

BELAR
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ELEcTRcaniics

LABORATORY, INC.

119 LANCASTER AVENUE • P.O. BOX 76 • DEVON, PA 19333-0076 USA
[610] 687-5550 • FAX [ 610] 687-2686
Cal, write or FAX for more informauon on Beier AM. FM, Stereo, SCA, and TV monitors

See STEEL, page 1
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DA Workshop Loaded With Ideas
Thomas R. McGinley

modified and converted standard patterns were discussed.
For most engineers, knowledge of
the standard or expanded pattern
which includes maximum radiation
values for all measured radials of a
pattern is the most useful. Directional
antenna system building blocks were
introduced, showing how tower geometry ( height. orientation and spacing)
and the field phase and magnitude
radiated by each tower in an array
forms the shape of the pattern. Pattern
size or RMS is determined by power
input, less the losses of design shortcomings, the feeder system, and the
ground system. The difference
between theoretical parameters ( math-

impedances and introduce phase delay
or phase advance in the current flowing through them.
The instructors discussed typical power dividing and network designs, including traditional methods and modern techniques. Characteristics of typical
transmission lines used to deliver power
from phasor to tower bases as well as
return tower samples to the antenna monitor were explored. Most modern systems
use foam dielectric semi- flexible cable. A
sample two tower system was dissected
and explained, one block at atime.

As consolidation moves forward, many
groups are rebuilding. improving or moving old AM directional arrays. Owners
are finding out that engineers with AM
antenna knowledge seem to be an endangered species.
The NAB Radio Show had the ticket
to help today's station engineer who is in
charge of maintaining or rebuilding an
AM directional antenna system. Two of
the industry's pre-eminent experts in the
field presented an all-day. tag-team workshop on this enigmatic subject. If you
missed the show, you can still take
Maintenance
advantage of their expertise by ordering
The all-important maintenance
the audio tapes. Ordering information
aspects of system hardware and why
appears at the end of this article.
failures occur was covered
Ron Rackley of duTreil.
carefully. including proper
Lundin and Rackley Consulting
cleaning and lubrication of
Engineers joined Ben Dawson of
variable and mechanical comDawson and Hatfield to update
ponents with moving parts.
this unique workshop, now in its
Ron Rackley advised giving
second year of a restructured forspecial attention to RF contacmat. The program focuses on
tors and variable inductor
proper maintenance techniques,
wipers. Both instructors
including troubleshooting tips.
stressed the need to conduct
proofs of performance. handling
regular inspections of all towall modes of failures, how to stay
er base and system hardware,
out of serious trouble, and, when
looking for signs of overheatall else fails, when to call for the
ing, lightning damage, pest
consultant or other kinds of
infestations, corrosion. etc. so
expertise.
that impending failures may
Much of the math and theory
he caught ahead of time and
presented in earlier formats of this
prevented.
Ron Rackley of duTreil, Lundin and Rackley
workshop have been eliminated.
The antenna sampling system
ematical design numbers) and the
was considered thoroughly. Typical samThe basics
operating parameters ( actual antenna
pling elements such as the toroidal transThe day's syllabus was divided into
monitor indications) were explained
former and the fixed loop were analyzed,
five
topics,
beginning
with
fully.
including the advantages and limitations
introduction to DA patterns. The backTwo sessions on DA hardware and
of each. Toroids usually are preferred for
ground of why directional antennas
system design covered the function of
towers less than 110 degrees in height;
are required was covered, including
coils and capacitors and how they
they are installed and maintained easily
the need to protect the groundwave
work together to form a phasing and
inside the tower base tuning box. The
and skywave service areas of existing
branching system, plus tower base
height and orientation of aloop are critistations, as well as improving service
matching networks. The inductance of
cal for proper operation.
in desired directions. The six different
coils forms inductive reactance which
Installation guidelines were disDA operating modes ( DA N for night
can be offset or canceled by capacitive
cussed. Metal structures or other towers
pattern. DA -D for day. etc.) were
reactance produced by capacitors.
near a DA array can have disastrous
described. In non- mathematical terms.
Combinations of both coils and caps
effects on establishing and maintaining
the basics of theoretical, standard,
form networks which can both match
a pattern. Rackley described the' proper
techniques used to detune such structures, including power lines and support
towers. Reradiation is " tuned out" by
producing electrical isolation of the
structure through a drop wire or detuning skirt and avariable capacitor. In the
case of a base- insulated tower, a series
Equipped with an internal 8-channel GPS receiver, you can now
inductor across its base tuned to produce a current null one-third the dishave time, date and time code within 130 nanoseconds ofp erfect accuracy
tance up the tower will effectively preanywhere in the world. The ES- 185A 'sbest feature is the price, $2495.
vent reradiation.
After the lunch break, afternoon sessions were devoted to DA troubleshooting principles and practices, plus all of
the
FCC compliance and paperwork
,'"7; •
•
issues that govern ongoing legal opera•
tion and modifications.
Rackley divided troubleshooting problems into immediate and gradual types.
affecting both internal and external areas.
STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:
Internal problems can involve either the
•SMPTE/EBU, ESE, IRIG-B, ASCII time Code Outputs
•1PPS Output • 8Satellite Tracking • Battery Back-up
radiating or the monitoring system. while
•GPS " Lock" Indicator • Automatic Daylight Sayings Time Correction
seasonal variations, landscape changes
•Time Zone Offset • Antenna • 3Year Warranty • AND MORE!
and development, plus water-table fluctuations comprise external factors not norOPTIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE:
mally controllable. He stressed the
'Parallel BCD Output • 1KPPS • 10 MHz Output • 220 VAC • 12 VDC
importance of keeping good records,
•Video Inserter • Video Sync- Generator
always recording settings and readings
before taking any action.
4:E
vvww.ese-web.com
"A good parameter log over time will
142 SIERRA ST, EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA 310-322-2136 FAX 310-322-6127
often reveal gradual changes, such as
Cycle (68) Om Reader Service Card
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drifting component values or deteriorating ground systems." he said.
Failure modes
When attacking a problem, çonsider
multiple factors simultaneously. Rackley
cited six specific examples of failure
modes wherein either the sampling system parameters were changing. monitor
points were changing. common point
parameters were changing. or acombination of any of the three.
If the radiating system and pattern are
changing together. parameter changes of
several towers should be noted. If only a
monitor point changes without other
parameter changes. suspect reradiation
along the radial or near the monitor point.
Several different kinds of tests were discussed, including switching sampling
lines to the antenna monitor, plus bridge
measurements of lines with known baseline values to help isolate problems.
The use of appropriate test equipment
for problem solving was also covered.
including the required field strength
meter, an operating impedance bridge
(0IB), and an RF Generator/Detector.
Ben Dawson offered asummary history and overview of FCC regulatory and
procedural matters involving the operations of stations using directional antennas. The process of filing an application
for major or minor changes requiring a
construction permit. as well as an application for station license to cover aCP, or
for direct measurement of power were
explained.
A thorough examination of FCC rules
regarding legal operation of DA's was
covered, with emphasis on monitor point

When you
are attacking a
problem, consider
multiple factors
simultaneously.

and antenna monitor parameter maintenance within the specified limits. This
session also featured alengthy discussion
of how to handle operations during construction. emergencies and operating
with parameters at variance involving
requests for special temporary authority.
Above all else. Rackley said, do not lie or
embellish the truth when requesting an STA.
"Be specific as to what exactly happened and how you propose to operate
until the station is returned to normal
operations." he said. He also discussed
the conditions under which the
Emergency Operation Rule ( 73.3542)
can and should be invoked.
This was an interactive workshop
with lots of questions from the attendees. Those fully registered for the convention were able to attend free for the
first time. Attendees received a certificate signifying completion of the workshop. to be used for SBE recertification
credit.
To order audio tapes of the workshop.
call ( 805) 295-0504 or visit the Web site
www.mobiltape.com and type the word
"directional" into the search field.
o
Tom McGinley is chief engineer of
WPGC-FM/WARIV(FM) in Washington.
D.C., and technical advisor to RW.
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hen you compare digital audio processors, it's not apples
to apples. Why? Because only the Omniefm gives you
adjustable composite clipping, apowerful technique used by
thousands of broadcasters for PD- pleasing loudness- loudness
that can't be achieved in any other way, no matter which
processor you're using.
A

You can have this power without worry:

edq•

The Omnia.fm includes aprecision digital

S7.0k11/
e: -55.6 de

composite low-pass filter which eliminates
interference to subcarriers ( including RDS)
from clipping by-products. And since the
pilot is added after the clipper, it remains
unharmed.
Sure, you can tack on an external

NitweedeLiwyky•ds.
P4I

100µs

Line I

composite clipper to other digital proces-

2.4 %,

sors. But with the Omnia.fm's integral

10.0 de;

composite clipper, operation can be
controlled remotely and included in stored

OMNIA.FM COMPOS TE SPECTRUM
WITH 2dB OF COMPOSITE CLIPPING

presets. And because of the Omnia.fm's
unique, non-aliasing final limiter, you have

edge/
57.001.1/
-11.8

rock- solid peak control, even without composite clipping. Put it all together and you
have the Omnia.fm's clean spectrum, loud,
punchy sound and absolutely no digital
grunge.
Make your own comparison and you'll find
that the Omnia.fm provides unmatched
performance, with or without composite
clipping. Only the Omnia.fm gives you a
choice. And only the Omnia.fm gives you

EXTERNAL COMPOSITE CLIPPER

afree 60-day demo with a money- back

SPECTRUM WITH 2dB OF CLIPPING

guarantee*.

Here's how: The test signals were gaterated by aDelta Electronics SNG-I (Stereo
Noise Generator): spectrum analysis was performed with a Tektronix TDS-744A
Digital Scope in the FFT mode. The top graph shows the spectrum out to 100kHz
of the Omnia.fm with its built-in, all-digital composite clipper and composite lowpass filter. The bottom graph shows adifferent processor combined with an external
composite clipper. Both composite clippers were set for 2dB of clipping. Notice in
the bottom graph the significant harmonic energy in the SCA region as aresult of
composite clipping.
For acomplete technical report, call us for acopy of our paper entitled "Omnia.fm:

•

An Engineering Study." Or visit our web site at: www.nogrunge.com.
liar/7

CUTTINGEDGE
2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE

CLEVELAND, OH 44114

TEL: + 1 ( 216) 241-3343

FAX: + 1 ( 216) 241-4103

E-MAIL: INFOONOGRUNGE.COM

WWW.NOGRUNGE.COM

'Contact your dealer for details on this demo program. Demo requests must be accompanied by a purchase order so our dealers know you're really serious about some serious sound.

1Audio Broadcast Group 3885 Roger B. Chaffee Blvd. Grand Rapids. M1 49548 + 1 ( 8001 999-9281
Fax: + I ( 616) 452-1652 e-mail: supporteahg.com
1Bradley Broadcast Sales 731 3G Grow Road Frederick, MD 21704 Tel: • 1 ( 800) 732-7665 Fax: + 1 ( 301) 682-8377 e-mail: infoebradleybroadcast.com
IBroadcasters General Store
IBroadcast Supply Worldwide
1Crouse-Kimzey Company

2480 SE 52nd Street
7012 27th Street West

P.O. Box 155999

Ocala. FL 34480

IRadio Communications Unlimited
ICaneco

1121 Bellamy Road. North Unit 410

IMarketing Marc Vallée
IAll Electric

1067 Chemin St. Lambert
487 Cariboo Crescent

Tel: + I ( 352) 622-7700

Tacoma. WA 98466

Fort Worth, TX 76155

5509 Barrington

Scarborough. ONT MI11 389

Tel: + 1 ( 416) 438-6230

Fax: + 1 ( 416) 438-1065
Fax:

e-mail: bobacaveco.com

I ( 450) 227-8394

Fax: + 1 (604) 945-5652
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e-mail: info@bswusa.corn

e-mail: saleseproaudio.com

Tel/Fax: + 1 ( 423) 396-3743

Tel: + 1 ( 450) 227-1828

Tel: + 1 (604) 945-5651

e-mail: bgsemercury.net

Fax: + 1 ( 800) 231-7055

Fax: + 1 ( 972) 623-i800

Ooltewah. TN 37363

St. Sauveur de Monts. QE IOR 1R1

Coquitlarn. BC V3C 4X7

Fax: + I1352) 629-7000

Tel: cl ( 8001 426-8414

Tel: + 1 ( 800) 433-2105

e-mail: marcevallee. com

e-mail: allelecedowco. corn

Products & Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
The CircuitWerkes AC-3Autocoupler

Composite Audio DA
and Switcher!

From the " Specialists in Practical
Precision Erlgineering"TM

MIMI&
*tWerkes

STA - 1 • • • STICK- ON
UNIVERSAL LINE AMPLIFIERS

AC-3shown wgth optional rack rnowu

BALANCED OR UNBALANCED

More Features. Better Price.

.1.

RION OR LOW Z

OUTPUTS
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Radio Design Labs

bdi

Toll free ( 800) 281-2683
Local (805) 684-5415
Document Server (800) 391-0017
Web Page www.rdln ,:q core

if ligiftwing strikes oif

Buy simplicity,

ear tower are Callegg

reliability and service

eeipeett damage aird

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
5Crestview Avenue, Peekskill, NY 10566
broadcastdeviceseworldnetatt.net

Tel: ( 914) 737-5032

FAX: (914) 736-6916

READER SERVICE NO. 77

READER SERVICE NO. 52

READER SERVICE NO. 26
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FEATURES
•2Input Switcher
•3Isolated Outputs
•Individual Level Control for Each Output
•Front Panel and Remote Control with Full Status
•Power Fail Memory with Bypass Mode
•Inputs Selectable for Balanced or Unbalanced Operation
•Front Panel Test Jack

/ Up to 20 di:. gain in an audio line
/ Conversion from balanced to unbalanced
/ Conversion from unbalanced to balanced
/ Conversion from high to low impedance
/ Conversion from low to high impedance
/ To bridge an audio line feed
/ To precisely match audio levels

RDL

•

APPLICATIONS
•Switching Between Composite STL's
•Main/Alternate Processing Switching
•Feed Two Transmitters and an ROBS Encoder
•Feed one SCA Generator to Two Transmitters
•Distribute Composite with the Ease of Audio

Anywhere you need

3716 SW 3rd Place
Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 332-6555 / fax 352-380-0230
email salesecircuitwerkes.com
hun://www.circuinverkes.com

•

The CDS-200 Composite
DA/Switcher

PWR

CircuitWerkes

•

finina
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> Optional ComboLok
provides password security.
> Suggested list only $229.
> Simple, active hybrid with
unbalanced, In/Out for
simultaneous send &
recieve communications.
D Remote
connections
includ: aux. relay closure,
pickup-enable, remote pick
up trigger, call end sink, &
Ring / Online sink.

> Auto-connect and disconnect.
> Two- Year limited warranty.
> LED Indicators for incoming
rings/on-line status & power.
> Answers on user selectable
number of rings.
>Momentary or latching dry
contacts at pickup.
> Open collector output for
ring/online
> Metal case can be wall/desk
or, optionally, rack mounted.
> Audio, control and power
connections on screw terms.

A

EAS

Equipment is in stock for

immediate delivery!

Price $ 1750.00

lost air time - the cost of a

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

Stati-Cat system may be

257 W. L ¡ Ilion St. Athens, Ohio 45701

Phone 710-593-3150
FAX 740-592-3898

recovered dar/Mg yoar first

orviwolectroro co aims 000
Freir RUT EOM

/Ightylog seasoit

The et-all- Cat

Lighteig Prevent/6w System

• 5two-way RS- 232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard 8c character generator

provides a continuous, low- resistance discharge path
for the static electric charge on tall structures.
DISSIPATION POINTS ARE 1,8 STAINLESS STEEL

• taudio inputs on standard models ( expandable to t) audio inputs). All audio inputs & outputs are transformer
isolated from encoder-decoder board.
• 2year warranty

RODS ( not wires) ground to needle sharpness.

•Automatic interruption of program audio for
• 2minutes of digital audio storage ( expandable
unattended operation.
' to 4.5 minutes)
• . 4line 40 character LCD display with LEI) backlighting • 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
• 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, • 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
set input levels
equipment by removable plugs.

Corporation Inc.

•Will handshake with automation equipment.

Write or call toll free for afree brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548
888-325-5336 FAX 505-326-2337

• Also available: printers, weather radios, antennas for weather radios, ctystal controlled synthesized FM
digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables .
for interconnectian. character generators.
READER SERVICE NO. 76

READER SERVICE NO. 24
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You Should

Great

radio

programmers

What You're

For a FREE SAMPLE of the Wallace Weekly

Programmer's Digest
Call ( 602) 443-3500
Or E-Mail: tw3tw3@aol.com

Silicon Valley
POWER

like

E

MISSING!

FAX ( 602) 948-7800

Web Site: www.gorman -redlich.com

Stew: Rivers, Scott Shannon,
John Sebastian, Ken Dowe,
and Ron Jacobs are saying great
things about Todd Wallace's new

FM Broadcast Power Amplifiers

weekly programming theory and

Designed for reliability, durability, & efficiency.

AMPLIFIERS
The RF People

promotional ideabank newsletter:
• " Reading "
Fil" is like getting a
Master's Degree in programming,
in easy-to-digest weekly doses."
• "Every week, Ihave dozens of
sticky notes flagging all the great
actionable ideas Ifind in the pages
of

Programmer's Digest."

• "Any thinking PD who is serious
about radio should be reading W

I
_

• "I
love the energy, the breadth, the
history,
the insights, and the
secrets."

Models from 165 watts to 2.4 KW
Solid state.
VSWR foldback.
Remote operation.
Full documentation.

1-800-986-9700
www.svpa.rom

READER SERVICE NO. 120

Frequency agile.
Digital display.
Easy installation.
Modular construction.

e-mail:

saleeMsepa.rom

Fax 1
-408 -986 -1438

READER SERVICE NO. 50
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Service Types
Unless you are amajor consumer, say,
astadium, and you have your own substation, your power ordinarily is delivered
at one of the following voltage levels:
120/240 volts single phase — A threewire service in which the voltage available at the two phase wires is 240 volt.
120 volts is obtained between either
phase wire and the center tap. This pedestrian service is the ordinary house and
small office service voltage arrangement.
The phase wires run 180 degrees apart in
phase and the center tap is normally
grounded and from that point on is considered the neutral.
120/208 volt three-phase wye — This is a
four-wire service in which the voltage is
208 volts between any two phase wires
and 120 volts from any phase wire to
center tap, which normally is grounded
and from that point on is considered the
neutral. The phases are 120 degrees apart
(Occasionally you will be given 1201208
volts single-phase three-wire, which is
two phase wires and the center tap, for a
single-phase small consumption service.)
2771480 volt three-phase w)e — Same
arrangement as above but higher voltages
for larger power delivery using the same
size wire. You furnish your own stepdown inside your own plant for 120 volt
loads.
480 volt three-phase delta — A less common service in which you are given just
three phase wires, with one of them normally grounded. This service usually is
given only to locations where the largest
load is delta bridge delta, such as avery
large 480 volt transmitter.
Most station sites obtain their supply
from the neighborhood delivery system.
External to your plant is atransformer to
step down the utility voltage (typically 13
kV but as low as 2,400 volts to use lower
poles) to supply your and other nearby
services.
About one in 50 stations owns this
transformer. It is amajor cost item to the
utility, and it would love to pass the cost
onto you. The good news is that if you
own it. you are the only person on the
secondary.
If the utility owns it, everyone and
anyone it wants to attach to the secondary
side can be on it. All the noise present on
their loads is presented to all users. A
quick but adequate example was the
high- frequency SCR switching trash
from abuilding elevator that drove a
radio station crazy until an isolation transfumier was installed just for them.
At a minimum, the utility service
for your station should supply
sinewave waveform purity, low or no
system noise and adequate regulation.
If any of these qualities are missing, it
is time to get the utility out to your
station for corrective action.
In the past. broadcasters have had real
problems with the "open delta" transformer configuration. As acost measure.
at locations where most of the load is
delta bridge delta such as the 480 delta
above, the utilities have created athreephase delta using just two transformers
"deriving" the third phase. The problems
associated with this type of installation
related to voltage regulation and hum in
filtering are legend, and most of these
installations have mercifully gone away.
However, if you have three-phase service at your site and you have only two
transformers on the pole, it is time to call
the utility.

Radio World
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The Basics of Your Service
NEC, continued from page 11

because it is used as apenalty multiplier of
your electric bill. The utility says it must
reclaim the cost of the generation and delivery facilities to satisfy peak demand. Small
customers do not precipitate a notable
demand factor, but big customers do.
The result: if you have a demand
meter, and you have large peak demands
but low total consumption, you will pay
notably more for your power than just a
linear rate.
Because of the current levels involved,
almost all split meter systems are demand
meters.
We will cover demand factor and ways
to reduce it in afuture column.

Alter the meter, next in the electrical
flow stream at the end of the service
typically is the main disconnect. We are
definitely back in NEC country now.
The disconnect may be a switch with
fuses, or a separate circuit breaker, or
the main in a breaker panel. But its
selection, installation and location are
outlined carefully by the NEC. We will
look here in afuture installment.
Looking ahead
Ness: time, will take a little diversion
to rotary converters that generate threephase power from asingle-phase source.
We also will use this as an excuse to discuss that age-old question, "Why three-

phase pov,er, anyway?" Then we will
touch on NEC details concerning grounding, switchgear, generators, surge protection, wiring devices, lighting, emergency
lighting. HVAC. raceways and much
more.
Charles S. Fitch, W21P1, is a registered professional consultant engineer, a
member of the AFCCE, a senior member
of the SBE, lifetime CPBE. licensed electrical contractor, station owner and former director of engineering of WT1C-TV
in Hartford, Conn., and WHSH-TV in
Marlborough, Mass.
Reach
him
via
e-mail
to
FitchPE@compuserve.com
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Tracker 2000 Module

Library & Playlist Modification Module

EZ-LIB

EZ-TRKR

Great For PD's, MD's, Traffic...

The Easiest & Most Powerful Voice Tracker Available
Recording & AutoRecording Machine Module

Multiple Cart Walls Module

EZ-ARRAY

EZ-REC

Unlimited Instant Access-Customize Each User

Up to 4Available Per Workstation

Automated or Live Assist Player Module

Graphic Waveform Cut & Paste Assembly Editor Module

EZ-EDIT

EZ-PLAY
Up to 4Available Per Workstation

Fast Non- Destructive Editor

MasterLogee Assist Player Module

Script Display Module

Z-MLOG

EZ-SCRIPT

Second Generation Interface for Advanced Users

Prompting Display With Embedded Audio

Quad Player Module

Wire Capture & Editing

NewsDAD32

EZ-OPLAY

Complete News System

Multi- Deck Cart Player
Enhanced Quad Player Module

Comprehensive Multichannel Editor

A

EZ-4PLAY

Embedded DAD Application

Multi -Deck Player With Scheduling

The DADpR,
332 Digital Audio
Delivery System already
has a widely established
and enviable reputation
as the most versatile

is as easy as picking your
favorite tunes. New EZ
Modules permit selection
of only the features and
functionality
required for

and reliable
optimization of any
system on the
Workstation, typically
market. Now
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Atypical Tower Wiring
STEEL continued from page 11

and, more important, because testing
showed definite shorts to ground, the
horizontal run was pulled out and completely rewired with new wire.
Subsequent testing showed all clear, so
the crew again left, thinking all was well.
Once again, fate pulled aquick one, and
the shorts were back.
At this point, the head offices of the
original crew decided that the only realistic
solution was to rewire the entire tower
with all- new ( and costly) wire. Picture
1,100 feet, with eight #4 conductors, four
#10s and seven # 14 wires. The owner did
agree to running two fewer #4s, and that

did seem to help, but we were still laced
with 17 wires.
Admittedly it was aponderous bundle
of wire to pull in inch- and-a-half rigid
conduit, but the count fell within NEC
standards. This was probably one of our
first failings. We should all have instinctively recognized that the NEC probably
wasn't thinking about vertically pulling a
hundred feet of wire at abite, as is typical in tower wiring.
Hindsight
In retrospect, we should have opted for
the next larger conduit. It might have
made the endeavor less subject to failure.

With a larger conduit and subsequent
junction box "softener" ( the ring threaded inside acast aluminum J-box to protect the wire as it is fed into the conduit)
it might have been possible to feed the
unwieldy wire bundles into the conduit
more easily.
Another lesson we learned was to check
each and every 10-foot stick of conduit
visually before it goes up the tower. I
strongly suspect that some of our shorts
were caused by a "spur" of galvanizing on
the inner wall of the conduit which pierced
to outer insulation of the wire.
During the galvanizing process, after
the steel has been acid dipped, if any little bit of debris ends up on the steel, prior
to it being hot dipped in the zinc bath, it
frequently results in asharp burr or spur
under the zinc coating. Climbers of fresh

When Digital Is In, What Goes Out?
Randy Stine
As more air studios are equipped
with audio management systems, the
question of what to do with the displaced studio equipment pops up.
Do you clean up the transmitter shed
and hold agarage sale? Do you donate
stuff to amuseum as ahistory exhibit?
With reel-to-reel decks and cart
machines on the way out, achief engineer must decide what to keep and what
to dispose of in the rebuilding process.
Cart machines, in particular, are
endangered. " I've seen enough cart
machines on the floor of engineers'
offices the last year to fill several swimming pools," said Ed Trombley, field
engineer for Munn and Associates, an
engineering consulting firm.
Trombley travels the country and sees a
variety of stations and studios. "Everyone
seems to be going for the nice, clean studio look. Sometimes you don't see anything but the VDT, keyboard and asmall
mixer. And amic, of course."
Once you've gone digital, what should
you keep as backup in the studio?
"In most of our markets we'll leave a
couple of CD players in the studio for
backup," said Terry Baun, corporate
vice president of engineering for
Cumulus Broadcasting. " And usually
we'll replace the commercial- grade
players with consumer- grade stuff,
knowing that they won't get much use."
Baun said some main studio gear
usually will find its way to production.
"Often times, we can practically build a
new production studio with the tape
decks, mixer boards and CD players we
tear out of the on-air studio," he said.
Learning ways to recycle equipment
is important.
"It's important not to waste anything," Baun said. " Being a part of a
major group means we can usually find
uses for everything. We may ship aconsole from Green Bay to Battle Creek to
use at one of our stations there."
Baun agrees cart machines are history.
"No use for them anymore. You
might just as well donate them to a
local school."
That's exactly what chief engineer
Bob Hawkins plans to do when he
rebuilds the studios at Emmis owned
WENS(FM) and WNAP-FM in
Indianapolis this fall.
"In fact, we'll throw in an old console and tape deck too," Hawkins said.

A local high school has been in the
process of collecting used equipment to
build aradio studio.
"We are going with AudioVault in our
new studios," said Hawkins, referring to
the Broadcast Electronics audio system.
Plans call for back-up CD players, acassette deck and a360 Systems Short/cut
for phone calls. "Other than amic, that
should be it for studio equipment."
The WENS on- air tape decks are
headed for a new production room at
the station. Even so, Hawkins said, usefulness of the decks could be shortlived thanks to the prevalence of digital
audio delivery systems. "With more and
more commercial dubs being sent via
DCI and DGS, that old Otani or Revox
could become obsolete."
What are radio stations buying when
it comes to stand-alone studio playback
equipment? " The market for CD,

The digital
revolution has
created orphan
equipment —
and demand for
used gear.
MiniDisc and DAT players is still
strong," said Dave Howland, vice president for sales and marketing at Audio
Broadcast Group.
Despite the declining popularity of
cart machines, ABG still sells some,
Howland said. Anything with readwrite capabilities is still useful in studio
settings, especially production rooms.
"Many stations still use DAT for
commercial backup if they don't have
room on their main hard drive," he said.
Sales of single-play CD players actually are up at Broadcast Supply
Worldwide. BSW Sales Representative
Tom Roalkvan said most radio stations
are good at salvaging equipment.
"Sure, you have everything on hard
drive, but you still need input sources.
Someday you may not need a reel-toreel deck, but for now you still do."
MiniDisc players are popular. "Some
stations are using them as areplacement
for cart machines," Roalkvan said.
When completing astudio overhaul,

Entercom Broadcasting stations, like
many others, leave several backup CD
players in the main studio. Marty
Hadfield, director of engineering for
Entercom, said he often can find uses for
just about everything that's left over.
"If we have the space we'll put
together alittle mini-production studio,
or a dubbing studio as we call them,
with the equipment. With cart
machines, we trade them in, use for
parts or donate them," he said.
Sometimes, Hadfield said, a radio station can work out adeal to trade some
equipment when buying new digital
equipment.
"I think it's becoming less of apractice, simply because Ithink there is quite
aglut of used studio equipment out there
with so many stations going digital."
A sizable market
What is the market for used studio
equipment like? The Broadcast
Division of Harris Corp. has a sizable
chunk. Jim Woods, vice president of
radio broadcasting for Harris, said the
company's used equipment program
has grown steadily over several years.
"It's a reasonable market to be in.
With stations going to digital storage
and retrievable systems, they are looking at ways to move some of this extra
equipment around," Woods said.
Harris will routinely buy used cart
machines for $50 and re- sell them for
$100 to $200. The demand from smaller stations for such equipment remains
strong, Woods said. With parts becoming harder to find, for cart machines in
particular, some stations look to used
equipment strictly for parts.
"Finding parts and the people to fix
'em is getting harder to do," Woods said.
You can totally streamline your onair studio. Or, you can do as most
Chancellor Media stations have done,
and keep one of almost everything in
your studios.
"Computers have one tiny problem:
they crash at the most inopportune
times," said Jeff Littlejohn, Chancellor
director of engineering. Most Chancellor
stations still play music off CD.
Littlejohn said it helps him sleep better at night knowing that if the system
goes down at 2 a.m., his stations will
hardly miss abeat.
"You need these layers of redundancy
to protect yourself. Your programming is
too valuable to leave to chance," he said.
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towers are all too familiar with them, for
they hurt when jabbed into the palm of
the hand.
Ah, hindsight. It would have been so
simple to sight down each stick prior to
taking it up the tower. As it was, we tried
using an inspection mirror in one J-box
and a flashlight in another, but parallax
makes it just about impossible to discern
any detail on the conduit walls. .We even
discussed using a tiny TV camera, but
this quickly was discounted as time-consuming and abit impractical.
Another technique we employed was
to test each run individually prior to any
connections being made. We took jugs of
water up the tower and poured agallon
down each run of conduit, while individually testing each conductor for ashort to
ground. While we were testing, we
should also have been checking for
"open" as well as for "shorted."
As it was, we made and sealed all of
the connections before discovering one
open wire. Fortunately, it was one of the
smaller gauge conductors, so it only took
acouple of hours to check the wire nuts
in six junction boxes.
The next lesson was not to use the
"figure eight" bolts typically installed in
the back of large junction boxes, which
normally are used to support the wire.
During the rewiring process it was decided to use akellum grip (Chinese finger)
to support the bundle of wire in order to
give us more working room in the box.
Remember, we are talking about 17
conductors. By the time you encapsulate
a #4 split bolt with sufficient rubber tape
and then good 3M electrical tape, the termination is about the size of agolf ball.
All in all, it was still a wad of wires to
stuff into each box. By the way, we were
using the largest cast junction box on the
market, lest you think us guilty of skimping on the boxes.
Another important lesson was to tape
the mess out of the bundles after making
each one up on the ground. ( My editor
urges me to explain that "tape the mess
out of' is acountry- ism, something like
"tape the heck out of.") The original
bundled runs had been taped about every
foot or two, not nearly often enough. We
even considered spiral- wrapping each
bundle, but ended up with tape about
every two to four inches.
Iwould estimate that maybe aday's
labor for the entire six- or eight- man
original crew would have prevented
two return trips and probably 10 crew
days of testing and rework. The taping
of the bundles would have been the
only really time-consuming item; the
kellums are cheap and readily available; sighting down the sticks of conduit could have happened any time
they were handled or moved. Testing
while building also would have taken
very little once a procedure had been
established.
In the end, we hauled the old wire to a
salvage yard, and the tragedy really came
home. The wire heaped about a foot
above the rails of a standard eight- foot
pickup bed, and definitely squatted the
Ford 250. It weighed in atad more than
1,900 pounds and unstripped yielded less
than $250.
Ican't find the picture of the loaded
truck at the moment. Once Ifind it, Iplan
to post it on a bulletin board near my
desk to remind me of all the lessons I
learned by the experience.
All of us involved still have our fingers crossed.
Happy New Year!
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all now for ROCK Egorroiva
prices on all our microphones — the only sale
of its kind this year!
WOW, did we have a
bumper crop of

MIMICS

this year! We're up to our
FA&MS in
Beyerdynamic, AudioTechnica, Shure, Crown,
ElectroVoice, Sennheiser,
Sony, AKG, Neumann —
irC»U name it! Seemed
only fair to pass the savings
along to the good folks who
shop with us.

Because the mics will keep just
fine. But these incredible

»ICES
won't last after March 31, 1999!
And after all, money doesn't grow on
TREES. Microphones do.
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Make Life Easier
John Bisset
Let's face it — we can't do everything.
Remember that elusive reward called a
vacation? How about that regional SBE
show you need to attend, just to keep
your skills sharp?
The best engineers have designed
redundancy into their facilities, so backup systems exist to support the main systems. Even if you don't have the budget
for a backup plan, there are things you
can do to help others diagnose problems
in your absence.
First and foremost is labeling everything clearly. Iremember being called in
to troubleshoot aphone system that was
not working. The chief was out of town.
Curiously, the PD said the system
worked fine during the mid-day request
show. What went wrong?
The afternoon drive jock went on
vacation, and the fill-in had never done
phones on his shift. There was one switch
that he failed to throw. The chief had prepared astep-by-step process of using the
phone system. No one bothered to read
it! Nor did the talent read the label for the
PHONE ON switch. So much for trying
to make systems foolproof.
Careful labeling and instructions about
how something is to be used made it easier for me, or any other engineer, to find
the problem.
Mark Bohnett, chief at WOLC(FM) in
Princess Anne, Md., used this strategy when

check something in the back of the rack
while you're on the phone.
An intern can print up all the labels.
and you can affix them to ensure they
go on the proper equipment. This labeling effort pays off if you have several
satellite receivers. Trying to keep track
of which coax lines go to which
receivers can be simplified by labeling
everything.
Iremember a few years ago an engineer called me in to help realign adish.
He didn't realize, however, that he was
realigning the wrong dish — none of the
cables were labeled, so he thought he had
the right one!

Label It!

it came to his DAs. Each receiver output
runs into its own section of amplification.
The four audio outputs are identified on
Avery labels, which Mark printed on the
computer. It's easy to adjust feeds to different studios, and easy to follow the signal
flow, using the labels as guides.

another studio, causing you acall-back to
correct your mistake. A side benefit is
that the labeling looks good, which
makes you look good in the eyes of your
manager.
Thanks, Mark, for sharing your ideas
with Workbench readers!
* * *

Labeling equipment doesn't just
mean the front, either. Ralph Messer, of
West Virginia Radio's network of stations
in Morgantown, recently completed a
John Bisset has worked as a chief
studio and rack room overhaul. After
engineer and contract engineer for more
placing everything in the rack, the
than 20 years. He is adistrict sales manBrother P-Touch labeler got aworkout.
ager for Harris Corp. He can be reached
Each piece of equipment was labeled
at ( 703) 323-8011.
for easy identification. Proper identificaSubmissions for this column are
tion of rack equipment helps when you
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertihave several codecs going to different fication credit. Fax your submission to
locations; you can trim troubleshooting
(703) 323-8044, or via e-mail at
time if you have to use non-engineers to
jbisseteharris.com

Label the back of equipment to help
yourself and others.
When changes are made, new labels
can be printed. Attention to "little" things
like this makes troubleshooting abreeze,
and you'll never turn the wrong pot, mess
up stereo balance, or change the feed to
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Yu u Must [Remember This
The first transistor radio was
mass produced in
1954 by the American company
Regency. In 1955, Sony produced
its first model,
the TR55, which
was not exported. But by then,
there were other
American manufacturers producing solid-state
models.
Consumer
Reports didn't rate
the new transistor
sets favorably,
possibly explaining
why
the
Motorola Pixie,
using tubes, sold fairly well in 1956.
The chassis of the 45P Iused one
miniature and three subminiature tubes
powered by a 1-1/2 volt "A" and a45
volt "B" battery. The back opened on its
hinges as acamera would for access to

the 4-by-6inch cabinet.
This is one in a series of photographs featuring classic and less
well-known radios. The pictures and
descriptions are by collector Bill
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Overbeck, president of the Delaware
Valley Historic Radio Club, who has
made every effort to ensure accuracy. To contact him, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 847, Havertown, PA 19083.
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Automatic Re- start After
Power Failure
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INEXPENSIVE!
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When two innovative companies join,
the game has just begun.

ortee ts amastered trademark of Alaton Bexley Company

Harris and Intraplex
Synergy Continues

Harris, the leader in advanced broadcast systems, is pleased
to welcome Intraplex, the leader in digital transmission
solutions, to the Harris Communications family.
Whether you are outfitting anew station, networking a
group of stations, or upgrading your equipment, Intraplex
Transmission Solutions from Harris Broadcast Systems
will take you there. Call us today.
Harris and Intraplex Transmission Solutions.
Welcome to the next level.

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

HA RRIS
Communications

1-877-468-7275 • www.harris.com/communications
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CPs: Time
To Use ' em
Or Lose ' em?
Frank Montero
A few years back, Iwrote apiece
about the FCC's specific rules
regarding the financing and sale of
construction permits.
The article described the FCC
rules which then stated that apermit
for an unbuilt station could not be
sold for more than the legitimate and
documented "out-of-pocket" expenses incurred in obtaining the permit.
Well, it's time to throw that one out.
In abomb shell of apress release that
came out in midNovember of 1998,
the FCC said it would release areport
and order that would, among other
changes, allow the for-profit sale of
unbuilt construction permits. It made
the announcement in connection with
its
Non- Technical
Broadcast
Regulatory Streamlining proceeding.
The response in the industry was
positive. Many people believed that
the restriction was responsible for
delays in getting such permits built
and running as operational stations.
The reason: many permit holders.
lacking the resources to build stations or facing obstacles to construction, were reluctant to sell them to
broadcasters who could get them
running quickly because they were
prohibited from realizing aprofit on
their investment.
The hope was that the new profitability of these permits would create a new market for them, boost
their value and get them in the
hands of those who could build the
stations quickly.
Still, as anyone who has worked
See BOTTOM UNE, page 23

Haber on
Local
Listening
Page 22

Resource for Business, Programming & Sales
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Sitter Protests NBA Lockout
Bob Rusk
An employee of KEX(AM) in
Portland. Ore., took up residence on a
billboard, promising to stay there until
the NBA lockout was settled or the 199899 professional basketball season was
canceled.
Marty Anderson. 25, who works as a
promotion coordinator in the Jacor station's marketing department. moved onto
the billboard on Nov. 3.
"The idea to do this was mine." said
Anderson, who spoke with RW via cell
phone. " I'm doing this from a fan perspective, and not as a radio publicity
stunt. I'm trying to make a statement to
the NBA that the fans just want to see
basketball."
'Save our season'
KEX placed abanner on the billboard
that proclaimed " Save Our Season."
Anderson's motto was clearly visible to
passing motorists and pedestrians on
Powell Boulevard, a thoroughfare that
leads to downtown Portland.
"Since Igot up here, everybody's been

honking, waving and screaming," said Anderson. "There is
definitely support for the cause."
They also monitored him
online. A live camera was
installed and provided images to
Web visitors at wit•w. 1190kex.
corn
As of Dec. 16. Anderson was
still there.
Assistance offered
Advertisers also offered support.
supplying
whatever
Anderson needed to make his stay
as comfortable as possible, said
KEX marketing director Rich
Connor.
A home improvement center
provided the lumber for the
"mini- condo" that Anderson
built on the catwalk at the base
of the billboard. A sporting
goods retailer pitched in with
camping supplies: an appliance
store supplied a I
9- inch television: and afurniture store gave
aLa- Z- Boy recliner.
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Marty Anderson hooks attention while he has
a ball at his billboard temporary residence.
It wasn't easy getting most of those
things to Anderson. The recliner, for
example, was pulled up to the billboard
— which sits about 50 feet above the
ground — with arope.
"It was apretty strong rope and it took
three guys to pull the chair up here." said
Anderson. It wasn't nearly as difficult
getting aradio lo him.
Adventure RV Center loaned KEX a
31- foot Winnebago. It was parked in alot
below the billboard and was used by
KEX employees who brought meals to
Anderson and stayed close by to offer
assistance
Climbing home
Not to be outdone, the Portland Fire
Bureau brought ahook and ladder unit to
the billboard and a crew climbed along
the catwalk to install a smoke defector
inside Anderson's little house.
See KEX, page 22
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Here, There and Everywhere
Alan Haber
Iwrite this, it's just about time to
unwrap presents, but as you're reading
this you have already done the unwrapping thing, and those various-sized, altogether pesky green needles arc effectively ( but not absolutely — look under your
couch) gone.
Here in the metro Washington. D.C.,
area, it's been hard getting into the holiday spirit. Must be the weather. After all,
it's been unseasonably warm, with
record-high temperatures being set. zippo
frost and nary ahint of sleigh bells or hoho- ho.
Imean, it's like 75 degrees today —
how can you realistically immerse yourself in the magical spirit that's usually
evident this time of year when all you
can think about is getting atan?
I'm not trying to be the Weather
Channel — I'm trying to make apoint
here!

adult- alternative outlet. It sounds just
about crystal-clear.
Imight as well be in North Adelaide.
When I'm listening to a station on the
Net, I'm alocal listener, even though I'm
physically here. And where is here? It's
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Dumb by nature
Whatever the weather is where you
are, you can pretty much bet the ranch
anywhere you want it to be. You need not
that the weather is different in other
be there to enjoy it; you need only have
regions. Yet, we all share some common
the means to get it ... and a computer
ground. Distance may separate us, but it
gives you those means.
also brings us closer together. And you
have technology to thank for that.
Listen from home
. This holiday season, a kazillion comWebcasting allows a station in North
puters will find their way into homes and
Adelaide to enter your home just as easa kazillion mommies and daddies will
ily as one in Singapore ( the not- yourhave spent a kazillion late nights trying
typical- oldies station, Gold 90.5 FM) or
to get the damned things to work. If
one in Powell/Cody, Wyo., where it's
they'd only read the manuals ... but I going to be around 30 degrees today, or
digress.
so the announcer says!
Computers are dumb by nature, or at
But whether they're wearing parkas
least until they're given instructions they
in Powell/Cody doesn't matter when it
can follow and turn into something magicomes to my listening to one of the
cal ... like connecting you to some fararea's radio stations on the Net, just as
away radio station.
it doesn't matter if at lunch I'll be wearIt's still amazing to me that you can he
ing shorts and basking in the noonday
in the United States and listen to astation
sun, stretched out on a chaise lounge
in North Adelaide, South Australia. I'm
with acool beverage at my side.
listening right now to 107.9 Alta Mira, an
The fact that Ican listen to the station is
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all that's important, and with the advent of
streaming media technology, Ican.
Think about it like this: If you're an
Internet shopper, you know you can
buy just about anything that exists
with a couple of mouse clicks and a
credit card.
And you don't have to be buying those
extra- wiggly woggles from a store that's
physically less than 20 miles from your
home. It's just as easy to order those
woggles from a shop in the U.K. or a
department store in North Adelaide.
South Australia.
And don't ask me what a woggle is.
All Iknow is they don't wobble when
they walk.
Okay, group hug time, now. If your
station is still undecided about
Webcasting, remember that there are all
those potential listeners out there —
folks with wallets stuffed with cash
they can spend on your advertisers'
products, wherever those advertisers
happen to be.
Split your commercial streams. Split
your programming streams. Be creative.
Target every single listener who is listening to your Webcasts. Leave no cyberstone unturned.
Remember that wherever you are,
you're never closer to there than here.
Alan Haber can be reached via e-mail
at zoogang@earthlink.net
BUSINESS DIGEST

Ginsburg
Invests in
DG Systems
Former Chancellor Media Corp.
President and CEO Scott Ginsburg
has invested $ 11 million in DG
Systems and will be the new board
chairman and CEO of the digital
network services provider. DG's
chairman, Richard Harris. will
become vice chairman of the board;
Henry Donaldson will continue as
president and director and assume
new responsibility as COO.
As chairman and CEO, Ginsburg
is responsible for strategic direction,
consolidation strategy and financial
relationships.
Ginsburg sees opportunities to
improve DG's electronic transaction
network.
"There are over 10 million transactions annually for the distribution
of national and regional broadcast
spot advertising, another 10 million
for local spot advertising, and untold
additional transactions to support the
processes of placing media buys,
tracking results and billing and collecting for services provided," he
said. "Through the Internet, as well
as DG Systems' satellite and terrestrial network facilities, we will provide
awide array of value-added services
to process this enormous flow of
transactions."
— Leslie Stim.son

KEX Sitter
Protests
Lockout
KEX, continued from page 21
"This smoke detector has a 10year- life battery. It is our hope that
the lockout is settled before this
battery is worn out!" said Melt
Heesacker, the bureau's public
information officer.
Anderson spent his nights in the 8foot-long, 4-foot-high house sleeping
on an inflatable mattress and kept
warm with aspace heater. He spends
many of his days, some of which
were wet and windy, out on the catwalk, waving to people below.

Since Igot

up

here, everybody's
been honking,
waving and
screaming.
— Marty Anderson
Anderson said he was determined
not to leave his perch for any reason.
A portable toilet was installed for
Anderson on the rafters on the back
of the billboard.
Visitors
including his wife
— had to climb an aluminum ladder, walk across the roof of aonestory building, then climb another
ladder to the billboard. KEX personality Mark Mason did his show
from the billboard one afternoon.
To mark the occasion, he played
the 1982 Joe Cocker- Jennifer
Warnes duet " Up Where We
Belong."
At the approach of the holidays, KEX invited listeners to
drop off decorations that could be
used to adorn the billboard. The
person who gave the best decoration each day received a free
turkey.
KEX, which consistently places
in the top 10 in the Portland
Arbitron ratings, is the flagship station of the NBA's Portland Trail
Blazers. Under terms of the NBA
lockout, the Blazers were not permitted to comment on Anderson's
Save Our Season campaign.
Anderson, whose sit-in was
featured on the local TV news,
hoped NBA Commissioner David
Stern would hear about the billboard. "That would be absolutely
awesome!" Anderson said.
If the lockout isn't settled or the
season isn't canceled anytime soon,
Anderson said he was prepared to
spend the entire winter on the billboard — all the while relishing in
his new-found fame.
"How often can somebody say
that they actually lived on a billboard?" he said. "I'm having alot of
fun with this."
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FCC's ABCs of CPs
BOTTOM UNE, continued from page 21

in this business for awhile knows, press
releases are not all they appear to be.
Broadcasters were not ready to rejoice
until they could read the fine print of the
FCC's streamlining decision.
However, when broadcasters started
reviewing the details of the revision, they
discovered both good news and bad news
for construction permit holders.
In its streamlining order, the FCC has
eliminated its prohibition on the for-profit sale of unbuilt construction permits.
This rule revision applies to all outstanding commercial station construction permits
as well as commercial permits that will be
issued pursuant to the auction process.
The revision also applies to noncommercial construction permits granted prior to the release of the streamlining order.
However, the FCC has deferred deciding
on whether to lift the prohibition on future
noncommercial permits in proceedings
where there is more than one applicant.
Where there is asingle applicant that
gets the noncommercial permit by
default, the revision applies and you can
sell the permit at aprofit.
Extensions
The FCC has extended all construction
permits to three years. However — and
here's the start of the bad news — there will
be no extensions in the traditional sense.
Instead, the three-year period will be
"tolled" by the filing of appeals of an FCC
action related to the permit, by appeals of
zoning orders (the initial zoning processing will not toll the three years), and by
acts of God (e.g., floods and hurricanes),
but only for a period not to exceed six
months. No other excuses will be accepted. At the end of three years, the permit
will automatically expire.
The rule placing a strict term on all
permits measures the three years not
from the release of the streamlining order
or the most recent extènsion date, but
from the grant date of the permit.
For those holding older CPs, especially those which have already been extended beyond three years, this may be abig
problem.
If you have had problems with locating
asite or construction of asite which traditionally would have justified an extension,
the ruling apparently prevents any further
extension unless you can show that the
permit is within the three-year construction
period from the grant of the CP, taking into
account any tolling factors.
Therefore, if you have extensions
pending or are close to the end of the life
of the CP, and are already beyond the
three-year period from the initial grant,
you must apparently either finish construction by the effective date of the FCC
order ( 60 days from federal register publication) or the permit will be canceled.
Broadcasters out there who may have
permits that they acquired under the old
rules, but that are more than three years old,
will lose those permits if the stations are not
built by the effective date of the order.
The practical result of the rule change
is that it makes CPs "hot potatoes."
In the past, if you could not build the
station because of azoning or technical
difficulty, this would be alegitimate cause
for requesting an extension of the permit.
Now, if you encounter these problems, the
permit may be in serious jeopardy.
Barry Umansky, NAB deputy general
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counsel, said, "For decades, broadcasters
have been hampered by intransigent local
zoning officials who have held up approval
for tower construction and modification."
In some instances, zoning officials have
been accused of abusing this authority by
favoring one broadcaster over another or by
forcing broadcasters to change their programming in order to get zoning or permitting approval by the local land-use officials.
Umansky worries that the new FCC
construction permit term rules, which do
not grant permit holders time allowances
for delays in gaining local zoning
approval for tower construction, will give
local authorities a " federal sword of
Damocles to hang over broadcasters and

empower these officials to essentially
'wait out' broadcasters and broadcast
facilities that they don't like."
"The NAB has, for years, been urging the
FCC to enact rules imposing time limits and
other constraints under which zoning decisions would be reached.
"Such an action would restore predictability and fairness to the process."
Market value
The NAB, according to Umansky,
intends to seek reconsideration of the zoning approval aspect of the construction
permit term rule of the streamlining order.
From a business standpoint, at first
blush, it was believed that the new rule
revisions would have apositive effect on
the market value of construction permits
because they could now be sold freely to
the highest bidder.

However, although you can now sell the
permit for aprofit under the new rule, the
perishability of the permit could effectively
depress its value on the open market.
Thus, for such permits, getting your
out-of-pocket expenses back may now
actually be wishful thinking, even without the price cap.
It is fully expected that petitions for
reconsideration of this.
,and other aspects
of the order will be filed by the NAB and
affected broadcasters, especially by those
who stand to lose their permits under the
revised rules.
Still, unless such filings stay the effective date of the order, there will be many
sweaty palms out there, to say nothing of
extremely busy engineers and equipment
vendors who will be rushing to fill client
and customer requests to get their unbuilt
permits up as quickly as possible.
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The New Kids on the Block: AMFM
Peter King
Veteran programmers remember what
it was like to receive demos from dozens
of programming services, but a new
breed has emerged. Call them the Super
Programmers.
Station groups that are producing programs for large numbers of their own stations and competitors are creating huge
"opportunities" for advertisers and revenue streams to pad the bottom line.

One such company offers ac:1‘,.• study
in how broadcaster owners are parsuing
programming strategies.
AMFM Radio Networks is th. newborn syndication arm of Chancelloi Media
Corp. It announced its arrival last March
by signing up radio legend Casey Kasem.
who has been counting down the hits from
coast to coast for nearly 30 years.
Kasem's sudden jump from Westwood
One was an immediate warning shot for
competitors that AMFM was serious
about becoming amajor player.
The company's own literature plays up
its strengths, boasting a stable of highly

rated. company- o‘\ ned FM sin top markets. covering CHR. AC, rock, alternative and smooth jazz.
The company said there are about
1,000 AMFM affiliates for all programming services, about athird of which are
Chancellor and Capstar stations ( the
company is expected to finalize the
acquisition of Capstar in early 1999).
Chancellor Senior Vice President David
Kantor said AMFM started with a$2million investment and has succeeded beyond
his best predictions, reaching its 1998
goals by the end of the third quarter.
Kantor said it will do better than $60
million in revenue, with cash flow of
more than S20 million.
He is bullish on the network business,
saying that for August. September and
October. 1998. business was up more
than 20 percent.
"It's hot, it's great, - said Kantor. "The
last five months in a row. June to
October, every single month has broken a
new record."
Kantor said many TV and cable advertisers are sending more on radio because
listening habits have changed. For example. more women are working and listening to radio instead of watching daytime
television.
"With consolidation and the additions
to our audience, the top 25 markets, radio
is an effective medium for major advertisers, - he said.
Kantor said radio also is getting plenty
of business from the "dot- corns" that
have sprouted up in the past year or so.
Companies like Amazon.com and
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Priceline.com are using radio because
many consumers are listening and working on their computers simultaneously.
Instinctively, computer users call up
their Web sites when they hear a radio
spot. " People aren't watching TV and
using the Internet, they're listening to the
radio," he said.
No pressure plans
AMFM's strategy seems simple
enough — acquire and develop marquee
brands, stress quality to advertisers and
programmers and get the shows cleared
in the top markets.
This is easier said than could be done
in the "good old days." Now, companies
like AMFM have a head start that their
ancestors could only dream of: a strong
base of company-owned stations in Los
Angeles, New York, San Francisco and
other major markets.

ncsc stations alko\A ANII.M to get its
shows on the air quickly and demonstrate
their viability so they can be pitched
effectively in other markets.
Yet Kantor said his local programmers
are not pressured to use AMFM product.
He said that its stations are given the
first crack at shows like "American Top
40" and " Rockline," and will air them
"only if they're right for that station."
Still, another company executive said
decisions on certain programs, are "nobrainers - for many programmers who
jumped at the opportunity to have Casey
Kasem.
Litigation rules
AMFM and Westwood One recently
settled litigation over Kasem's jump to
the fledgling network.
Both companies agreed not to pursue
further action. but Kantor said neither
AMFM nor Kasem did anything wrong
in the transaction.
He said the move was great for AMFM.
and Kasem is on the air in 17 of the top 20
metro areas on Chancellor stations. Kantor
said he was on in only three of those markets in his final days at Westwood.
One reason for the settlement is that
many Chancellor stations run Westwood
One programming, although Kantor discourages them from running acompeting
show instead of one of his own.
"Our attitude is probably similar to
ABC's, CBS's and Jacor's. If you have a
competitive product, say our Casey vs.
ABC's Rick Dees, our stations are going
to support Casey. They may run Dees in
addition to. but not instead of, Casey."
He said there are many non-competi-

Casey Kasem
tive situations; for example, the Dave
Koz show is run by several competitors
because there are so few smooth jazz
programs in syndication.
AMFM doesn't have news or talk services. so Chancellor stations go outside
the company to Westwood One/CBS.
ABC or Jacor for hourly newscasts. Rush
Limbaugh. Howard Stern, Don linus or
Dr. Laura.
Kantor said the big four own quality
shows that their competitors will run on
their stations because they fulfill aneed.
"If you're looking at countdown
shows or any other situation where there
are choices." he said. "our stations will
support our own show first. That only
makes sense. Kantor said there's acertain amount of
pressure on his stations to air AMFM products, to keep revenue within the family.
However, he said, "the show has to lit
with the station." Some companies, such
as ABC and Westwood, are broad- based
in their programming approaches, covering the gamut from newstalk to music.
Specialty programs
Others are concentrating on specific
areas for now. AMFM's specialty is
weekend music programming.
Its stable includes "AT40" and several CHR/AC offshoots, including adaily
five- to seven minute version featuring
the stories behind the hits; " Hollywood
Hamilton's Rhythm Countdown - featuring the WKTU(FM) personality: for
CHR/rhythmic stations. " Rockline. - a
live call in show featuring top rock acts

am
RADIO

NETWORKS

on Monday nights. and a second. more
mainstream/classic-heritage rock version on Wednesdays set to begin Jan. 6;
"Modern Rock Live." a Sunday night
alternative version of " Rockline;"
RuPaul Radio, a weekly "dance music
extravaganza with simply divine features," for CHR and urban stations;
"The Guitar Show with Kevin Bacon"
and "The Dave Koz Radio Show" with
smooth jazz artists and features.
AM/FM also syndicates "The Bob
See SERVICES, page 26
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pick up affiliates from other networks.
The challenge for many syndicators
remains true market-specific, customized
breaks and real time checks. In so many
markets, it's still like listening to the
"Today Show" — time is always " ten
minutes after the hour" — but what hour?
Covering four or more time zones caus-

NEWS ANALYSIS

Syndication Choices Are Vast
Dain Schult
Syndicated programming today is a
critical part of radio's programming
choices, competing for airtime and creating tough choices for program directors.
Network programs are readily available in a variety of formats. Some stations use them around the clock; others
use them sparingly in certain dayparts or
for specific short-form programming.
While it seems like it has been around
a long time, such programming really
came of age through the 1980s. Now, on
the precipice of a new millennium, the
programming arena changes so quickly
you have to keep ascorecard to catch up.•
Satellite Music Network morphed into
ABC Radio Networks and the name
game began in earnest. Group owners
have learned the value of either creating
their own satellite networks or gobbling
up other companies that are already producing satellite network programming.
Automation wars
The economics of radio force owners
in smaller markets to seek to pare costs.
A full staff in asmall-market setting
doesn't cost what amajor-market air staff
would run, but the expense is real and perhaps harder to justify in smaller markets.
The first stab at "cost containment/cost
reduction" was automation. The big,
bulky cart carousels and tape decks of
earlier systems took up more space than a
mainframe computer and could easily
end up being more expensive than keeping your station live.
Everyone from that era has at least one
war story about the time when the
automation system hung up and (fill in
the blank with your own anecdote here).
The march of technology continued.
While automation systems improved,
they were rarely amatch for awell-pro-

Broadcast Across America on

could provide the small- market station
owner with major-market air talent that
the owner could never afford otherwise.
Better talent, a wider, deeper music
library, non-stop programming that wouldn't go on vacation or fail to show up for a
shift, the pitch went on. And it worked,
because the satellite networks work.
So what's your pleasure? There's just
about any and everything you could
imagine out there in the spectrum of
available programming.
Just like in automobiles and television
networks, there used to be just the "big
three." These days there are all kinds of
networks and providers.

From cash and carry to barter to actually
having the supplier .compensate you for
network commercials, you can find what
you want from any of
the major networks.
They can provide
full-time programFR A ED I
CID 1\1
-- T
-VV
ming, weekend packages, weekend standalones, and short-form elements
es that challenge. Furthermore, while those
All are big enough to do more than
jocks may be superior to the talent availjust one country format or one AC forable in your market, they usually can't cusmat, so you can get some specialization.
tomize breaks because of the number and
Just like the major auto makers, these
nature of the stations they serve.
networks are aggressive in holding on to
Jocks can record some custom liners
their loyal customers while looking to
See CHOICES, page 26
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grammed live station. Still, the search
went on for away to run more than one
station with the same staff of announcers.
The march of time that was aiding the
refinement of automation systems also
set the stage for the onslaught of satellite
programming. Some of the earliest
attempts at long-distance simulcast programming revolved around utilizing STL
links strung together to connect stations.
While this system worked, it was
expensive because of the hardware and
utility costs. Weather could affect the signal at times, too.
But we have to keep in mind that the
1970s and ' 80s were, in some ways, simpler — more FCC paperwork, but fewer
stations owned by "big" groups because
of the ownership restrictions.
But with each upward change in the
number of stations that could be owned by
one licensee, the greater the demand for
some kind of centralized programming.
Major air talent
Which came first? Satellite programming or ashrinking air talent pool? One
of the most enduring parts of the sales
pitch for satellite programming has been
that the satellite network syndicator
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Radio Programs aBuyer's Market
CHOICES continued from page 25

that can be fit in to give more of alive,
local feel but they can't do your weather
forecasts or breaking local news stories.
They can take requests but you'll have
to use their WATS line numbers so your
local listeners will be "merged" with listeners across the country. Ditto on contests.
If you have someone who does your
weather and local news that blends well
with the network talent, that's probably
all you need or want.
The cost of implementing such programming from atechnical point is low.
In most cases, the syndicator will provide
the hardware needed to get started at cost
or even at no cost at all to you.
Suppliers are becoming more responsive to the demands for local orientation.
"Radio One," for example, is the
Volkswagen Bug, circa early 1960s, to
the big guys. It stands out because it is
different. It offers just three formats:
alternative rock, country and AC. But it
provides customized breaks specifically
for your station. You have to provide spe-

before walking down this street.
What looks good on paper may prove
harder to accomplish than you might
imagine when Mr. Murphy arrives to
hook everything up for you.
There are a number of ways to go
about setting up your own network.
You have to choose between prerecorded breaks or real-time live breaks.
You can take the approach chosen by
Capstar/GulfStar with its Star System,
using WANs with ISDN connections.
Jacor is using National Supervisory
Network equipment and satellite linkage
to create ahub-and-spoke system, which
it is testing with some of its smaller market properties.
Jacor also has acquired a number of
syndicators to protect its interests in certain programming.
Besides the major players and customized approaches, a number of other
syndicators and networks are springing up.
Cox is involved with Music Choice and
Digital Cable Radio. Jefferson- Pilot has
expanded into syndication besides sports.
At the same time, larger group owners

If you want customized breaks,
real time and time checks, you also could

are buying up networks and syndicators
to protect their interests in certain talk
shows or other forms of long- and shortform programming.
Many of these networks are offshoots of
groups developing programming for their
own stations and then deciding to market
that programming to other stations in the
same geographic area or across the country.
There are so many choices astation can
easily become overwhelmed with the
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go from left to right to everything in the
middle. With the advent of Internet "radio"
shows, you can even plug into avariety of
colorful and interesting talk shows that
originate on the Internet.
The beautiful part of these trends: this
is abuyer's market.
With so many services available and

Perplexing choices
Like the kid on asugar rush inside the
candy store, your
choices are mind-boggling.
It comes down to
some simple questions: What are you
looking to accomplish? Do you want to
get creative and offer
something modified
and special?
If paring expenses is
the answer, syndicated
satellite programming from an established syndicator is your best bet.
If you want to create something distinct, you are aprime candidate for considering creation of your own network.
Dain Schult is a regular contributor.
RW welcomes other points of view.

Programming Raises
New Revenue for Radio
SERVICES, continued from page 24

create your own network.

cific updated station information as you
go along, but it seems to work.
If you want customized breaks, real
time and time checks, you also could create your own network, if you own
enough stations it can make sense.
A number of larger groups are working
on their own networks and have implemented formats and programs. Consider
your tolerance to pain and suffering and
the level of your investors' patience

task of making that selection.
Want news/talk shows, for example? All
political positions are represented. You can

so many syndicators chasing what is really ashrinking market, you are in aposition to bargain more and to get more
from any service you choose.

and Tom Show," its only daily longform
programming ( Monday
through Friday, morning drive) on
the air on rock stations in almost 70
markets.
Radio at the races
AMFM, though, is making noises
about expanding beyond the music
frontier.

4t WESTWOOD ONES
RADIO NETWORKS

In aradical departure from its entertainment-/music- based programming,
the network recently acquired radio
rights for the Kentucky Derby, the first
leg of thoroughbred racing's Triple
Crown.
Does this mean long-time sports
programmers like Westwood One/CBS
and ABC/ESPN should start looking
over their shoulders?
Kantor said he has little interest in
long- season sports with heavy daily
commitments — for instance, he calls
baseball and basketball " too expensive" — but might be interested in
more single-day event programming,
such as the Derby.
"It's our first programming geared
toward the AM dial," said Kantor. "We
have some all-sports stations and they
expressed amajor interest in us pursuing major events such as the Derby."
Future talent
Is talk programming on the way?
"I think if the right talent with the
right deal exists, we would certainly
pursue it. Clearly, though, compared
to our competitors, the amount of
AM programming we have in our
stable just doesn't compare to theirs
at this time. I'm not going to take on

a show like Rush's, it just doesn't
make sense."
Kantor said he is looking at talent
from within the company for possible
future development.
The bottom line? It comes down to
advertising and revenue. According to
AMFM Marketing Vice President Martin
Raab, network radio has been up more
than 20 percent in revenues through the
last quarter of 1998. He said, "This shows
anumber of major brands are finding
radio the best way to get their message
out in an efficient way."
"It's not just programming. Our
work, in a network sense, can also
bring some dollars and attention to
the local ( radio) marketplace as we

Network
radio has been
up more than 20
percent in revenues
through the last
quarter of 1998.

get some of these blue-chip advertisers in bigger ways than ever
before."
David Kantor said AMFM is getting apiece of almost every network
radio
buy:
AT&T,
NBC,
Priceline.com, Red Lobster, Sears,
Hershey, Amazon.com.
Why? " We've clearly delivered
everything we said we would, and I
think the advertisers are feeling very
comfortable."
o in in
Peter King is a regular contributor
to RW. Reach him via e-mail at
Pkingnews@aol.com

How much are eight
rn îles worth ?
Plenty, if you are aAM broadcaster. What if your station could get out another eight miles of coverage? What would it be worth to you? The audio processing that you use plays abig part in the
coverage of your station. Are you getting all the coverage area that you can ?
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ket. The result is an average of eight miles of additional coverage area compared to older processing equipment ( average at 1200
kHz with 1Kw power).
We manufacture the largest assortment of AM processing products on the market. Instead of only one or two processor
choices, we offer 7 different AM systems. With thousands of systems in use, it's no wonder that we are the leader in AM processing technology. Plus our systems start at less than half of what the competition charges. How much is eight miles of additional Selling penetration area worth to your station ?
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to the expanded band ? Our matrix stereo
AM systems deliver up to 6 dB better

AMIGO AM STEREO PROCESSING SYSTEM

envelope ( L+R) loudness than the competition. That translates into full reception range on all mono radios. Our patented matrix
processing circuitry provides full stereo depth and fidelity that sounds almost as good as FM. Eight out of ten stations that broadcast in stereo use CRL audio processing.

How many miles will a new CRL
audio processing system give you? It's
easy to find out ! We have a demo pro -

MOL100 NEWS/TALK PROCESSING SYSTEM

gram available through our dealer network. Ask us for the details. In just afew weeks you could have better coverage and loudness, plus a larger

elli

ion area. Can you afford not t
o use a CRL AM processing system ?

Circle ( 28) On Reader Service Card

CIRCUIT RESEARCH LABS, INC.

Old Coverage Area

2522 West Geneva Drive • Tempe, Arizona 85282-3192 • U.S.A.

Tel: + 1.602.438.0888 • Fax: + 1.602.438.8227 • Web site: www.crlsystems.com
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Technology and Frice breakthrough
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Perfect Cart machine replacement: play, stop, pause, loop, link . . .
Perfect for Live Assist: Jingle box, Phoner Editor, & much more . .
Perfect for Automation: Voice Over * ecorcier, Segue Editor, & more .
From the # 1manufacturer of Digital Workstations in Radio !!!

Live On Air
$495
Wage*, *we
a..../er,

ws«.11111», -

Hard Disk Automation
$2,995
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Live Assist $ 1,995
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Triple May &
Recora

Cart Machine Control
$750

Jingle Box Control
$1,195

0420.0
MIcorne

'includes Live Assist software .)

( Santaatan)

Optional Front $495

DL4 Digital Audio Engine
$2,995 ( 24 hrs —2,000 spots) $5,295 ( 105 hrs — 2,000 songs)
The DL4 is atechnology & price breakthrough !!! More reliable aria 1/4 the price of comparable products,
the DL4

is

NOT a PC compul,er with sound card in it.

The DL4 is in fact a digital audio appliance

that is controlled by Arrakis LCD control panels, jingle boxes, and Windows 95 PC computers.
the PC fails, your audio library is still available !!!
to

se

Expandable from 3 Plays & 1Record to up

Plays & 32 Records. the DL4 fits any size station

5

needs. You can even

use

your

favorite PC based digital edtor for production with the DL4 On Air 1! Call TODAY to find
out how little it will cost for you to SAVE money and move into the 21st century I!!

A

rle,01

.
irnoz..

(
970) 224-2248
.

www.arrakS-systems.com

_
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Radio Syndication's Rich Menu

claims dominant positions in contemporary,
rock and smooth jazz formats. The network's
strengths, according to research organization
Radar 57. are in dominant positions among
adult women and youth demos.
Prominent among its offerings

A radio programmer setting out to choose

entertainment. It claims to hold more top-

All Star Radio

the right syndicated program to fit aformat

ranked syndicated music programs that any

has many, many choices. RW invited the

in the radio industry. Talent such as Paul

All Star Radio offers several programs
through its " Daily Comedy Exclusive

industry's leading program suppliers to provide information for a brief overview. This

Harvey, Rick Dees and Tom Joyner call this

Online" formats. All shows are available on a

network home, along with programs like
"Radio Disney," "Fabulous Sports Babe" and

barter basis. .
The "Stevens & Grdnic's Daily Comedy
Exclusive Online" program is delivered daily

4idiCai
rle

via e-mail. The message, approximately 20
pages of fresh material, is complete with

"American Top 40 with Casey Kasem. - The

headline jokes, programming and contest
ideas and phone topics. A daily exchange of

popular radio talent and his top hit countdown are available in CHR, AC, Hot AC and

ideas shared by more than 350 morning
shows is exclusive to each market. A biweekly version is available for delivery on

Feature formats, in lengths from three to four
hours on weekends and five to seven minutes

list is the result. It is,

of course,

only a start-

ing point for your research.

"ESPN."

Suppliers that did not reply in time can

The latest contribution to programming

send press material to the address on page 5,
attention GM Journal Editor, for possible

from ABC is "Radio Disney." Radio Disney's

publication later

weekly audience of children, age 6-11, surpassed 1 million listeners in December,
according to Statistical Research Inc.

is

on weekdays.

ABC Radio Networks
ABC Radio Networks offers syndicated

CD, featuring comedy bits, song parodies,

radio vehicles delivering music, business

commercial spoofs and contests among many

news, talk, information programming and

other comedic ideas.
Fans of classic Looney Tunes cartoons will

hearsed and unedited. The show includes

find something in " Mel Blanc's Blankity

performances. The feature airs Monday and

Blanc," a CD loaded with 5(X) comedy bits
and drop- ins, from the "Golden Throat" of

Wednesday nights 11:30 p.m. ET. "The Dave
Koz Radio Show" is aimed at smooth jazz

multiple cartoon voices, including Bugs
Bunny, Daffy Duck and Porky Pig.

and adult contemporary radio listeners. It
also combines audience interaction with

The company also offers " The Polka
Monster," aCD full of polka readings of sev-

offerings from the AM/FM stable include

Save Your Issues
of Radio World in

Sq[e

The Fabulous Sports Babe
In

the

news

department. " ABC

NewsWire" delivers 24- hour online news and

channels. ABC news services include sound-

meri I
I @ al Istarradio.com or circle Reader

with Kevin Bacon," "Live from the Pit" and

bites, USA Today radio script service, special
events and commentary.
"ABC Satellite Music Network" offers 11

Service 56.

"The Bob and Tom Show."
For information call ( 972) 239-6220 or

industry's best read newspaper,
keeping issues readily available
for future reference.

Rock

circle Reader Service 160.
AMFM Radio Networks
Chancellor Media Corp. bills AMFM
Radio Networks as "A New Network for a

Associated Press

contemporary country. traditional country,

New Millennium."
The network's affiliate base comprises, but

AP Network News provides news, sports,
features and business coverage plus actuality

is not limited to, Chancellor and Capstar sta-

feeds. Among the many programs available are
"AP Network News" on the hour, a fi ve -

oldies, current rock and classic rock.
For information, contact ABC Radio
Networks at ( 212) 456-1777 or circle

tion groups. The network estimates a combined total of more than 60 million weekly
listeners.
AM/FM pursues a brand strategy and

Reader Service 4.

minute newscast at the top of the hour. every
hour every day. "AP Network News" on the
half hour is delivered at the bottom of the hour
in two- minute reports on major stories. Live

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

special reports and closed-circuit feeds feature
actualities, voicers, natural sound, wraps and
on-scene reports for use in local newscasts.
"Hotline" monitors breaking news on a

Designed exclusively for
Radio World, these custom-made
titled cases provide the luxury

117/72 Rain 0

separate channel, allowing stations to stay
with programming or switch
to " Hotline" for

look that makes them attractive
additions to your bookshelf. Each
case is sized to hold ayear's
issues (may vary with issue
sizes), and is made of
reinforced board covered with

Over 50 products to choose from.
( ' all 612-522-6256 or get full details and
hear on-line demos at our web site:

Fax: 954-735-0370

in gold. Cases are V-notched
for easy access and free
personalization foil is included
for indexing the year.

Cases
1-$8.95 3-$24.95 6-$45.95
Call Toll Free
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-825-6690
Charge Orders (Minimum $ 15):
AmEx, Visa, MC, DC accepted.
Jesse Jones Industries,
Dept. 95RVII
499 East Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134
Allow 4 to 6weeks for delivery
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
.
,
Add $1.50 per case for postege
handling.
Outside U.S. ( including AK & HI) 53.50 per case
(U.S. funds only).
PA residents add 7% sales tax

SatEllitE DElivErEd
Radio Programming

news coverage.
AP Network
Sports provides
two- minute
shows that air
20 times daily

TEI
:954-735-4070

durable leather-like material in
blue, with the title hot-stamped

romOlittrArielà

Live," " Hollywood

Hamilton's Rhythm Countdown," " RuPaul
Radio," "Reelin' in the Years," "Guitar Show

Music formats include adult contemporary,
MOR, adult contemporary, young adult contemporary, urban adult contemporary, urban

copies of Radio World, the

music and entertainment interviews. Other
"Modern

vice that delivers news, sports, music and
entertainment information on multiple audio

live via satellite. Formats can be customized.

to organize and protect your

interviews, live musical events and in- studio

eral hit songs.
For information on All Star Radio, contact
Merrill Barr at ( 818) 766-6447, e-mail

information. "ABC Data" is aprint-only ser-

full- service, 24- hour music formats delivered

Now there's an easy way

"Rockline" is interactive radio hosted by
Bob Coburn, featuring artists live, unre-

READER SERVICE 44
FEBRUARY BUSINESS BOO$TERS
FROM GRACE BROADCAST SALES
sVEtt SERIES! Reserve now for your nook,"

FEBRUARY Is
BLACK HISTORY MONTH
28 : 60-sec vignettes - $199

1012 hit songs from 1980-1995
1229 hit songs from 1954-1969
545 hit songs from the 70's
819 Kickin' Country Hits
on CD for Only $499 each

Fully- Produced • Ready to Sell • Ready to Air

(per set plus shipping)

Run a &Berm( Jeanne sesera!
¡lay or rotas,
alt 28 features finougbout lise month! learners and

For complete track listings

Sponsors alike will enjte ,Rule inspiring true stories!

Call For Demo NOW!

NOW go to web site:
http://radio-mall.com or
Email: mediamall@aol.com or
Phone or FAX Ghostwriters at

Sound Ideas for Building Business'

24-Hr. Demo Line ( 509) 229-1427
ORDER TOLL FREE 888-GRACE-88

1-888-852-4747

For radio broadcast only'

READER SERVICE 71

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!

L. Radio

on weekdays,
more often on

weekends. "The Entertainment Report" is the
inside story on the stars and the business of
entertainment. Other entertainment offerings
include " Eye on TV," " Flashback." "The
Hollywood Report," " Film Clips" and
-Today

in Entertainment History."

"AP BusinessMinute" is a 59- second daily
analysis of a major business story. " AP
Business Update" features stock, corporate.
economic news and other investment coverage. Business reports. available in 59- second
daily feeds, include focuses on consumer items
and agriculture news. Lifestyle features range
from health and home improvements to nostalgia and high tech. Public affairs features
include "Week in Review," a summary of the
week's important news developments, airing
four minutes weekly: "Special Assignment."
covering major news stories in depth, 24 minutes weekly; and "Newsweek on Air."

Promote your services to Radio World's 18,000-i: readers. Reach Radio Station
and Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message. For

Press at ( 800) 821-4747 or circle Reader

information on affordable advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045,

Service 186.

extension 154.

For information, contact Associated

See MENU, page 31
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continued from page 30
BlueSky Radio

Jones, The Funny Times and National

Hollywood

Lampoon.

Soundelux, an Academy Award- winning
sound company. Many of the cuts are from

Edge's

parent

company,

31

Ralph Nader, Col. David Hackworth and
Arianna Huffington.

BlueSky Radio is aradio program syndica-

For information on DBA programming,

tor that specializes in short-form programs or
vignettes that can be customized for commer-

contact David West at (201) 385-6566, email to dbasyndicators@prodigy.net, visit its

cial corporate sponsorships. The customization allows sponsors to target a specific

Web site at http://ICTX.com/DBA or circle

frequent contributor to op-ed pages through-

Reader Service 8.

out the country. She believes that the show's

the film "Braveheart."

cable television news networks as well as a

demographic.

appeals lies in her independent approach to
ESPN Radio

issues and her mixture of conservative and liberal views."People respond to that," said

ESPN airs avariety of weekday and weekend
sports programming and provides interviews

Jarvis."People don't want to hear just pat
political points of view."

and tie-ins with special events. The sports
network recently aired three games of the
Bowl Championship Series: the Rose Bowl,
the Orange Bowl and the Fiesta Bowl.

BLUESKY
R

Jarvis has been a national radio host since
1993 and is a frequent guest on national and

A

DID

"Animation Collection" is a five-CD set

The sports network airs exclusive NBA

of new digital stereo cartoon sound effects

and Major League Baseball game coverage.

like slide whistles and bouncing twangs.

The network is home to " The Fabulous
Sports Babe." "ESPN SportsBeat With Brent

"3DSFX," is described as an eclectic, sixCD collection of sound effects of modern

Musberger" and " The Tony Kornheiser
Show."

and vintage steam trains, nautical vessels,
atmospheres and crowds.

Among the
The network's strategy involves placing

SOUND EFFELaS LIBRAR Y

famous names

short- form programs within long- form fea-

in program-

tures."BlueSky Radio Info-tainment" features are short- form informative entertain-

ming

avail-

11=2
.1,11
.21%

able on the network are " ESPN Radio pre-

ment features, placed within the inventory of
long-form programming.

sents: GameNight," "The NFL on ESPN

Among the daily vignettes offered are "The
Pet Care Minute," "The Pharmacist Minute."

Radio." " ESPN Radio Network" is a subsidiary of ABC Radio Networks.

"The Jockey Sport Brief' ( sponsored by
Jockey underwear), "The Good Health

For additional information, call ( 972) 7764644 or circle Reader Service 34.

Radio" and "College GameDay on ESPN

Minute," sponsored by Tylenol, and "Smart
Tip of the Day," atip aday from Entrepreneur

"Jurassic Dinosaurs and Other Fantastic
Creatures" is a 99- track CD with 600
effects on one disc. "Sounds of Speed" is
an effects package featuring Indy Car racing, dragsters and hydroplanes. The company offers many other libraries.
For more information, call ( 800) 2923755, visit the Web site at www.hollywoodedge.com or circle Reader Service 92.
Carried by more than 50 stations, the
Jarvis Productions

Far West Communications otters several

one-hour program containing music and con-

formats for syndicated programming, all

commentary and interviews. The show discusses a range of topics from raising chil-

versation with aclassical artist.

available on its Masterdisc custom CD ser-

dren, sexual harassment and drugs to sports

For information, contact Mark Gura at
(310) 230-4074, visit the network's Web site

vice. Cuts are taken from the Far West
library, which boasts more than 6,000 record
company production masters.

and celebrities. Recent guests include

at www.blueskyradio.com or circle Reader
Service 212.

Far West Communications

Jarvis Productions produces "The Judy
Jarvis Show," a five-hour live mix of calls

Magazine Editor in Chief Rieva Lesonsky
Also available, "Classical Stars" is a monthly

,

Dick Brescia Associates

¡ IONS

contact Deborah Shill° at (860)242-7276, email to jjshow@nem.net, visit the Web site at
www.judyjarvisshow.com or circle Reader
Service 118.
See MENU, page 32

We Have What You Need!

I! FAR WEE
AICOMMUN/Cà

broadcasts from 10 a.m. to 3p.m. ( ET).
For information on The Judy Jarvis Show,

iN(.

Dia Brescia Associates offers avariety of
programming, from two- minute daily
vignettes to 60- minute formats and radio
shows for weekend broadcasts. Among the
newest: "Watch," nostalgia radio hosted by

Custom CDs with 15 cuts or less can be
delivered within three working days at the
price of $6 per cut, including the price of the
CD. Radio edit versions of certain tracks are

Jeffrey Lyons, features favorite Hollywood

available.

stars and movies in aweekly hour program.

Among the formats offered by the company include "Modern MOR," a niche format
for the 1990s designed to contemporize the
traditional MOR/nostalgia format. MOR

tau.

album and single tracks from the late ' 50s
through today are the focus of this format.

.
.a
,. .,„. . ,.,..,.

excluding AC crossover and nostalgia acts of
the previous decades. With an average of
1,150 cuts, " Modern MOR" is available on
cuskim CD as well as analog tape, DAT and
live assist or automation systems.

1.1.111MM.1•111•11CYMMM

The "Gold Plus" format is. according to
the company, the longest running oldies format around, practicing the "play the hits"

With kingt Jeffrey Lyons

concept. The energetic. non-metal format

"Radio Super Heroes, - hosted b) Kris Erik

concentrates on four categories of oldies

Lit:waft;

ealatAl•
..

I 010TAL STEM ,

fteR=1. etc,

Stevens, is aweekly. 30- minute program that

spanning from the

brings radio super heroes out of the comic

Certain years are more heavily drawn from

strips and onto the airwaves. "When Radio
Was" is in its eighth year of syndication, and
is carried on 300 American stations. The 54-

depending on the market.

Call, write or send us afax and it will be

Take the first step

For
information
on
Far
West
Communications, contact Paul Ward at

apleasure for us to send you acomplete

and contact us today!

minute nostalgia radio show airs weekdays.
"Leonard Maltin's Video Views" is atwo-

(818) 248-2400: fax ( 818) 248-2596: email farwestinc@aol.com or circle Reader

of charge. Our catalogs have a large

Valentino

variety of what you need for your pro-

.. .
a complete library of production

minute daily, distributed on CD format, aired
weekdays with familiar voice of the man

Service 66.

ductions. For your convenience, we will

music and sound effects in an exclusive

be pleased to send you a demonstration

binder system.

50s through the ' 70s.

seen on " Entertainment Tonight." Maltin
reviews current and classic home videos.
"This is Bob Harris" is a two- minute
weekday program distributed on CD.

Host

catalog of our compact disc libraries free

compact disc containing all the informaThe Hollywood Edge

tion your need to place your order. But

Valentino

The Hollywood Edge otters program
directors choices for background music from

we can't send you our catalog until you

...Our products am used for productions

get in touch with us.

around the world.

Bob Harris is an award- winning humorist

their various sound libraries.

and commentator for KNX in Los Angeles

'THE. Hollywood Edge Music Library"
is abuyout library, no license fees or report-

and the recipient of the 1998 Associated

COMPACT DISC PRODUCTION MUSIC AND SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARIES

Press Award for Best Radio Feature. Harris is

ing required. Most of the content is created

popular among young adults and has
appeared in publications such as Mother

by musicians."The Historical Series" is a
six- CD library with sound takes from

CATALOGS & DEMOS AVAILABLE AT: TVMUSIC@ibm.net
TEL: + 1-914-347-7878 FAX: + 1-914-347-4764
Circle ( 168) On Reader Service Card
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with afocus on the artists, entertainment, and
music. For radio stations on the Web, MJI
Interactive offers daily news Web content

Jones Radio Network
The Jones Radio Network combines satellite-delivered programming with a full ser-

delivery services.
Delivered on CD, MJI offers "Classic
Cuts," ashort-form service featuring popular
names in classic rock revealing stories
behind the music. "Country Quiz" is adaily

Ace consulting and programming division.
Built on foundations established by DrakeChenault, the Jones Radio Network delivers
24-hour programming for all formats. "Z
Spanish" offers lively, danceable tunes with

trivia quiz show with turnkey prizing and

KMOX(AM) in St. Louis.
Other programs offered by NBG include a
new one-hour, syndicated effort called "Rock
Around the World," which features original
interviews and performances; and asecond
Nina Blackwood offering, "Absolutely 80s
Spotlight," afive-minute vignette that focuses on the music and artists of the 1980s.

rj

Jones also offers several different country
formats, sports programming and oldies.
Syndicated feature programming includes
overnight personality/music shows, entertainment reports and one- minute outdoor life

BROADCASTING

country artists answering fan questions each
week. Also: "Oldies Countdown," "Brunch
with Roberta Flack" and "Laugh Tracks."
"StarLine" is amonthly live, call-in show
hosted by popular names in country music
and broadcast from Nashville, with live interviews followed by fan questions.
Mil Special Events programming include
the annual Country Music Association
Awards and other specials and concert
events. Satellite tours enable radio stations to

Marty MCFly and Dallas Turner
Consulting services include aircheck critiques, music calls, promotional planning and
image voicing. Jones consultants work with a
station's management team to fine-tune the

and four owned and operated stations, in
New York, Chicago, Boston and Los
Angeles. Executives with the sports network

feature live "local" interviews with big-name
stars on aregular basis.
For information, contact Mil at (212)
896-5200, visit Web site www.MJI.com or
circle Reader Service 222

NBG Radio Network
New services and programming from
NBG Radio Network include REspec (Ready-

Mil Broadcasting
MJI Broadcasting produces and broadcasts
some 30 radio programs and services, and
claims more than 15 million listeners on

`yea_2_,La_ JVLmL

2,000 stations. It syndicates daily music and
entertainment, radio news services, shortform features, comedy prep, long-form pro-

Engineered Speculative), acustomized collection of radio commercial donuts and pro-

grams, specials, special-event broadcasts and
Internet programming for station Web sites.
Available in a variety of formats, MJI's
daily fax and satellite service delivers news

duction elements for more successful spec
sales; and "Time Out for Trivia," a twominute feature hosted by Harry Hamm of

SIDEKICK AUDIO
SUBCARRIER GENERATOR

wa ding

Services

The new "McCarver One on One" airs live
from New York's Mickey Mantle Restaurant.
Hosted by Tim McCarver, the show debuted
Dec. 12. The sports network also will broadcast live from special sports events like the
NFL draft. In early December the network
began airing University of Massachusetts basketball games.
Hosts featured on One-On- One Sports
include morning drive host Damon "The

For information, contact Carolyn Phillips
at (847) 509-1661, visit the network's Web
site at www. 1
onIsports.com or circle Reader
Service 67.

Premiere Radio Networks
Premiere Radio Networks, acquired by
Jacor in 1997, calls itself the third largest
radio network in the United States, with $ 130
million in annual billing. It provides services
in producing, creating and distributing programs in the fields of comedy, prep material,
entertainment, music-related radio programs
and services. Premiere says it represents and
produces more than 70 programs and services distributed to more than 9,000 affiliates. Jacor also owns the Radio- Active
Media,
Multiverse and Chancellor
Broadcasting programming properties.
411/1

versations with doctors, professionals and
survivors of living with cancer.
Premiere offers daily fax services with format- specific music news, interviews and
phone polls. "Premiere Prep Online" is an
interactive show prep bulletin board service
free to Premiere and Olympia affiliates via
the Premiere Web site.
Premiere offers jingles, continuous music
tracking, music libraries and other services.
For information, call (818) 377-5300, visit
the Web site at www.premrad.com or circle
Reader Service 119.

Fair Drive • Somerset,

NJ 08873

Voice ( 732) 302 3090 Toll- Free (
800) 826-2603 Fax (
732) 302-0211k

Circle ( 79)

ing more than 15 million listeners weekly.

Premiere talent includes Dr. Laura
Schlessinger, Rush Limbaugh, Dean Edell
and Art Bell. One of the network's latest
additions, "The Group Room," airs live con-

Here's why:
,Crystal-Controlled Subcarrier
GeneratorFrequency stability: +0.006%
from 0-50° C
Modulation MonitorSimple, accurate and eliminates
the need for an additional monitor
Integrated Audio ProcessorBetter peak control significantly
reduces crosstalk
Transmitter Tuning AidRF fine tuning minimizes incidental
AM to further reduce crosstalk
Composite Loop Through FeatureAutomatic mix of subcarrier signal into
composite simplifies installation.

1

SPORTS

Mal

S',
.›.Qe

On

Reader Service Card

Comedian Howie Mandel
and Dr. Toni Grant
psychologist Grant provides clinical and
common-sense solutions while maintaining

Dog" Perry, afternoon host Peter Brown
and evening host Papa Joe Chavelier.

air product.
For information, contact Tom Watson at
(303)784- 8770 or circle Reader Service 144.

12A Worlds

athree-hour call-in radio program in which

One-On-One Sports

promotions. " Ask the Stars" features 10

Inc.

art billing and affidavit services.
Among the latest offerings from Radio
Shows is "The Dr. Toni Grant Program,"

For information on NBG Radio Network,

say it is the nation's largest of its kind, reach-

modulation
' seism:tea

clearances, advertising sales and state-of-the-

One- On- One Sports is a live, 24- hour
sports talk radio network with 402 affiliates

segments.

....,

outside show producers, including market

contact the Affiliate Relations office at (800)
572-4624 or circle Reader Service 15.

nationally renowned Spanish language talent.
"Music of Your Life" features Gary Owens
and Wink Martindale playing adult standards.

The SCA-I 86 Sidekick' is the industry standard
for subcarrier services. When stations lease their
SCAs to foreign language and reading services and
need areliable generator, the Sidekick is the only
place to turn.

company also offers ala carte services for

Radio Shows
Radio Shows Ltd. delivers long- and shortform syndicated radio programming. The

the entertainment value of radio.
"The Dr. Toni Grant Program" airs 3to 6p.m.
(ET) weekdays, with arefeed 6to 9am. and 9
a.m. to noon. It is offered on abarter basis.
For more information, contact Radio Shows
at (.
800) 988-4341, visit the Web site at
wwwdrtoni.com or circle Reader Service 99.

Radio Voyager Network
A new, global syndicated radio network,
Radio Voyager Network, was launched in
September
1998 by Finger Lakes
Productions International. RVN is aglobally
syndicated network broadcasting around the
clock, seven days a week, airing live in

Radio

apya ger
Network

Europe and the United States simultaneously.
RVN studios, located in Washington, D.C.,
target listeners 18-34. RVN is an English-language commercial radio network that provides 24- hour music, entertainment and
"solution- oriented" environmental and
lifestyle features. The network combines
modern adult contemporary music with international news and hourly features that cover
today's pressing issues.
Popular U.S. and international disc jockeys from VOA Europe are showcased regularly on RVN.
Radio Voyager Network features 60-second "bursts of information," aired four
times per hour on issues relating to health,
race relations, new technologies, the environment and more.
Some examples: "Animal Instincts," sponsored by Ralston Purina, is a60-second spot
featuring interviews with leaders in the fields
of veterinary research and animal behavior.
Presented by the Theresa and H. John
Heinz III Foundation, "The EnvironMinute"
offers tips, hints and suggestions on how listeners can be more effective in their conservation efforts. It is co-produced with the
Environmental Health Center of the National
Safety Council.
"The Ocean Report," hosted by author and
environmentalist Peter Benchley, addresses
pollution issues and offers suggestions on how
to preserve natural resources. "NatureWatch"
is presented in partnership with the Bronx Zoobased Wildlife Conservation Society. The program features experts in science and nature and
educates audiences on awide range of environmental issues.
See MENU, page 34
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Airwave Digital. Three program busses. Two mix-minuses. One remarkable board.
$11,010. Now there's astring or binary code anyone uan understand. So
ou're oudgeting to
go digital— and running light on budget— take aclose look at a 12 or 20 input Airwave Digital
on-air console. Its familiar layout flattens the digital learning curve. And with 3program busses,
talent can be playing :\ ladonna, time shifting aDr. Laura feed, aid laying down voice tracks— all
at the same time. So you can squeeze more production out, of your payroll.
Airwave's flexible, too. One or two Lelco modules and B-side -ogic are among ahost or
available options. And unlike some digital consoles, you can reconfigure input modules from
analog to digibl—or vice versa— at your studia, just by changing acard.
Best of all,Airwave Digital comes with that"no-need-to-ratonalize-to-anyone"PR6E
quality. War: to know more? Call 7(30- 138-391L visit www.pre.com or email sales@pre.com.
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MENU, continued from page 32

Talking Points section includes five or six topi-

TM Century

For information on Radio Voyager

cal stories with provocative questions to get

will be available on Satellite C5. Scheduled
for live Saturday morning broadcasts, the

A variety of programs are available from

Network, contact Greg Hartz at (607) 275-

the phones ringing. Other sections include

three-hour program will feature the same

TM Century for assistance in differing for-

9400, visit Web site www.radiovoyager.com

News Briefs, Offbeat Briefs and Tabloid

ideas presented in the daily format. The pro-

mats.

or circle Reader Service 182.

News. This format features the Guest Booking

gram will run from 9 a.m. until noon, with

Service, atwice-daily roundup of compelling
stories with contact names and phone numbers

repeats available for Sunday mornings.

of relevant guests and spokespeople. Special

any of the following ways: Three hours live,

international-flavored commercial jingle con-

bulletins are provided for major news.

which features two hours of live call-in and
one hour of the host bring magazine-style

cepts to aradio station's sales staff each month,

SW Networks
SW Networks, an interactive service network formed by Sony Software and Warner
Music Group, offers several formats of syndicated programming.
Several company feature live artists

For information on SW Networks, contact
the company at (212) 833-5400; fax (212)
833-4994 or circle Reader Service 100.

through SW Satellite Interviews, conducted
in the Los Angeles and New York SW facili-

Talk Productions

ties and sent live to the station's studio.

Talk Productions offers "The Underground

The program will be structured to run in

"The Country House Band" is promoted by
the company as live station- image tracks with

For infonnation on Talk Productions, contact

around eight themes and are mixed more than
600 ways, according to the needs of the sta-

Angelo Celidonio at (972) 245-3325, x122; fa
(972)245-1155 or circle Reader Service 139

Talk America Radio Networks

only shopping show with a national focus

Talk America Radio Networks offers syndicated talk shows 24 hours a day, seven

SW

ue hunting. The program, available on CD,

three to five alternative rock artist sound-

Tal]k

bites, along with three or four soundbites
from entertainment celebrities.

cassette and satellite, is tailored in different
ways for the following formats: talk, AC,

networks

"Alternative Rock Network" comes with a
daily preparation log of 12-15 pages: News
of the Day, Entertainment News, Road Trip
(tour information) and TV Party of asample.
The daily entertainment audio feed features

A 20-25 page daily preparation log comes

country, easy listening and adult standards.

with the "News/Talk Network" program. The

Beginning in March, a weekend program

an attitude. The promo beds are designed

tion. Examples include high-energy steel guitar
to relaxing piano tracks, designed to bolster the
recognition of amorning show by listeners.

Friday. According to the company, it is the

in Dallas, host Sue Goldstein shares shopping

for aminimum of 36 campaigns each year.

"Magazine Hour," which can be aired at any
time and delivered via satellite or CD.

minute vignettes for airing Monday through

tips and answers questions from listeners
around the country on smart shopping and val-

market-exclusive program delivers three fresh,

reporting; athree-hour replay on Sunday; and

Shopper," aprogram available on CD in two-

available to local stations with local retailers.
Airing from the company's flagship station

Designed for Latino broadcasters, "MA$!"
is a new business development program. The

lawn
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The "MegaMusic" program features 1,500
original tracks of music on 103 CDs. A CDROM audio catalog, "Playback," is included to
save time searching for a track and audition
cuts in the library. The color-coded program is
divided into six styles of music: AC Mellow,
AC Medium, AC Up, Rock/CHR, Country and

days a week. The network offers shows that
focus on a particular group or issue, as well
as broad coverage of popular news and cultural events. It covers news, business, health,
liberal and conservative political views,

Specialty, for international and holiday themes.
For information on TM Century, contact
Corky Brown at ( 972) 406-6869, fax ( 972)
406-6890, e-mail tmci@tmcentury.com or
circle Reader Service 200.

metaphysics, sports, computers and the information age, senior citizens and entrepreneurs
among other issues.
"Discover Wall Street," with Morton
Downey Jr., " PC TALK with Lloyd

United Stations
Radio Networks

Kruckerberg and John Dowling" and "The

United Stations Radio Networks encompasses acomedy network, talk radio network

Edge of

Reality" with Ken Dashow are

and entertainment networks. Born in 1994

among its offerings.
For infornzation, call ( 781) 828-4546, vis-

with the acquisition of DB Communications,

it the Web site at www.talkamerica.com
or circle Reader Service 209.

ed in part by Dick Clark. The network longform, short-form and information content.

United Stations Radio Networks was found-

RADIO FREQUENCY
Talk Radio Network

SYSTEMS

Talk Radio Network, credited as the parent
company that developed Art Bell, became a
syndication independent recently when

Onlemeno
eftweenno RFS Broadcast

Premiere/Jacor sold the network back to Talk

Mad

Radio Network.
Executive Vice President Bob Just said the
network has developed a seven-day/24-hour
schedule and plans to focus on live product
offerings.
Programming features a variety of talk

Among the comedy programs available

radio shows:
"America's Wake Up Call with Alan
Keyes" airs weekdays 9 to 12 noon ( ET).

are "Comedy Central," "Conan O'Brien on
the Radio" and "Apollo Comedy Minute."

The conservative talk host is a former

Music programs include formats in country,
ACM, ACMR, jazz, CHR, classic rock and
rock. "The Country Comedy Jamboree,"
"Rock, Roll, Remember" and " US Music
Survey" are afew of its music offerings.
United Stations is the national ad sales representative for Talk America Radio Networks,
including programs "The Edge of Reality with
Ken Dashow" and "The Barry Farber Show."

Total Systems Solutions
for FM Radio

channel

Web site www.usrn.com or circle Reader

mechanic, offers solutions and diagnostic

Service 112.
For information on Talk America. call

short- form

programming

like

.For information, call ( 212) 869-1111, visit

(781)828-4546 or circle Reader Service 60.

UPI Broadcast
Offering newscasts. features and a morning

RFS Broadcast

Tuneup.com, one of the initial subscription-

news and interview program, UPI Broadcast

59 Dodge Ave

based online services. The show is aired on

also provides ready- to-read scripts for newscasts, sportscasts and business reports.

North Haven CT, 06473

through to Balanced
tel + 1203 239 3311

and circularly polar-

fax + 1203 239 9260

ized applications

infierfsbroadcast.com

Circle (
124) On Reader Service Card

hours, 11 a.m. to 1p.m. ( ET). David. the

by Mike Walter. founder and CEO of

switching units, pres-

• Horizontal, vertical

able for avariety of formats.

"World Wide Web Radio Show" is hosted

• Feeders, rigid line,

from Starpoint

ment affairs from Harvard University.
"Auto Talk" airs Saturday for two

Alan. a former car dealer and auto- body
repair shop owner, computes the value of
cars and trucks.

for FM Radio
• Broadband or Single

• Range of combiners

Special

"Awakenings with Maya Angelou," are avail-

advice to automotive dilemmas. while

• Complete RF Systems

surization equipment

Reagan administration official and author of
two books; he holds a doctorate in govern-

Saturday, 3 to 5 p.m. ( ET). Other features
include "Conquering Negative Emotions
with Roy Masters," "Cruisin' America."

UPI Net- 1features four- minute newscasts

"NetTalk Live Daily" and " Your Personal

on the hour and one- minute headlines on the
half-hour, 24 hours aday, seven days aweek.

Health."

plus hourly business and sports reports.

For information. contact Tim Austin at (541)
664-8827 or circle Reader Service 103.

UPI Net-2offers live special event coverage
See MENU, page 35
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and "The UPI Morning News," a turnkey
news, interview and feature program dualanchored with easy cut-away options.
Also available are once-a-day, five-days-aweek half-hour feeds of religious sound bites

customized music scheduling.
Virtual Radio Programming positions itself

some of the longest-running radio network

ming, in that it is locally focused and deliv-

contributes acolumn to Radio World.

news operations and hosts.

ered via wide area network, ISDN, portable
hard drive or compact disc.

The show is carried by some 200 stations
and is broadcast from 10 a.m. to 1p.m. ( ET)

Westwood One syndicates hosts G.
Gordon Liddy, Tom Leykis, Don Imus, Jim

Commercial inventory remains intact;
VRP does not interfere with spot load, so

Subject;" sport scores and commentary and
hourly coverage of major financial exchanges,

capacity and stopset locations in the hour.

are topical, informative and enter-

Westwood One

as different from satellite-delivered program-

"American Montage" and "While We're on the

indexes, markets and international companies.
UPI Features

no-holds-barred advice, she fields callers and
comments on developments in cyberspace
and the computer industry. Komando also

and commentary; the weekend magazines

taining
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Saturday mornings.

The Westwood One umbrel la encompasses

Bohannon, Don and Mike and others. News

•

operations include CBS Radio News, Mutual
News, CNNRadio News, CNBC Business

individual stations determine commercial

Radio and the Shadow Broadcast Services
roster of traffic, sports, news and weather

Eleven individuals on the VRP creative team
write, create, and produce custom, non-boilerplate imaging for VRP stations.

delivery.

The cost of the service depends upon mar-

news

ket size and the amount of programming and

items including

dayparts to be covered.

"Entertainment

For information, contact Virtual Radio
Programming at (206) 441-0434; visit the

Today," behindthe-scenes news;

Web site at www.vrp.net or circle Reader

"Science/Health,"
health, medicine

Service 94.

itINESTWOOD ONE®
VjAÇ RADIO NETWORKS
News program material includes "On The
Air with John Tesh," athree-hour adult con-

and technology;
"Religion," daily stories and analysis; "Music,"

temporary music program hosted by the cohost of " Entertainment Tonight." Seasonal

Kim Komando

news and reviews; "Of Human Interest," stories

The Wall Street Journal
Radio Network

about the famous, infamous and fascinating;
"Today's Consumer," fare wars, product recalls

The Wall Street Journal Radio Network
delivers three syndicated programs.

and new product roll-outs; "Living Today," the
latest in fashion and trends; " Watercooler

"The Wall Street Journal Report" is aser-

a50- second editorial on topics ranging from
online banking to wireless Internet access

Stories," funny stories from around the nation;

vice of hourly two- minute reports, broadcast
weekdays around the clock. It covers busi-

available weekdays, 6a.m. to 7p.m.
Komando is the computer editor for

"Jock Strip," the top five list; "Gizmoraina," the

ness, economic and financial market reports

Popular Mechanics and has a weekly syndi-

latest software and consumer products; "Blast

cated computer column for The Los Angeles

NeXt Network and WONE Network.
For information on Westwood One, call

From the Past," this day in history, and

from newsmakers, analysts and Wall Street
Journal reporters. The program is carried on

"Horoscopes," astrological high.s.and lows.

more than 100 stations.

Times. She has written two books.
For information about the "Kim Komando

Reader Service 78.

Show," contact Amy Wiitala at (602) 3818200, e-mail to amyw@weststar.com, visit its

Cebula, Al Peterson, Brian Galante and

For information contact Kami Arbnot at (202)
898-8254, e-mail to sales@upi.com, visit Web
site www.upicom or circle Reader Service 231.

USA Radio Network

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
R

ADIO

N

Radio Network. It offers headline news.

"Dow Jones Money Report" is delivered in
a news- you- can- use format, as hourly oneminute updates of economic news and

A spectrum of sports news and events is
offered, including "SportsTrivia," "NFL This

Saturdays 6 a.m. to 3 p.m. ( ET). "Work &

Week," and "College Basketball This Week."
Content features daily long- format pro-

gram aired on Saturday mornings at 10 a.m.

grams like " Eye on the Middle East,"

tackles modern, real- life pressures of work
and family, like dealing with a tough boss,

lifestyle trends. The reports are available
weekdays 5:45 a.m. to 9:15 p.m. and air on
Family" is alive, two-hour call-in radio pro-

talk show from California- based Fisher
Entertainment.
For information on USA Radio Network,
call ( 972) 484-3900 or circle Reader

service faxed or delivered via satellite each
Friday. Three one- minute scripts feature
investment related stories based on news in

Service 214.

the upcoming issue of Barron's.
For " Work & Family," contact Nancy

Programming

Virtual Radio Programming provides
turnkey radio programming service that

Abramson at ( 914)244-0655.
For all WSJ programming, contact Anne
Su at ( 212) 416-2384 or circle Reader
Service 63.

includes major- market talent, imaging and
WestStar TalkRadio Network

Internet in everyday language. Known for

January
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Because you've got better tFings to do, we are Y2K compliant

Sne Systems

Karen Robb from material provided by the
companies.

Bob

615 • 22E5 • 3500 ( voice)
615 •

227 •

2367 ( fax)

www.sinesys.com ( web)

Circle (82) On Reader Service Card

tri2r

DBA is proud to introduce

BOB HARRIS, an award winning humorist and,
commentator for KNX Radio -Los Angeles,

ill

whose loopy humor and keen journalistic eye
earned him a 1998 Associated Press award for
Best Radio Feature and the L.A. Press Club
award for Best Specially Feature Reporting.

Bob's credentials for capturing the attention of ,
young adults is impressive:
«Me
•

Goddess" explains computers and the

SMTWTh

— Syndication listings compiled by Laurie

Q:
Where are the
Bright New Voices
in Radio Coming
From?

WestStar TalkRadio Network broadcasts
the " Kim Komando Show." Radio's "Digital

Virtual Radio

(310) 840-4323 in Los Angeles or circle

Hos Jan Wilson orchestrates abroadcast that

finding day care and office politics.
"Barron's on Investment" is a radio script

Virtual Radio

Two new networks, CNN Max and Source
Max, were launched recently. Beginning this
month, existing networks are being reconfigured into the CBS Network, NBC Network,

Now available for Radio Stations...

every day, delivered to stations at the top of
the hour. News updates are delivered continuously at the bottom of the hour and full coverage of special events is available.

added, "The John and Ken Show," anational

Web site at www.komando.com or circle
Reader Service 51.

round.

ETWORK

USA Radio Network serves more than
1,300 affiliates as well as Armed Forces

"Christian Interest News" and, recently

segments and features are available year"The Kim Komando Computer Minute" is

Nominated five times as Lecturer of the
Year by Campus Activity Today... Bob has
appeared on stage at over 250 college
campuses.

• Widely published newspaper and magazine columnist including Mother
Jones On Line, The Funny Times, Zand National Lampoon.
Want more? - Bob is a five- time Jeopardy champion, author of "Crammin
101" and has received accolades like these: "wickedly observant" (Chicago Tribune), " One of the most talented political comics performing
today"- ( Cleveland Plain Dealer)
For More Information Contact

David West at:
Dick Brescia Associates
164 Garfield Street
Haworth, NJ 07641
Phone: 201-385-6566
Fax: 201-385-6449
EMail: dbasyndicators@prodigy.net

Another Fine Radio Program

Two minutes daily
(including commercial)
Monday — Friday
CD Format • Barter
m Dick Brescia Associates

(Ida (150) On Reader Service Card

Why is Bob laughing

"
-

•

•

-2:

•e.:2;

Welcome to the next lev
otbon®
H A Harmar International Company

OPTIMOD-FM

200

OPTIMOD•FM

V3
orban

C.

1998 Orban. Inc. Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks. 1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA

Phone: 1-510-351-3500

Fax: 1-510-351-0500

E-mail: custserv@orban.com

Web: www.orban.com
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el of engineered sound.
"I've used your 8200 for two

"Orban's new

years now. This new tech-

provides afull, dynamic sound

cessors, Idecided to go with

nology, Version 3.0 software,

that other processors cannot

the Optimod 8200. It sounded

added critical adjustments I

compete with. The superior

so good out of the box that

needed to build a terrific on-

output and unique remote

didn't have to play with it much

air sound. Iget compliments

access feature makes it the

at all. The remote control soft-

all the time."

best product of its kind."

ware is awesome!"

ROBERT LEEMBRUGGEN, KTWV, Los Angeles

Version 3.0 "After auditioning several pro-

ANDI GALL, Mondocom GmbH, Germany

Circle ( 143) On Reader Service Card

MICHAEL KERNAN. WCSX/WRIF/WXDG, Detroit
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Radio Execs Skip Streaming Event
Bill Mann
The recent Streaming Media ' 98 conference at the Grand Hyatt in San
Francisco was a sellout. More than 600
key industry people gathered to discuss
and learn the latest in Internet radio and
TV.
Missing, however, were radio broadcast executives.
There certainly were plenty of enthusiastic Webcasters. Their presence wasn't
surprising. Among those in the crowded
event were start-ups out to grab a piece
of the radio pie using the Internet.
Many of these are " radio" in name
only; they own no licensed broadcast
facilities, but position themselves as
radio stations on the Net. Others are actual radio stations that also stream their
content.
The show was sponsored by Internetrelated firms like InterVu, Compaq and
encoding.com,
among
others.
Broadcasting's conspicuous absence
might have been due in part to the timing
of the conference shortly after The NAB
Radio Show, at which some of the sanie
speakers appeared.
Others interpreted the absence of radio
managers as asign of complacency.
Jan Anderson, an executive of
Minneapolis- based Net Radio, which
provides customized music to workplace
desktop PCs, noted the absence of broadcast radio.
"TV didn't have a clue, and now
cable's killing them," he said. "Radio is
so caught up in mergers and consolidation they're not paying attention to all the
exciting stuff that's going on in
Netcasting right now. Arbitron released a
study showing that Internet usage
decreases broadcast radio listening 15
percent. If nothing else, that should concern them."
Net advantage
In addition to organizations like
RealNetworks and broadcast.com, other
companies specializing in Webcasting
were present.
Robert J. Smith Jr., vice president for
public affairs of the International
Webcasting Association, took a more
sanguine view of radio broadcasters'
absence.
"We're still trying to figure out the
business model for radio on the
Internet. No one's come through with
that yet, and many radio execs want to
know what the advantages are in
Netcasting," he said.
"At this point, radio broadcasters need
to get beyond ` Can we do it physically?'
because we know they can. But they also
want to know what kind of a return are
they getting on their Netcasts, since most
of them have been doing it for one or two
years now."
Smith said those radio managers
want to know how they can market their
existing streamed content, and whether
to put more resources into it in the
future.
Peggy Miles, president of IWA and
Intervox Communications, said, "Ease of
use is still a big issue in Netcasting, and
it's getting easier." Miles co-authored the
book " Internet Age Broadcaster," published by NAB.
With some 1,700 broadcast radio stations worldwide streaming audio on the
Internet, Miles said, "This convention

really could have used more broadcast
radio presence. There's a lot going on
technologically and also in marketing
and advertising on Net radio. Broadcast
stations should be doing a lot more with
their Web sites."
Suppliers at the convention sought to
position their products as the right tools
for Internet radio marketing success.
Among the more interesting products,
Miles said,. was the new Stats 2.1 content- management software from Lariat
Software, which provides
Leonid Saturate - Nelscepa
statistical analysis and
reporting for streamed
media.
"It lets you know
what's working on your
radio station's Web site.
It gives you charts and
graphs about what's
being used, as well as
data and trends about
where listeners go after
they leave your site," she
said. " Accountability
software like this is a
real help to managers."
The
Seattle- based
Lariat also demonstrated a media management software package called Station
Manager. It allows better management of
streamed audio and video files, aiding the
production of commercially sponsored
online broadcasts, a growing phenomenon.
Miles noted Arbitron research showing
that one out of five radio listeners now
listens to Internet radio in some form.
She said Steamquest's new portable,
wireless Net radio device will allow listeners to tune in to their hometown stations from anywhere in the world.
Bandwidth bedevils
Bandwidth, of course, is a major issue
in streaming. But choppy reception and
dropouts continue to bedevil audio feeds.
Some high-tech suppliers at the convention mean to do something about it with a
unique approach — by simply bypassing
most of the Internet.
Los
Angeles- based
iBeam
Broadcasting is set to launch its own
satellite network in the first quarter of the

year, to deliver quality audio to larger
audiences by eliminating bandwidth constraints.
Engineering tests are wrapping up.
"We're setting up dishes at ISPs around
the country now," said James Rea,
iBeam's vice president of media services.
"We'll have our own network of
remote servers at the ISPs to take downloads from satellite feeds, and we'll be
able to deliver at least 100,000 ondemand multicast streams instead of the
SSW

PROGPAM GUIDE

Lariat Software Package
20,000 or so now available by bypassing
the Net. Each stream will also allow
embedded advertisements," he said.
Umang Gupta, chairman of Keynote
Systems in San Mateo, Calif., said, "The
performance limitations of the Internet
are usually the result of backbone and
infrastructure delays. A satellite system
can effectively bypass these delays,
resulting in dramatic improvements in
end- user performance."
Delivering audio
"Broadcasters need large audiences,"
Rea «said, "and this is the way to do it. It's
the first step toward creating a real
broadcasting media on the Web. This will
be the perfect delivery system for a big
rock concert, for example," he said.
Of the absence of radio broadcasters at
the convention, Rea said, "Don't worry.
they'll be here next year."
Other companies made notable
announcements at the conference.
AT&T introduced aproduct called A to
B Mail. Miles said it allows a station to

e-mail multimedia promotions.
"You can have ajpeg ( photo) of one of
your air personalities e-mailed to alistener who has been to your Web site, and
have him or her read a short message
about an upcoming station promotion."
Seattle- based Activate announced it
had been named by Radio Data Group as
RDG's exclusive provider of broadcast
signal streaming over the Internet. RDG
Webmaster is an Internet development
service of MJI Broadcasting.
The deal also establishes a dedicated
streaming network for affiliated stations.
RDG Chief Executive Officer Michael
Rau said, " Activate's package allows
radio stations to seamlessly integrate
audio streaming with their sites on acustom basis and cost-effectively.
"Radio stations need acustom-tailored
streaming service provided from a radio
perspective and an alternative to
Broadcast.com," Rau said.
Vstream showed its comprehensive
Demand system, which allows stations to
archive programming, manage bandwidth
usage and allow controlled, measurable
distribution of content to controlled audiences. It also provides user profiling.
Net-only radio
Microsoft and Sonic Foundry
announced the beta release of anew content- creation tool for Windows media

technology.
The authoring tool, Windows OnDemand Producer, delivers production
and encoding features for Internet content providers.
"It easily converts WAV and AVI
files," Microsoft stated, "to the Advanced
Streaming Format ( ASF) for streaming to
the Windows Media Player included in
Windows 98."
Sonic Foundry said the process allows
end users to play the content immediately, providing an improved listening experience.
"The addition of the Windows OnDemand Producer to the Windows Media
Technology Platform will make it even
easier for developers to create and deliver
compelling content for their audience,"
said Todd Nielsen of Microsoft's developer- relations group.
Bill Mann is a regular contributor to
Radio World.

Will Radio E- Commerce Pay?
Bill Mann
"Can I make money on the
Internet?"
That question has been asked by
business people for years. Most of the
participants of the recent Streaming
Media ' 98 conference, it seems, would
answer "Yes."
Another question was on the minds of
attendees: What's the future of Internet
advertising and other e-commerce? They
were upbeat on that, as well.
Web site revenues
Money is being made through the
Internet, they say, and it is only atiny
percentage of what's to come. That was
the message at one major session and
pep talk on e-commerce.
As one example of the promising
future of Internet radio, the first

Internet audio appliances have started
appearing.
Audible Inc.'s pocket-sized Internet
content player has arrived. It has been
described variously as an Internet
Walkman and the first Internet VCR
because of its time-shifting capability.
This "program-your-own drive-time"
device, the Audible Player, was called
the breakthrough product of 1998 by
Business Week, according to Audible
founder Donald Katz, who spoke at two
sessions.
And while broadcast radio may not
yet be making much, if any, revenue
through station Web sites, the potential
is enormous, delegates were told — if
they do it right.
Attendees also heard that if radio
does not move aggressively into this
emerging marketplace, it risks losing
audience and potential advertisers.

The key is being savvy in doing
business in new ways demanded by the
new medium.
Embedded advertising, which is
becoming easier to use and customize,
is one way to market successfully, the
speakers said.
At a session titled " Where's The
Money Going to Come From —
Advertising Streams?",.panelists agreed
that the use of "rich media" on astation
Web site, instead of plain banner advertising, is critical.
"Rich media does far better for the
advertiser than the average banner,"
said panelist Michael Tchong, editor of
Netcasting newsletter Iconoclast.
This sentiment was echoed by Bill
McCloskey, director of advertising
development for InterVU Inc., which
provides Internet advertising technical
See E-COMMERCE, page 39 Ir•
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support to companies.
"You don't just see static banners at
most successful, major sites," McCloskey
said. "You have to do something to catch
people's eye and increase click-through: Rich media incorporates technologie
like Java and Shockwave and provide
animation, mini- movies, audio and other
enhancements on Web page advertisements.
Major pages like cnn.com or
MSNBC.com provide good examples of
so-called "rich media." Russ Yanda is cofounder of the Rich Media Division of
MatchLogic Inc. His company handles
Web page advertising for 200 major corporate advertisers.
"Banners quickly become invisible," he
said. " You have to step up ads on the
Web." Yanda agreed with McCloskey
that 30 percent of all personal computers
can now handle rich media.
Asking for ads
"There's anew paradigm," Yanda said.
"The Internet allows ' permission advertising.' People ask to see those ads. I've
seen studies that show that Internet
advertising reaches only about 1percent
of consumers.
"But it's precisely the Ipercent advertisers want; these are people who ask to
see an ad and who will continue on and
make apurchase decision."
Panelists said Internet advertising also
gives advertisers tracking capability,
something radio execs badly want,
through increasingly common "accountability software."
Tchong cited arecent Wharton survey
that found each 14 cents an advertiser
spent on the Internet generated $ 1in
sales. "Hard data like this is finally coming in."
Another survey showed 68 percent of
Internet marketers didn't believe they can
get results on the Internet. But Tchong
was unfazed.
"That's an obstacle, but rich media
will make it work for them."
Radio may be competing with the personal computers for ad money, attendees
heard. "The business will change dramatically in the next five years," said
Tchong, who surprised many in the audience with this prediction: " In the next
four to five years, big advertisers like
Coke and Pepsi will be paying for virtually all desktop software."
The reason? "They know how valuable that desktop advertising space is,"
said Tchong.
Katz, who spoke at two sessions,
announced at the convention that his
Audibleinc has finalized a deal to provide downloadable, three- times- daily
reports from The Wall Street Journal.
Katz' Walkman-sized Audible player
costs $200. The customer base of 5,000
players is now paying on average $20 a
month each for fresh content, some of it
time- shifted radio programming like
NPR's " Fresh Air," " All Things
Considered" and "Car Talk." A secondgeneration player is coming.
Files of copyrighted audio content are
compressed and downloaded from the
Audible Web site on customer PCs.
The palm-sized Audible player breaks
the computer's umbilical cord by allowing the user to listen in his or her car or at
work, through headsets or acar's audio
system.
"We're providing value for people's
downtime," Katz said, "and we're finding that people are willing to pay for it

Radio World
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the same way dissatisfied TV viewers
showed they were willing to pay for
cable, then premium cable, now pay-perview."
Premium programs
Time- shifting of radio programs is
only part of Katz's e-commerce strategy.
There are 16,000 hours of premium programming available from the New
Jersey-based Internet start-up. The files
are downloaded right onto the player.
"Much of the material had previously
been available only in print, like the
Harvard Business School magazine,
management lectures and self-help materials," Katz said.
Audible also has agrowing books-ontape catalog that subscribers can download, with such titles as Stephen King's

new bestseller "Bag of Bones."
The cost of abook on tape at Audible
is $7, compared to the average of $ 19,
according to Katz, for atypical book on
tape sold in the conventional manner.
At the e-commerce session, Katz said
the spoken word is undergoing arenaissance. He mentioned the popularity of
news/talk radio as an example. He said
his business plan has been to position his
company in the middle of arevenue continuum.
"At one end, you have broadcast radio,"
Katz said, "with billions in revenues. At
the other end, you have audio books. And
in the middle, you have $ 150 billion in
advertising that's not going into the spoken word but is perfect for it — newspapers, magazines, newsletters. That's
where we want to be.
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"Broadcasters will ' get it,'" Katz told
the convention, "when they create proprietary programming. There are new revenue streams from programming original
content on station sites that managers
haven't even dreamed of yet."
The New York Times notes that "some
of the smartest investors in the U.S.,
including Kleiner Perkins and Patricof
and Company," are among the investors
who ponied up $ 18 million for Katz'
start-up.
Ease of use remains the biggest
obstacle for opening up the marketplace
in Internet radio, panelists agreed, and
that's what providers are trying to do
now. Internet chips in car radios will
pick up digital satellite systems, and
other audio technologies are being
introduced.

Get Better Jocks for Less Money
Increase profits by running your station
more efficiently. Outside the highest
billing hours, it doesn't make sense to
pay announcers to sit around waiting
to talk. A Scott uncompressed music
on hard drive System can put all the
songs, spots and prerecorded Voice
Trax together smoothly with nobody in
the air studio!
For years, Scott Studios' client stations
have been successfully pre-recording
great 4-hour shows in 15-20 minutes.
Now, thanks to Scott Studios' new free
Voice Trax Via Internet (VTVI) software, free-lance announcers can
record timely localized shows from
anywhere. All they need is a good
microphone, an Internet connection,
any Windows computer, and Scott
Studios' free VTVI software!
After the station's music has been
scheduled, one touch of a button
automatically e-mails the log and the
latest live copy to the distant
announcer.
Scott's VTVI works
seamlessly with all music schedulers
and traffic/billing programs.
Scott's Voice Trax Via Internet software is very easy for your announcers
to use. Scheduled live tags, trivia and
copy display automatically on the
right side of the screen. There's no
fumbling with acopy book or even a
mouse.
When you're recording a
song ending, simply press the space
bar on the VTVI keyboard to start the
next song or spot. Release the space
bar after you stop talking. VTVI then
moves ahead to the next place to talk.
All Voice Trax are recorded with the
computer's ordinary sound card with
impressive digital fidelity.
Depending on your format, amicrophone processor may be helpful to
punch up the announcer's voice, but
no console is needed.
If all the station's spots have been
produced when the log is sent, Scott's
Voice Trax software automatically
computes and displays accurate time
checks the announcer can include if
desired in any Voice Trax.
After recording, any or all of the show
can be reviewed and changed. Scott's
VTVI Segue Editor even lets your jock
fine-tune timing without any need to
re-record any thing.
When done, aclick on the VTVI AutoSend button dials the Internet and
moves the entire show to the distant
Scott digital audio system automatically. Transfer speeds vary based on
your Internet Service Provider, but
with adial-up phone line ashift can
upload to the Internet in 40-50
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Here's Scott sVoice Trax Via Internet ( VTVI) software, shown with the optional Segue Editor. VTVI
allows adistant announcer to pre-record a4hour show in about 15-20 minutes with nothing more than
aWindows computer, an Internet connection and agood microphone.

minutes. With ISDN, transfer time can
be 20-25 minutes.
Your announcer can be answering email, writing copy, editing promos or
doing anumber of other things on the
computer while your show is
being transferred.
Scott Studios VTVI also includes our
exclusive Voice/Music Synchronizer.
When any Voice Trax mentions song
titles or artists, your jock turns on the
link so the Trax plays only with the
correct song. No operator attention is
needed at the station for Voice Trax to
play seamlessly.
If the announcer
forgets to record something, or songs
or spots get changed at the last minute
the Scott Voice/Music Synchronizer
automatically substitutes generic Voice
Trax for each day and hour for each
announcer.
Nothing could be easier or less expensive, yet still sound so good as good
talent with Scott's VTVI! Of course, the
free Voice Trax Via Internet does
require Internet connections on both
ends, a $29 per month FTP transfer site,
and the Scott NT System plus a $2,500
Scott Remote Recording Router back at
the station.
We also offer a $500 VTVI Deluxe that
lets the announcer download telescoped song intros and endings from
the Internet, then fine-tune timing of
talk-ups and backsells in the context of
the music and spots with little or no
need for re-recording. With the VTVI
Deluxe, a telescoped aircheck can be
previewed with the beginnings and
Circle (211) On Reader Service Card

ends of the songs and spots.
Or, the $1,000 Super Deluxe VTVI lets
your distant announcers record while
listening to song and spot intros and
endings in context!
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It's afact: More U.S. stations use Scott
Studios than any other major dieital
audio system. 1,950 radio stations
have 4,300 Scott digital work-stations,
including major groups like CBS,
Chancellor, Disney/ABC, Clear
Channel, Emmis, Citadel and many
more. In the US' top 10 markets, 45
stations and 5networks use 155 of our
digital workstations
Call Scott Studios to see how the Voice
Trax Via Internet digital system can
greatly improve your bottom line.

ScoaStedied

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

(972) 620-2211 FAX: ( 972) 620-8811
Internet: www.scottstudios.com
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While digital offers advantages for storage and control,
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achieves the greatest possible loudness while retaining
musicality and naturalness
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Improving the way the world soundss"
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We take for granted all of those
blasts, zaps, textures and ambiance beds
we use to make our radio production
sound brilliant. Most of the time, our
concern for these elements begins and
ends in the time it takes to open and
close a CD case. But these elements
naturally have to come from somewhere.
One such source is Who Did That
Music? and Groove Addicts in Los
Angeles. The company produces jingles
and imaging for radio stations, as well as
some of the most in-your-face production
elements available.
In the course of aday, the producers
and engineers at Who Did That Music?
and Groove Addicts sample, nudge,
tweak and reprocess all kinds of audio
to make stations sound light years
ahead of the competition. Sometimes
they use conventional methods and
recording tricks, but most often they
will process an effect into something
brand new via ProTools or the latest
sound manipulation software.
Studio Sessions spoke with owner

and Creative Director Dain Blair and
Sound Designer Robert Nelson. An
aggressive new collection of imagers
and promos created by Groove Addicts
for BBC Radio One set the tone for the
interview. The collections blends hip

hop loops and distorted rock beds with
samples from Spike Jones and movies,
along with heavily manipulated recordings of actual sound effects.

Audiotrix Has aFew
Tricks Up Its Sleeve
From the moment Iopened the box,
Ifound the Audiotrix 3D-XG soundcard from Mediatrix inviting. More

RW: You are both musicians. Do you get
the same satisfaction out of hearing a
six- second jingle on the radio as you
would hearing one of your songs?
Nelson: Yes. Even if you put a 10-second
!led together, it is quite abit of work right

Robert Nelson at a ProTools workstation, ready to morph more sounds.

PRODUCT REVIEW

Read G. Burgan

Page
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Resource for Radio Production and Recording

Groove Addicts: A Look Inside
Alan R. Peterson

MR- 1

ered speakers, a MIDI in/out adapter
cable and a CD with several
audio/MIDI software programs that
not only demonstrate the card's many
features, but actually put it to work
without waiting for you
to purchase additional
third-party software.

Up and running
The 3D-XG uses astandard ISA slot, and both
the soundcard and the
supplied drivers install
easily. Ihad it up and
running in short order
under Windows 95 on a
Pentium 166 with 64 MB
RAM. The soundcard
supports sampling rates
from 11 to 44.1 kHz at 8and 16-bit depth.
The Mediatrix 3D-XG
Audiotrix 3D-XG soundcard, with Yamaha
card features stereo line
digital synthesizer along for the ride.
input and output, amicrophone input and an amplithan a two-channel audio soundcard,
fied output capable of driving small
the 3D-XG contains a full-fledged
computer speakers. All connections are
Yamaha synthesizer.
made with eighth-inch mini-plugs.
In addition to the card itself, the
Unlike similar computer soundcards
package comes with apair of unpowSee 3D, page 43

there. It's in a much more concentrated
form, obviously.
Blair: Every project brings anew set of
challenges, and you get positive results in
the fact the stuff goes on the air almost
immediately.
RW: The BBC imaging is as in-your-face
as acollection.could get. Is it possible to
put just about anything on tape these
days and astation will love it?
Blair: ( laughs). We had a good client.
Eddie Temple- Morris, the BBC Radio

With
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One producer on that project, came in
and told us, "The first rule is. there are no
rules."
RW: Let's talk about the technology that
went into the assembly.
Nelson: A great deal of processing was
done with ProTools plug- ins. We have
quite an array of those here, mostly effects
used for guitar or other instruments in nontraditional ways — using them in vocals,
let's say. The more bizarre, the better.
We're using a lot of digital distortion on
vocals, all in ProTools.
There are a series of plug- ins geared
more toward the sound design field. I
really like using spatial effects, flanging
and saturation effects. A lot is done with
plug- ins, but there is also a lot done in
editing: dividing up wouls into syllables
and dropping in arepetitious effect.
When you do that, it tends to have a
little musicality behind it. It takes on its
own identity.
RW: Is anybody there using a PC-based
audio editor?
Blair: What's a PC? ( loud laugh from
both)
RW: What about the drum loops and hiphop tracks? Did you create those, did
they come from sample collections or
another source?
Nelson: They come from almost anywhere. Some that seem like drum patterns are not; they could be other instruments tweaked and EQ'd to bring out
percussive characteristics. Iwould say 75
to 80 percent of those loops were taken
and re-edited into new patterns, followed
See GROOVE, page 47

RDS/RBDS
di
Mini-Encoder"

this simple,
"dirt cheap"
encoder,
your station
can begin
transmitting
the more important radio-data IDs, service flags and text messages.
Use any PC to quickly and easily enter your station's call letters or
"street name," format identifier, translator frequencies and scrolling
ads or promos. Menu-driven software transfers this information to the
encoder's own non-volatile memory.
This nifty little encoder installs in minutes, locks to any stereo generator and works in to any FM transmitter.
Don '
tlet your station be skipped-over by the new generation of
"smart" radios! At just $390 there's no excuse for waiting to put RDS
to work for you right now.

MODEL 701 - $ 390

lnovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: ( 408) 458-0552 • FAX: ( 408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com
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Music and Voice on One Card
30, continued from page 41

that force you to buy aseparate optional
MIDI cable, the 3D-XG comes with a
MIDI in/out cable that allows the connection of akeyboard or synthesizer module
as well as ajoystick.
It also has an internal DSP, allowing
the card to produce reverb and chorus
without taxing your machine's CPU.
Checking it out

The Audiotrix claims asignal-to-noise
ratio greater than 85 dB using the A/D
converters, and my measurement of -82
dB was close to their published spec. The
3 dB difference can easily be accounted
for noise generated by adjacent computer
cards in my computer — a common
problem with internal sound cards.
Ifound the audio quality to be crisp
and clean. Iused the card for both
recording and playback using Sound
Forge 4.0, and the resulting sound was
comparable to the results obtained with
more expensive cards.
But the jewel is the Yamaha wavetable
synthesizer, with its XG MIDI technology
and 4 MB of voice ROM. The synthesizer
has 676 voices, 21 drum kits and supports
32-note polyphony and I6-part multi-timbrality.

Whether you are a fledgling jingle
producer, aserious musician or aproduction rat just wanting to "plink" around,
the built-in synthesizer of the 3D-XG
will provide plenty of inspiration for creating all kinds of sounds.
Ifound the sounds rich and realistic,
with amultitude of useful patches including acoustic piano, English horn,
Hammond organ and various string
ensembles, to name just afew.

Ifound the
sounds rich and
realistic, with a
multitude of useful
patches.
Using the EGedit95 feature, complete
control over all parameters of the internal
synthesizer is available, allowing the creation of virtually any sound you would like.
Iwas able to connect both an external keyboard and synth module to the
3D-XG using the supplied MIDI

Affordable
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, " It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On-screen Voice-Track editing, time-shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95,98 or NT.
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Suppose all you need is a simple,
clean audio 1/0 to your computer without the elaborate synthesizer. If the
Mediatrix 3D-XG is alittle too much for
you, the company also has the AudioTrix
Pro — a $99 stereo soundcard with minimal synthesis capability and asignal-tonoise ratio exceeding 90 dB.
General MIDI voices are included
on the card and 4-operator FM synthesis is available for gaming, but the real
story is in the I6-bit full duplex stereo
sampling D/A converter, with better
than 90 dB dynamic range. The card
boasts extremely low THD with ratings less than .001 percent.
The Audiotrix Pro is assembled
with double- sided surface mount
assembly techniques and afour- layer
board. Internal noise generated by the
PC is minimized.
Cross-platform drivers are available
for DOS, Windows, OS/2, Windows NT,
NeXTStep and UNIX offshoots such as
Linux. Details on the Mediatrix Pro are
also available at the company Web site.
— Alan R. Peterson
one's musical creativity.
Depending on machine and preferred
operating system, the Mediatrix Audiotrix
3D-XG includes drivers for Windows 3.1x,
95, NT, OS/2 Warp and Unix.
The card carries aretail price of $295
and astreet price of about $269. Mail order
distributor Tracer Technologies (
wwintracertek.com) stocks the card for $229.
Mediatrix Peripherals is at 4229
Garlock Street, Sherbrooke, Quebec,
Canada JI L2CB.
u
For information, contact Mediatrix
Peripherals at ( 819) 829-8749, via the
Internet at www.mediatrix.com or circle
Reader Service 27.
Read Burgan is afree-lance writer and
aformer public radio station manager
who can be reached at ( 906)296-0652 or
through e-mail at rgb@up.net
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Cool!
Cool Edit Pro LE is the " lite" version
of Cool Edit Pro from Syntrillium
Software. It has enough tools to do basic
digital audio recording, playback and
editing. but is too light for serious work.
If you need to record news actualities
or a simple spot, you would probably
find Cool Edit LE adequate. But for more
than that, you will want either the full
version or another standalone digital
audio software product.
The Audiotrix 3D-XG represents an
excellent value in aconsumer soundcard,
and anice alternative to "blaster compatible" components. It provides functions of
adigital audio card and adds ahigh-quality onboard digital synthesizer to satisfy

Too Much?
Go ' Pro'
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adapter cables. Using the supplied
software, my keyboard provided data
to the soundcard, and the card controlled the external synth.
Audiotrix includes!several software
utilities for use with the card, including an
elaborate mixing configuration that
includes volume, reverb and chorus settings and even bass and treble. It also has
its own player and recorder. The player can
be configured to play through alist of files
to provide uninterrupted MIDI music.
The recorder and player offers full
duplex capabilities, allowing you to play
one file while recording to provide true
sound-on-sound multitrack capabilities.
Several bonus software programs are
provided in the accompanying CD package, including Cakewalk Express LE,
Cool Edit Pro LE and Hotztrax.
Cakewalk Express is abudget version
of the well-known MIDI sequencer product line. It certainly could certainly be
used to score and edit legitimate production music or commercial ditties to
accompany spots and multimedia presentations.
Hotztrax provides various sound patterns to which you can input your own
melody using the computer keyboard. It
includes adrum, bass and keyboard track.
Even someone with no particular musical
background could quickly develop amusic
bed to accompany apiece of production.
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The Right Way to Choose a Soundcard
Increasingly, the distinctions
between aconsumer and aprofessional
sound card are blurred. Amid the many
claims and features of today's sound
cards, how can you pick the right one?
Look first at the input/output jacks.
Most consumer cards use eighth- inch
stereo mini-jacks. The consumer cards
usually offer awider variety of input
and output choices, including microphone and speaker/headphone jacks.
To accommodate this much hardware,
they are pretty much forced to use this
size of jack.
Because of the very small size,
these are not as reliable as other jacks,
kind can create intermittent contacts
and other problems. A professionalgrade soundcard will generally have
only one set of line inputs and outputs,
using more reliable RCA phono or
even balanced XLR type jacks.
A professional card usually will
have provisions for digital input and
output. It may not be on the card itself,

but on a daughterboard or even an
additional plug-in card internally interconnected by aproprietary cable.
Most consumer soundcards are
designed to feed a maximum output
level of - 10 dB, the consumer audio
standard. Most professional cards likely will have the option of feeding an
output level of +4 dB. At first glance
this may appear insignificant, but may
well be one of the most important features for two reasons.
By raising the output level of the
soundcard at its source, it can effectively increase the signal-to-noise ratio
by as much as 20 to 40 dB. By utilizing this option on my Digital Audio
Labs CardD Plus, Iregularly have a
signal-to-noise ratio at the AID output
of - 100 to - 120 dB.
Most internal sound cards are prone
to noise created internally in the computer by adjacent cards. Increasing the
output level at the source effectively
See CHOOSE, page 44
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LOW COST FM TRANSMITTERS
& POWER AMPLIFIERS

Composite Distribution Amplifier

•
This 1in, 3 out distribution amplifier
allows you to distribute stereo composite
and/or subcarrier signals as easily as audio.
• DC- 100 kHz frequency response
• 90 dB signal/noise ratio
• + 6 dB to - 20 dB gain range
• Individual 20- turn output trimmers

Exciters/Transmitters
10W
25W

Power Amplifiers
150W
300W
500W
1000W

• 13/1" rack mount enclosure
EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC, CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Please circle our bingo number for adata sheet and adealer list.
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Fits In Even "
STINGY" Budgets!
HOT NEW

"
DELUX",,

quality built
SPACEWISE system!
HOME OF
VOLUME
VALUE

—Z•i•

SOLID STATE AM
1to 100 Watts
PART 73 Type-Accepted

GENERAL FEATURES: Basic system consists of main counter top and
two PC system pedestals... then you add on what you need from there,
such as racks and shelf wings or talk table wings for afull system.
USER FEATURES: Two PC system base pedestals ... heavy rack rail systems with easy access standard ... passive ventilation systems
throughout ... adjustable shelves ... wiring block backplane ... customizing ... quick installation.
DURABIUTY BUILT IN: Top counters are two ply 1 1/2' thick with quality name brand laminate with protective 1 1/2" solid wood trim raised
or the outside perimeters. Plus ... generous vertical and horizontal
solid wood trim and recessed kickboards.

SPACE LuIse BroadcastlFurniture

$995 to $3995

*ode

Quick Delivery

4
111111P

1 - 877- LP BC0IVIIVI

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

http://www.Ipbinc.com

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
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Davicom systems provide all
reporting

Call for Our Price List
Econco

1318 Commerce Ave.

Phone: 530-662-7553

and

control

Woodland, CA 95695

Fax: 530-666-7760

Telex: 176756

From Canada: 800-848-8841
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The Perfect Digital Console Interface
rr he AD2004 A-to- D converter is the cleanest, quietest, most neutral sounding converter available! It was

functions you need to keep

designed for the 20-bit multichannel user who insists on the very finest performance. This device introduces

your site(s) operational and

ground breaking improvements in A to D conversion. Analog preprocessing significantly reduces distortion
products. while acustom phase lock loop IC all but eliminates jitter induced sidebands, under all operating

legal.

Our

systems

are

practical: they are sized for

conditions. The graph shows an FFT analysis with virtually no jitter
induced sidebands. Best of all, the AD2004 comes in at the most afford-

every type of operation from
small AM sites to large TV
facilities,

with

operational

set-up

software

able price of $2200 for four channels.

and

And now the eight channel

AD2008, housed in afull width IRU chassis, is available for $3950.
Protect your investment: get next generation performance today with

that

even casual computer users

the BENCHMARK converter series. Call Rory Rail today!

can understand.
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Call us today
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ewier

"The Broadcasters Furniture Store"

clavicom

Econco
REBUILT POWER TUBES

YOU CAN RELY ON LPB
SINCE 1960

CALL 800-775-3660

REMOTE
MONITORING
AND
CON.
FOR ANY

ECIIIICO

BASIC SYSTEM $1555!
FULL SYSTEM $3195!

PRICING

Visit our web catalog:

FOR DETAILS

1814 SCHOOLDALE DRIVE, SAN JOSE, CA 95124. 408-448-3342 FAX 408-448-5951
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Election Night Tests Facilities
Rich Rarey
In the past, midterm election- night
news coverage at National Public Radio
traditionally had been modest. It was
conducted entirely on the network news
floor, with reporters filing by ISDN and
telephone to Studio 2A. Program hosts
from "All Things Considered" conducted
the broadcast.
This past Election Day, news division
management believed the race for
Congressional seats would be close, and
the outcomes would influence future
hearings, impeachment proceedings and
the business of the country in general.
Accordingly, the plans for support were

bigger, and required the large NPR
Studio 4A to house the editorial, support
and on-air staff.
On the evening of Nov. 3, 1998, the
1,700- square- foot studio was home to
rows of tables and chairs for hosts, editors, reporters, runners and analysts — 24
in all.
The grand setup
Each member of the support staff was
equipped with a Pentium computer connected to the NPR data network. Two
B&K 4000 series mics hung from the
double-height ceiling to capture the buzz
and activity of this work area in stereo.
In a back corner of the studio, sur-

rounded on two sides by 10- foot- high
blocks of thick acoustic foam, sat hosts
Robert Siegel and Linda Wertheimer. To
their left, three mic positions were set for

PUBLIC
DOMAIN
reporters and analysts to stop by to report
and analyze the voting process live to air.
Each host used a Neumann U87
microphone. The guests had Sennheiser
MKH40 mics. All monitoring was done

by headphones. Two foamboard vote-tally panels were propped on opposite sides
of the room, the final results handmarked on the panels by production
assistants linked together by ClearCom
headsets.
Margaret Low- Smith, the election
night producer, said the best reason for
putting the crucial staff together was
communication.
"I tried to make the system as tight as
possible so no one would have to run
around to get information," she said.
"Everybody was there to work, not just to
make ambiance. Ialso wanted the program to move; we were packing six
things into 12- minute segments and I
wanted to convey the sense that alot of
things were happening around America."
History lesson
Her preparation included reviewing
tapes of coverage from years past.
"When Ilistened back to the old tapes,
Iheard the hosts would talk to the
reporters, where the rooms were filled
with energy. When we went back to just
hosts, the energy was lost. The thought
was to put the newsroom up there, in studio 4A."
See ELECTION, page 45

Picking
ACard
CHOOSE, continued from page 43

NAB99 NAB99 is your one- stop shop for ideas, innovations and
solutions. If you've never been to the NAB in Las Vegas, ask anyone who
has and you'll learn just how much there is for Radio! Regardless of your
market size or your role in your station, there's something for you.
Explore the convergence markets and uncover new opportunities.
- Celebrate creativity. Spark innovation. Discover real business solutions.
And decide what technology, products and services to buy, and from
whom — all in one place, all at one time.

This is the power and spirit of NAB99!

wwvv.nab.org/conventions/
Or call 1.800.342.2460
or 1.202.429.4194

April 18:22, 1999
Exhibits/Aprd 19-22
CONVERGENCE
marketplat

Las Vegas

Nevada/USA

eliminates this problem by putting
the output level so high that any
troublesome noise generated by
adjacent cards is reduced to less than
-100 dB, rendering it essentially
inaudible.
In addition, many older professional audio consoles tend to load
down unbalanced lines and effectively reduce the output level. A
consumer- level audio card with a
-10 dB output may lose even more
under those conditions.
A professional soundcard usually
also will have duplex capabilities,
enabling you to record while listening to the playback of another WAV
file at the same time. This provides
true multitrack and soundonsound
recording ability.
A professional soundcard should
also support the maximum sampling rate, which at the present
moment is 48 kHz. While 44.1 is
certainly adequate for most applications, there are those moments
when you want to extend the frequency response to a maximum of
22 kHz. In the future, expect the
maximum sampling rate to climb
even higher as new standards are
embraced for DVD CD audio.
As you shop for a soundcard,
consider whether you will be using
it professionally or personally. For
personal use, the extra bells and
whistles of a consumer card may
offset some of its weaknesses in other areas.
And as still more cards are developed, look for the distinction
between consumer and professional
audio cards to blur even more.
— Read G. Burgan

ELECTION, continued from page 44

Even though the main journalist software at NPR is mainframe- based and
thus requires only adumb terminal, the
HP Vectra computers served auseful purpose, said senior editor Pam Fessier.
"We viewed the newswires — AP,
UPI, Reuters -- primarily, but editors
and reporters could simultaneously write
scripts," she said. "We also had an updating chart available to all computers on
the network, to display the races that
NPR had called, and at what time the
race was called."
Fessier said that the newscast unit.
which was located two floors away, used
this charting extensively to keep track of
the races.
'Web browsing had aplace in the information mix as well. " Internet sites, such
as each state's secretary of state's office
were checked for results, as well as other
broadcast organizations' sites." said
Fessier. "Even without the Internet. there
was so much information coming in. the
best way to organize and communicate
that knowledge to the right people was
by using computers."

Radio World
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Studio 4A audio, but without the overhead mics. Because the phoners originated from Studio 2A, the respective
mix- minus bus already included the
other phone feeds. This way, field
reporters could hear other reporters on
the other phone feeds. It was an easy
matter to bring the new Studio 4A mix
minus into the Studio 2A PR&E console.
The technical setup from microphone
to satellite was simple and straightforward. Studio 4A produced the voices. and
Studio 2A produced the reporters on
phone and coordinated other housekeeping. such as funding credits.
The audio went from Studio 2A to the
rooftop uplink. and to NPR member stations from there.
Further behind the scenes
Where things became complex and
subtle were setting the different mixminuses, IFB, and monitoring circuits to
let all on-air participants hear exactly the
audio source they needed.
A Prospect ten- channel portable
intercom was installed in Studio 4A.

wires from one room to another, and any
reasonable signal from DC control to
SMPTE time code can be put on the pairs
for any convenient purpose. All eight tie
lines from NPR Master Control were
cross-connected between the two Control

die

i
re

e.

it

.
E
'

iliga

NPR hosts Siegel and Wertheimer
Rooms, meaning that asignal on "Studio
4A Tie 8" was immediately available on
"Studio 2A Tie 8."
Write it down
One of Greenhouse's jobs was to carefully document the signal direction and
source, and keep that document close by
in case of trouble.
Additionally, tie lines from NPR
Record Central were routed to Studio 2A.

45

delivering four channels of WAND audio
directly to the patch bay. These channels
carried speeches from the winners and
losers and other incidental audio, frequently with short notice.
The BTS ports for the most part were
left free so that
urgent, time- sensitive audio could be
quickly dialed up
and put on the air.
In the rehearsal, we
found several bad
patch cords, but we
did not find them
quickly — there
were up to four
patch bays in some
of the routings.
Broadcasts such as
these make for a
pleasurable challenge. for there are
many ways to con'figure a good conwork the mics.
trol room, but very
few ways remain once the requirements
and limitations of your programming are
met.
Until next month. Iremain,
Your obd't eng -r
u.
Rich Rarey is managing editor of
Etionline, the NPR on-line engineering journal. Drop an e-mail describing
your own complex broadcasts to
rrarey@npr.org
. 11111V

_
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Simple Connection
On the other side of the glass, Control Room 4A buzzes with activity.
NPR, along with other major print and
broadcast organizations subscribed to the
Voter News Service for running tallies.
Behind the board
Mark Greenhouse, technical director
for " All Things Considered," designed
the on- air layout to be a comfortable
working space for the seven hours of
occupation.
He reviewed block diagrams of past
in-house complex broadcasts, and
worked out the fine details of implementing the interconnection of the two
broadcast studios, Studio 4A and the
downstream Studio 2A, two floors
away.
Studio 2A had four phoner units to
receive phoned-in reports from the field.
It was decided Studio 2A would originate
the phoners, and send afull mix backfeed
to Studio 4A. Studio 4A, in turn, would
send a mix- minus of everything out of
the console.
In a dress rehearsal two days before
the broadcast, the devil within the details
emerged. As reporters called in to simulate on-air reportage, it became apparent
that the two B&K overhead ambiance
mics in the big studio were triggering the
gating on the Telos Systems phone units.
Releasing the gated override on the
phone boxes was worse, with audible
bleedthrough and digital artifacts on the
host's voices returning through the phoner.
After a brief discussion, Greenhouse
used one of the 48-track outputs* on the
SSL console in Studio 4A and routed it
to Studio 2A. This source contained all

In the control room, director Bob
Boilen could push a button to talk to
either or both hosts, all guests, transmit instructions to the floor manager
by way of a Lectrosonics wireless mic
transmitter and receiver, or he could
squawk to Studio 2A and be heard
through a self- powered speaker. A
similar speaker in the control room

Simply connect to Broadcast
Richmond for 200+ product
lines integrated to your exact
needs - from input to output.
As a leader in the supply of
pre wired program racks for
AM, FM, & TV - and pre wired
console and mixer harnesses
for air and production studios,
our daily mission is to make
your job simpler.
Our product expertise and
equipment integration will
save you time and mcney.

Studio 4A becomes a newsroom.
allowed the Studio 2A director to
squawk back to Studio 4A.
In all our diagrams. drawing these circuits took the most thought and ink. It
took a melange of products, from RTS.
ClearCom, Prospect. Lectrosonics and
Fostex to make the entire IFB package
work effectively.
Even though all NPR Washington
facilities have four BTS switcher ports,
making available hundreds of sources,
there is no better value to afacility than
to have agenerous number of properly
wired tie lines between rooms.
A tie line is simply a pair of copper

Simply Connect to
the Turnkey Distributor...

BROADCAST
RICHMOND
Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505 E broadcast@infocom.com
PO Box 1423, 1821 West Main, Richmond, Indiana 47375 USA

Connect to www.broadcast-richmond.com
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Handheld MiniRator Rated Highly
Bob Shotwell
To an audio or broadcast engineer, an
audio oscillator is as basic a tool as a
good knife is to achef.
As knives come in all varieties —
ranging from fine imported cutlery all the
way to the as-seen-on-TV Ginsu — audio
oscillators likewise run the gamut.
Somewhere between the legendary
Potomac Instruments AG- 5I and the
ubiquitous telco "chirper," both in price
and utility, is the MiniRator MR- Ifrom
Neutrik USA.
If you need a capable, precise and
inexpensive ($ 150) audio oscillator
which can be at home in atool box or a
bench, then this bad boy is the one for
you.

The MR- 1is a lightweight contender
in size only, about the size of a classic
HP calculator and weighing only 6
ounces, AA batteries included. And those
two batteries will keep going for better
than 20 hours, alot longer than the typical engineer's stamina.
There are no protruding connectors. At
the top is arecessed RCA jack and at the
bottom amale XLR swings out from the
battery compartment when needed.
The control count is small. A combination Mode/On/Off button plus Up and
Down buttons are all that you need to
navigate the menu. The menu itself is
displayed on a two-line, 32- character,
LCD display measuring approximately
2.5 by 3/4 inches.
The MiniRator menu provides an

ample range of choices, including sine
wave from 20 Hz to 20 kHz in 31 steps;
square wave from 20 Hz to 5 kHz in 25
steps; Pink or White noise; a sine wave
sweep in seven speeds ranging from 0.05
to 5.0 seconds per step; output levels
from -78 to +4dBv in 41 steps and finally ahandy "polarity" test.
The polarity test selection places a20
Hz positive pulse, which ramps down to
zero, on XLR pin 2 or the center RCA
pin. This could be quite useful when
using an oscilloscope to trace phase
reversals.
Needless to say, this is not your
father's Heathkit IG-72.
As audio oscillators go, the MR- Ihas
quite respectable specifications.
See MINI, page 49

The Neutrik MiniRator MR -1
features three-button operation
and balanced output.
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S.C.M.S., Inc.
Charlotte, N.C.
Low Prices - Experienced Staff
New and Re-built R.F. and Audio
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ONLY - $ 155.00
EVERY ENGINEER IN
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DIGITAL
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GENERATION
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CUSTON

INCREASES
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PROGRESSIVE CATS AND
COMPUTER CABLE TESTER
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Affordable Digital ... Here Today
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THIS MONTH '
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ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE
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DIGITAL
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HERE
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•Exciters • Optimods
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WITHOUT
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•STL's • RPU's • TSL's

BROADCAST
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•AM/FM Monitors

NEXT

•Remote Control Systems

TODAY.

• Compressor, Gate, Peak Limiter,
Parametric EGI
• No clipping - Look- Ahead processing
• Instant Setup with our presets
• Analog and Digital I/O
• Linked or Independent Channels
• Extensive Display
• Incredible Flexibility
• No digital grunge with TSE

•TE
•And others...

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the-phone technical assistance
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PCL 505 Certification
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-

••

$800. pro net direct

You Know We Know Radio —

Toll- Free 800-438-6040
FAX 704-889-4540
READER SERVICE NO. 73
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WWW.MICROCONSYS.COM
FREE PROCESSING NEWSLETTER

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass. OR 97527

MicroCon Systems Inc.
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(541) 471-2262
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Pacemaker
RTV

START UPS
TURNAROUNDS
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,00 Imo
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Pacemaker 1032
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CALL
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BOSTON FINANCIAL & EQ UITY CORP.
20 OVERLAND STREET BOSTON, MA 0221:i

Console Accesories All In ONE Package:
Distribution Amp Card • 10 Watt Stereo Amp Card
Relay Card • Microphone Processor Card

AUT*GRAM
JP' EC! 3E:C..

Plaio Texas
1-800-327-6901 FAX ( 972) 423-6334
E Mail: infoP3utograncorp.com
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www.BFEC.COM
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Grooving With Addicts
them a lot. Ido alot with tones, like 1
GROOVE, continued from page 41
kHz and 10 kHz. When you do a lot of
up by several layers of effects.
filtering on some of those, it gets pretty
Idon't want to take asample from aCD
and have anyone tell where it came from. I amazing.
take alittle more pride in being more creative than that. My objective is to make a In the machine
Nelson recently began using a new
sample into something new and impossible
audio product called Metasynth, from
to tell where it came from.
Arboretum Systems and U&I Software.
This is a standalone sound design
RW: Is there a "favorite" device of
software package for the Power Mac that
choice in the community right now for
translates pictures on the computer
this process?
screen into AIFF and WAV files.
Nelson: There are a number of boxes
By manipulating the hues, colors and
by E- Mu like the Orbit and the Planet
shapes seen on the monitor, the user
Phatt that are quite trendy and hip. But
instructs the program to modify the charthen again, the last thing Iwant to do
is grab a sound out of a box and have' acteristics of the existing audio file or to
synthesize something entirely new.
someone go, " Oh, Iknow where he
Nelson also spends time with ReBirth
got that."
from Propellerhead Software, a software
Blair: We once brought in arhythm section
emulation of early ' 80s drum machines
and .spent four hours just having them do
and bassline synthesizers. The sound creoutrageous things. We brought in two guitar
ated by the program is astaple of retroplayers and had them sit there and play
electronic dance music.
every wild effect they could think of. Then
we took all that stuff and used that as elements as well.

RW: What do you do when a client asks,
"I want something that sounds like
(improvised silly sound effects and mouth
RW: Walk us through a typical approach
sounds)"? How do you handle that?
of creating an element or effect.
Nelson: When Istart out with asound. I Nelson: It depends on the client. Some
are used to dealing in musical terms,
like to sample it in mono, so Ican end up
while others aren't at all. It's amatter of
creating my own stereo effects.
trial and error.
Iwill either time-stretch or compress it to
Blair: Sometimes we're on the same
add extra character; rarely is my sample
the correct length Iwant it to be when I page, other times we're in different books
completely. With Radio One, we just sat
begin.
there and watched Eddie listen to 20 cuts
What helps make asound interesting is

bites are such aminor lift, and its being
used for the station's on-air promotion.
We did ajingle for Capital Radio in
London, which was arip of Queen's "We
Will Rock You." The drum pattern was set
up differently, but was still loud and boomy.
Within three or four days, Capital
Radio got acall from Queen's manage-

Robert Nelson and Dain Blair of
Groove Addicts, cueing up.
ment, label and publishing company
demanding a synch license if they were
to continue using it. The music wasn't
the same, but it was too obvious atemplate where it came from.
Here in the U.S., Idon't think that
would ever be apoint with arecord company or group, because they don't want
to take a station to task when they also
need them to play the records. Secondly.
record companies here realize stuff like
that does help sales.
We do a " bag- alike," rather than a

sound-alike. It captures the overall feel and
sound, but musically is acompletely different piece. We stay legally clear this way.
RW: What are radio stations asking for
right now from creative companies such
as Groove Addicts?
Blair: Workpart packages are important.
They seem to have an insatiable appetite
for things like our MindBenders package.
They want jingles and elements that
sound like the music they play, so it sounds
like seamless playing. They are looking for
the edge. What Ihate is to go from Alanis
Morrisette to Third Eye Blind with the
Johnny Mann Singers in between.
We just like challenges. Everything we
do is all about new challenges. That's
what makes it interesting to come in
every day.
RW: Finally, on the station level, what
can be done to improve creativity, to pull
out the stops and experiment with sound
as you do?
Nelson: Avoid the obvious and conventional ways of treating and effecting
things. The more abstract you can be, the
better. A lot of plug- ins have preset settings, like "Guitar Reverb." Just steer
clear of that for use on aguitar.
For information on Who Did That
Music? and Groove Addicts, contact
the company in California at ( 310)
442-1444. Information on ProTools is
available from
Digidesign
in
California at ( 650) 842-7900.
Arboretum Systems has a Web site at
www.arboretum.com

TR1
SOtiE 113
REALLY
The complete multitrack
recording studio for WindowsTM

C OL

The easiest way to:
• Record and build spots

Arboretum Systems Metasynth: Painting Sound Pictures

news, and clips
• Add music and sound f/x

to normalize or over-normalize it. When
you normalize, you are bringing up the
maximum peak of that sound to 0 dB.
When you over-normalize it to 200 percent, you digitally clip the top and distort
it. Then you reduce the level to one-half.
This brings it back to the original level, but
the "digital" characteristics remain.
Iwill also double a sound with an
octave for more strength, put aresonator
on it and add some sub- tone. Then. I
throw it last through adoppler or autopanner to give it some quasi-stereo spatial characteristics. Itry not to do this to
the point where it becomes repetitive.
When Icome up with something, Itry
to mix and match the effect with the
plug- ins. If you don't have enough at
your disposal, it gets old quick.
RW: Do you have any favorite source
sounds? Nature, machinery, motors?
Blair: For me, it's bathroom sounds
(both laugh).
Nelson: A lot of animal sounds are real
interesting, especially when you pitch

we had done. We went back, and one by
one he told what he liked and what he
didn't like about each one. The next
round, he liked everything but one.
RW: What about vocal talent?
Blair: That came from Radio One. They
went all over the U.K with a portable
DAT, getting the punters (
British equivalent of "average Joe") to shout, laugh,
scream "BBC."
Here in L.A., we brought in a
Shakespearean actor who was really,
really bent. All we did was roll the
machine and let him go. He was sick and
demented and made up outrageous things
and phrases along the way. which we cut
up and used.
RW: What about clearances for using
movie bites? Does radio tend to look the
other way on those?
Blair: The BBC looked into some of the
more famous movie "lifts" and got clearances for the U.K. Over there, it's alot more
of an issue that is watched. Here, movie

• Stretch

or

oondense

uuj

-7.nrcrt:

'Cool Edit Pro has been
the dream come true
that we have wanted for
decades: a low cost
production studio software packae that has
the power of any hardware studio de have
worked in.
Our mornin4
shows across North
America now have the
capability of doin4; all
their show preparation
in their home studios
with Cool Edit Pro.
It
is not just a new pro cram, it's a revolution
that has chanled the
way radio is lone..
- Bob Hamilton, New
Radio Star
'It's difficult to .qo
anywhere in Cool Edft
Pro and not hear yourself Whisperins3 ta
yourself ' this is
cool.'
- Dave °
lima, Radio And
Production, May 1997
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Check out our downloadable demo.
1www.svr
,
7.0M

Syntrillit trn

PO Box 62255
Phoenix, AZ 85082-2255 USA
cepra,Asyntrillium.com
+1-602-941-4327
+1-602-941-8170 (fax)
1-888-941-7100 (058. Canada tol-iree
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THE MY °Mew
DAILY NEWSPAP'Ell
07 maw

toe, 441
The
NAB99
Daily News
covers every
inch of the NAB99
convention, with two
issues on site daily,
morning and afternoon.
Inside you'll find daily
convention news, product
coverage, exhibit maps, exhibitor
listings, late-breaking news, and more!
If it happens there, it'll be printed here

if

produced by
IMAS Publisheg Group,
the publisher of
Radio World,
TV Technology,
Pro Audio Review,
Pro Video Review,
Broadcast & Production
and more!

Don't forget to pick up your copy!
Advertising in the daily is the best way to turn attendees' attention to your products and your NAB exhibit.
Ad space reservation deadline: March 12
For more information, call your ¡MAS Publishing sales representative or 1-800-336-3045 x151

January 6, 1999
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STUDIO SESSIONS

Mini-Oscillator ' Respectable'
MINI, continued from page 46

At any frequency or output level, the
distortion was well below our ability to
measure. Neutrik claims 0.025 percent,
which I can believe. Frequency
response is claimed to be ± 0.5 dB.
The response was ruler- flat with the
exception of a0.5 dB rise at 20 Hz and
a0.75 dB drop at 20 kHz. Slightly off
the mark, perhaps, but still very good
and more than useful.
The Neutrik spec- sheet claims abalanced XLR and unbalanced RCA output.
In fact, these two outputs are both electrically balanced. The XLR Pins 2and 3are
a balanced feed, referenced at one-half
voltage to the common Pin I.
Meanwhile the RCA center pin is electrically identical to XLR Pin 2, and the
RCA shield electrically at Pin 3. This
arrangement, however, works perfectly
well. As a battery-operated unit with a
plastic case, it is unlikely ever to have
chassis ground conflicts.
Further, shorting either XLR Pin 2or 3
to the common Pin 1caused only a6dB
output loss with no evidence of distortion.
Speaking of that plastic case, Ihad the
opportunity to use this unit at our FM
site. We are running 2.5 kW into atwobay full-wave spaced antenna only about
80 feet above ground. There was no evidence of RFI under these conditions. I
am impressed and only wish the telephone at the site was as accommodating.
Do you hear the ringing?
The only disappointment was in the
square waves. There is some overshoot
and ringing which will limit the usefulness of this function. Specifically, there
are 3to 4 cycles of 16 kHz leading-edge
ripple and an overshoot of about 6 percent.
Although this is not terrible for a
unit of this price and size, a user will
have to allow for this when making
square- wave tests. Still, this is a
Caddy at a Kia price and it may be
unfair to compare it to a Jaguar such
as the PI generator.
If Iwere designing asuccessor, say a
Neutrik MR-2, what would Ilike to see
added or changed? Only two things come

to mind. The first is awall- wart option.
Although battery life is very good,

would be nice. There are a few empty
voids inside the case sufficient to permit

If you need a capable, precise
and inexpensive oscillator at home in a
tool box or bench, this bad boy is for you.

being able to plug it in and leave it on to
sweep an RPU line from the transmitter

mounting apower plug, if you were so
daring.

The second change would be to have
menu changes remain in memory.
Presently there is one default power- up
mode. It would be nice if the unit would
power up in the same mode as when last
used. Ican hear my Dad saying, "Will
you leave things the way you found
them!"
These two trivialities aside, Neutrik
has provided the engineer who has everything one more must- have item: the
handheld MiniRator MR- 1.
For information, contact Neutrik USA
in New Jersey at ( 732) 901-9488 or circle Reader Service 3.
Bob Shotwell is both SBE and NARTE
certified. A broadcast engineer for more
than 20 years, he now co-owns and operates WPVQ(FM), Deerfield, Mass. Reach
him at bob@wpvq.com

Crown's New Exciter
•

. . we've created aMonster broadcast solution!
Our Design Engineers have created asecond generation, high-performance FM exciter
with significantly improved specifications. Fear no one—this monster solution fends
off the competition by ensuring clean, accurate audio quality and includes:
U
U
U
J

Reduced total harmonic distortion
Excellent signal-to-noise ratio
Versatile modular design
Power levels of 30. 100, 250, and 500-watts

4
4
/
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Coming in
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Ray Gun Noise
Reduction
Software

Have Enough Drive
Space for 24/96?

Need aMete« of asolution for. .
J Replacement of the IPA in your
high- power tube transmitter
J New installation
J Backup

Give us acall!
A Workout With
The dbx 1086 Mic
Processor

Only in

br r
oadcast e
800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050
Fax: 219-294-8222
Email: broadcastOcrownintl.com
Web: www.crownbroadcast.com
Circle ( 2) on Reader Service Card
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In- the- box Innovations.
Out- of-the- box Solutions.

R.

Wcorld

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

ACOUSTIC FOAM
Broadband Absorbers • Modular Systems
Sound Barrier • Diffusors • Bass Traps & More!

Vibrant Ne
Colors: Tea
&Burgun

Consistent Pattern....No Innies & Outies!
Long-Lasting....Won't Crumble Like Other Brands!
1", 2", 3", 4" & 12" Thicknesses In Stock!
12 Vivid Colors In Many Cool & Effective Styles!
Highly Flame Retardant: Passes California Fire Code!
Absorbs 60% Better Than More Expensive Brands!
Best Value By Far! We Double Dare You To Compare!
Available Through All Major Broadcast Suppliers!

USERS: James Idyl°, Jou'r ,ey , ammy , aoar Damen ol Sma,,no Pump', CHI Smoco Crone i.bon Doane Perry ( Jelly°
Tull). Dennis DeYoung/James Young/Todd Sucherman ( Stye). Spyros Poulos ( Madonna. Al Dimeola, Kathy Troccol . Taylor
Dayne). George Terry (( ris Claplon). Andrew Gold, Chostopher Cross. Mike Wanchic ( John Mellencamp). Fbss Marinelli, Skid
Row. Mark Lindsay (Paul Revere (IThe Raiders). Norbert Stovall ( D Parton. Gallon Bros K Rogers, E Rabbit. etc ). Mark Earner
(Grand Funk Railroad). Toe, (seda. The Bellamy Bros . Wayman Teak. Nona Hendry, John Baxter ( Re- Flee). Ehsney. MUMFORD
(A Lawrence Kasdan/Touchmone Film). Bose, Harps Studios. LucasArls. Silicon WON" ( SW). Todd -AD. JR. 0.1.mm.
Time Warner Cable. Shure. Pelt>. Acouslics ( FulureDisc. K tomes. Skywalker Sound) Slmen Men. Fmr Sr En g e
Corona Studios ( E Clapton, Bee Gees, A W B ) & She° Designer ( Don Was. Kenny G. 'lab Hum Enlerlarnment Lairrabeel.
Sear Sound IN Merchant. S Colvin). Castle Oaks Prod ( Titanic. Tremors. Wings. 11 Jump Street S Mendes. J Fe imano).
Sound Kitchen ( PFrampton. Rena). Omaal Insight, AT&T NASA. Sony CBS Spoils NBC Sporis. ABC TV 8. Radio ( SRN. MSNBC.
['novel Channel. Bill Eynon ( IAm Weasel/Carloon Network) Boeing Editel Boraine College of Music. Me trecoln Center
Investor sBusiness Daily. ShowCo. Opryland. Music Bakery. Audix. Ensonm, WhisperRoom Hitachi l'osnta 20Ih Cenbry Fox.
Universal Studios NPR, Warner Bros . Polygram. AMI Wollgang Puck,
ol is, Loom Country Condor, Tour Manley Audio
Labs, Lucent Technologies DATA Electropfex Alden. mamma.. Adapt". Marlin(Jog
M.,.. --, .C.mh
e
ut i
ler
lr .
BP
re
rown
i
e
nç
er.& C
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O
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o
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C:rz.r.
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ver
317-847-260c) * F. 317-842-2780 * 1- 800-95-WEDGE
Web: www rumbo corn * E- Mail: auralez@auralex.com

A raleX

Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com

AMPLIFIERS

Ramsa WP9055 pwr amp,
$550/B0; Ramsa WP9220 pwr
amp. $ 600: Roland Borg
TAX125B ( 3) 125 W rm pwr
amp. $ 200 ea; SAE MK-IIIC
amp pwr amp. BO: Symetrix
A220 amp. $200; Spectra Sonics pwr amps ( 3 sets); Technics SEA7 pro series stereo
DC pwr amp, $ 300; Visual
Electronics M725, $ 150. M
Hughes. 301-962-6823.

OWER SITE
REQUIREMENTS
We make custom
FCRCettneintinoan Sig ns

Guy Wire ID Warning Balls
Fence CAUTION signs with
your message
Road entrance sign with Co.
8. phone No.
Antenna ID Tags for Tenants

610 . 458 . 8418
Rohn SSVH 12NH-4N. 180',
vgc. $ 19.000: 100' 30" solid
rod World Tower w/tapered
base & turnbuckles, $ 4000;
280' 18" heavy leg tower
w/tapered base. $ 10,500: 350'
Stainless G24 w/beacon,
base plate & turnbuckles.
$16.400, all in excel cond, on
ground, we'll load your truck.
D Fridley. 423-745-8538.

ANTENNAS/

Want to Sell

S.W.R.FM Antennas
Great Antenna
Great Price!

Afileetronics

(804) 984-4255

HAU

Harris FMH 6- bay, tuned to
107.3, vgc, pick up in Greensburg IN, $ 9000. K Reising,
812-375-2559.
3" HELIAX STANDARD

AUDIO

CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO
Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:
BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs
AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC & ITC CARTS
DAT & THE NEW R-CD
For more information
call Kris Elliot at
1-800-942-1711
or write to: J&I Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Circle ( 232) On Reader Service Card

COAXIAL CABLE
50- Ohm, unused, (' Al to length. Priced
below market. Shipped instantly.

Call Basic Wire & Cable
(NANCY) 800-227-4292
FAX: 773-539-3500

Symetrix SX-202 dual mic preamp, will ship, works fine, $ 100;
Phase Linear 1000 audio correlator NR, will ship, gd shape.
$75. Dave. 805-962-8273.

Lightning Got You DOWN??
k

Cet aNEW Eutletql 4 t
sid'kils
6-18111.
•
i
DYNAMAX
On Air Console

I

706 Rose Hill Dr.

Charlottesville Va. 22901

804-984-4255 (Voice)
1

Sony MXP-21 audio mixer, 3
avail, like new, no field use.
$285. 703-319-1431.

Want to Sell
AXS control RM w/single
stereo PB only card. AXS production RM w/R.P audio card.
serial CD controller, AXS
automation control unit, interface to AXS Music Log V5,
Music Log playlist generator.
$8000/60. J Orozco, 530625-4245.
BUSINESS

Altec VU meter for mdl 1592
mixer, new cond, $ 20; Altec
meter, mint cond, $ 25. J
Morinelli, 610-715-1720 or
610-789-1968.

Want to Sell

list'. mud

4:1:W4w

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
BE 3 deck cart player, stereo.
H Kneller, 941-494-4111.
Tapecaster 700P (
2) cart
PB's, gd cond, working, mono,
free carts, $ 75 ea. R Franklin,
SS Studios, Box 22082,
Philadelphia PA 19136-2082.
Tapecaster X-700RP RIP,
mono, pushbutton release,
secondary
cue
tone
gen/detector, excel cond, 5
free carts, $ 250. R Franklin,
SS Studios, Box 22082,
Philadelphia PA 19136-2082.
CONSOLES
Want to Sell
BE 5S150 5 chnl console,
$800 + shpg. G Kloarcik, 314533-0320.

hit • ' rills t s.

WOW

Broadcast Automation Software

JUST $ 999 List

LONG-LIFE
HEADS
SEQUO 1 A
ELECTRONICS
144083 363.'1646

Turnkey

Systems Starting at $

MCl/Sony 618, 24x24, $ 6.5K;
Quantum 24x24. $ 4.5K;
Soundcraft 600,
32x16,
$5.5K, like new: Model 30,
$295; 512. $950; 520, $ 1450.
W Gunn, POB 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92263. 760-3200728.
Want to Buy

www.halls.com

techeholls.com 9

Circle ( 233) On Reader Service Card
MICROPHONES

Want to Sell
AKG C60. sound great, slight
hum in pwr supply. A Polhemus, 212-302-9010.
Beyer M300 mic, $ 65;
Metronix YCM-1, $ 15. J
Morinelli, 610-715-1720 or
610-789-1968.

Ramsa 8616, whole unit or
parts. J Maloney, 203-7463659.

Sennheiser 421-U, excel
cond. $ 300. M Schackow,
605-374-3424.

LIMITERS

Shure SM5B. excel cond,
$600. JMiller, 734-458-2268.

Want to Sell

2995

Call or visit our web site for your discount price
\,.. solesehalls.com

EXPERIENCED EQUIPMENT
Save $$$ on Excellent Quality
Used Consoles, STL, Test Gear...

Generate hundreds of
qualified leads
50,000W NYC radio station

804-984-3299 (Fax)

This Month's Special !!

Next Day Delivery
(215) 464-2000

FAX 1-1408) 3634-0957

OPPORTUNITIES

PRODUCTION

Want to Sell

Symetrix 511 NR system, rack
mounted ready, $ 150 + shpg. G
Kloarcik, 314-533-0320.

EQUIPMENT

N

Uher CV- 140, new in box,
$75. J Morinelli, 610-7151720 or 610-789-1968.

TOWERS/CABLES

Ramsa WZDE40-20 bit true
stereo digital effects processor, graphic, parametric, notch
EQs, compressors, speaker
delays, spectrum analyzer,
excel, $ 2000. M Hughes, 301962-6823.

HALL
Electronics

Ramsa WR-8210A, 10x4x2
mixer, $ 1300/130. M Hughes,
301-962-6823.

AUTOMATION

CALL FOR FREE
INFORMATION

Want to Sell

Lang PEG 2 EQs, mint, $ 1500
A Polhemus, 212-302-9010.

acoustIcs

Circle ( 234) On Reader Service Card

AcousticsFirst'
888-765-2900

Beyer DT109 headset w/mic,
like new, $ 100; Crown IC150
preamp & Crown D150 amp,
$400. D Kocher, 610-776-1455.

Neumann U47, $3900; U67,
$3300: 087, $ 1800; KM83 or
84 pairs, $ 1400; KM88s,
$950 ea; RCA 77DX, $ 1200;
BK5, $ 700; BK1A. $ 300. W
Gunn, POB 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92263. 760-3200728.
Want to Buy
Shure SM-5B, several needed, in working cond. J Nelly,
208-743-1551.
Ribbon,
condensers.
dynamics, tube mics. 19501990. Mr Coffman, 619-5715031.
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics. on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST.
972-271-7625.

Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505
e-mail broadcast@infocom.com

RCA 77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE
KU- 3A's
On- Air
lights,
recording lights. Top price
paid. Fast response. Bill
Bryant Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro
Rd, G12, Nashville TN
37212. 615-269-6131, FAX:
615-292-3434.

www.broadcast-richmond.com

MISCELLANEOUS

BROADCAST
RICHMOND

Want to Buy
Gates Sta Level compressor
limiter for parts or complete. M
Schackow, 605-374-3424.
Gregg Labs 2530, several
needed, in working cond. J
Nelly, 208-743-1551.
Tube limiter for studio. M
Hughes, 301-962-6823.
UREI, dbx, Collins, RCA,
Gates, Universal Audio limiters. Mr Coffman, 619-5715031.
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's &
any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM
CST, 972-271-7625.

Crown PCC 160. table, podium mount boundry mic, gd
cond w/cord, $ 150/130 or
trade for handheld wireless
mic system; Telex single muff
headset mic, new cond.
$70/60. A Wudel, 712-3627939.

VIONDSCREEIS
eilii %

Want to Sell
ENGINEERS- HAMS
CHECK OUT MY WEB SITE
USED EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
www spacestar nel ,users/radrorey/
715-268-2233

Belar RFA -1 FM RF amp,
100.1, excel cond. H Kneller,
941-494-4111.

RF Warning Signs
9"x 12" $ 13.95
'
10"x 19"$19.95

The Auralex
cAuraleX
WINDJAMMER 2421 ..... ii.,
AVAILABLE THROUGH MAJOR BROADCAST SIMMERS
* Fns RHO. MD421, AKGs, ATs. big Neumanns. etc ,
* Cost up to 63% less than competing brands
* Won't crumble like other brands'
* Sounds great 8 available in 6Arvid colors

1-800-95-WEDGE

1011CfrOtIiti

CAUTION

804) 984-4255

Dielectric DC 485-431 3- pole
4" RF patch panel, $ 900. B
Caithamer, 312-329-4304.

BEE

January 6, 1999
MISC. cont....
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Want to Buy

RECEIVERS &

RECORDERS

TRANSCEIVERS
RPM Programing UC2OK ultra
sound sensor board. working.
R Ladd, 419-483-2511.
Syndicated Radio Programs
for airtime barter/trade only;
cassette or CD format, small
non-profit AM station. G.R.
Gaule, c/o AM 1540, 2277 Oleander Dr, Loveland CO 80538.

aluminum, or
laminated - plates,
panels, rack mounts, \

Want to Sell
Want to Sell

SCA RECEIVERS—ALL TYPES
Will work to meet your receiver needs
Professional / Table / Portable
Field Strength Meters
Reading Service Ethnic Data

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.

UTC transformers, WE 111C
repeat coils. M Hughes, 301962-6823.

and floor boxes built
to your specifications.

2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234-3119
Tel: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081
E-Mail: SCARadio@aol.com

Triad R6A pwr transformers.
M Hughes, 301-962-6823.

KLH 21 FM reception system,
$50. C Collins, 414-363-9205.

1Balanced Input
5Balanced Outputs
SN-600-6 AUDIO olerausirnoN TRANSFORMER
Replaces exfonsive distribution amplifiers.
Balanced, floating inputs and outputs.
Econornkol, reliabk audio routing.

a

mar

P.O. Box 1561, Be/ewe, WA 98009
425 -454 -2040
Webeite: wonvAudlear.com

Grde (231)0. Reader Service Card

Sigma ADA106, $100; RTS
RMS300 or RM300, $ 100;
Winsted racks, $ 200; Sony
PCM-601ES, $ 500. D Redman, 703-527-1200.
Vintage bakelite control
knobs ( 4), $ 20; Voice changing telephone, $ 70; NAB
radio code plaque, mint
cond, $75; Altec promo literature & manuals, $ 60; Altec
promo lapel pin, $20; Sound
Truck record player, $ 30. J
Morinelli, 610-715-1720 or
610-789-1968.
Sony MDS-B3 minidisc
writer/player, excel cond,
$1800. T Nelson, 612-7988618.

ADC TT ( Bantam) Patchbays, $ 149; TT or 1/4" cords,
$10; new short MRL test
tapes, $229 for 2", 1/4", $ 79;
Gates dual stereo tube limiter, $ 1200; Gates top level,
$595; Allen & Heath GL2
rack mixer, mint, 14x4, $795;
CBS Labs Audimax, $ 400
ea; tube preamps, $ 300-400;
MX10 mixers, $ 795. W
Gunn, POB 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92263. 760-3200728.

Jazz record collections, 10"
LP/12" LP be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices -paid. B
Rose, Program Recdgs, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212674-3060.

Comrex 2- line freq extender,
xmtr & rcvr, $ 1995 for both
ends. Steve Kirsch, 90 S
Long Beach Rd, Rockville
Centre NY 11570. 516-7631776.

MONITORS

Want to Sell

011e"""

Communications
Engineers

FCC Applications, Design, Field Engineering &Tower DetunIng
Video/DetWVoice • Statewide Networks • Wide-Area Networks
EXPERTS IN:
TV • A/A • FM • ITFS • MICROWAVE

210 S. Main St., Thlenevlite, WI 53092 (414) 242-6000 FAX (414) 242-6045
Internet: http://www.evensassoc.com
Member AFCCE

T Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
AM-FM-TV-LPTV

High Performance AM

AM Stereo C- Guam mod
monitor; also AM Optimod.
Mark, 814-342-2300 or email:
mark@moshannonvalley.com

•FCC Applications & Exhibits

• Frequency Studies

•Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

•AM Directional Antennas

•STL Applications

•High Power Antenna Arrays

•Station Inspections

Is• 1-301-913-9287
FAX: ( 301) 913-5799 • 5272 Ris er Rd. #461; • Bethesda. MD 20816}

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
-Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis for New Allocation.
Site Relocation. And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMOSIITFS/OFS)
•Environmental Radiation Analys,
-Field Work
-Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aolcom

C.
P.CROSSNO &
ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
P.O. BOX 180312
DALLAS, TX 75218

AM. FM & TV Broadcasting
ANTENNA DESIGN. ALLOCATIONS. FCC•FAA
CHARLES PAUL CROSSNO. PE
(214) 321-9140

MEMBER AFCCE

PC -

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
& ASSOCIATES, INC.
Broadcast Engineering
Consultants
AM - FM - TV
THE BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
Box 220, 100 Airport Rd.
Coldwater. MI 49036

517-278-7339

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers
1110 North Glebe Rd, #900

Arlington. VA 22201
(703) 741-3500
FAX: (703) 741-0312
www.inlj.com

Website: ccrane.com

(

1-800-522-8863 )

DON'T GAMBLE
WITH YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLARS!

Fax (612) 785-4631

GRAHAM BROCK,

, \it

E*

SOFTWAF7E- 1
Advertise in Radio

AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping—pi.

Paths

World and reach

RFHAZ— US Cencus peépCouni

18,000+ broadcast

FAA Tower—Draw Tower

professionals.

Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant

jft

1600 Picturesque Drive

Call Simone TODAY!

Cedar Falls IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG

Itcmhei

703-998-7600

-

T'

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethinic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages
www.dataworld.com
800-368-5754

info@dataworld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

eSpecialists

(610) 353-2400

Sony TCD-07(DAT), $ 475;
Tandberg 92, $25; Ampro 730,
$25; TEAC AV-80, $45; Radio
Shack bulk tape eraser, $ 15;
Blaupunkt test cassette tape,
$15; Crown 700, $ 15; Tandberg 3000X, $ 10; Olympus L400, $ 125; Radio Shack Micro
30, $ 70; Radio Shack desktop/portable cassette rcdrs,
$45. J Morinelli, 610-7151720 or 610 789 1968.

Cassette-CD-Open reel
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

JM TECHNICAL ARTS
1515 Elm Hill Pike #203

Nashville, TN 37210 (615) 365-9030

Ampex 4 trk tube deck,
$2500; stereo 351 ( recond),
$1800; Akai Adam, new, digital 12 trk, $3500; MM1000-16
w/new heads, $ 4500; Otani
MTR10-4, $ 3500; Ampex
ATR102s, search to cue,
$495; Ampex locator for ATR
or 1200, $ 895; MCI 110C-8,
$3.5K; Tascam 85-16 recond
w/dbx, rc & loc, $3K. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

CLEAN PATCH DAYS
NO DOWN TIME

INC.

Bk1 ,11K 1,11"i( i',ii MC0\11111\1,
I
Ali., I..
(:pa .r.111 ,1, \ \ II \ IIi Si \ •,
Fick' \\.,1k. AtLutu Li .uu.I
I
k,ign
Over 35 ream enp,ineeri Jig
and codsidling eAperience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

floclkenutkrkt
Broadcast Equipment Exchange

ww.gralitimbrock.crini

is read by over18,000Broadcast Equipment

daiawciphl"

oarget order Set,

STUDER RE VOX
PARTS/SERVICE

1-800-797-1338

Moffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.

Pro Digital Inc.

Revox B-77 in fair cond. H
Kneller, 941-494-4111.

Call for a FREE Catalog

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 33449 (
612)781-4113

MUJ

New/Refurbished DATs Available

COMPANY

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

E-mail: infoermleng.com

Warranty Service on Most Brands

Over 3000 Machines Serviced!

CCRadi•

Used Mod Monitors, McMartin
& Belar. Many to choose from,
tuned & calibrated on your frequency, full guaranteed.
Goodrich Ent. 402-493-1886.

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•EMC Test Lab-FCC and European ( IEC)

•

PCS • FIBER

Machine
Service /

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT
recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA88

1

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Consulting

Pioneer PDR-05 CD rcdr,
new w/box & manual, $850. D
Kocher, 610-776-1455.

Compare Our Rates!

C. CRANE

CONSULTANTS
EVANS

Ampex 440 2trk stereo, 15 &
30 ips w/remote, $700. A Polhemus, 212-302-9010.

n..11V
-

Want to Buy
Gentner G2500
Super
Hybrid, $950. Gentner Tele Switch $350, both items like
new. S Kirsch, 516-7631776.

Alesis ADAT XT, excel cond,
150 hrs. $ 1400. M Schackow,
605-374-3424.

System One Communications

Users Eery Month! Sell Your Used Equipment Here.

Broadcast Constructors 8 Consultants

Call or FAX Simone Mullins for Information on

Houston, Texas

Affordable Advertising Rates.

888-625-5649
Complete Turnkey Construction
Antenna Line Testing
AM Directional Field Work
AM and FM Applications
Tower Services
Studio Designs
Custom Studio Furniture

PHONE

FAX

703-998-7600

703-998-2966
• • si

•

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

$34.95 Ea. " '
VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
52,75 Major:Ada Bled #116
8169015161
North HodYwood, C4 91607 ,## 818184-3763

Want to Buy
Uher tape recorder, new cosmetic parts stock; Uher CR 210 & CV-240, operational or
parts sets; EMI audio tape
reels, metal or plastic, all sizes
&designs; tape reel hold down
stoppers, rubber reel stoppers
popular in 1960's, new or mint
cond only. JMorinelli, 610-7151720 or 610-789-1968.

BEE
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RECORDERS continued...
Stancil Hoffman minitape &
others. J Monnelli, 610-7151720.

RENTAL EQUIPMENT
COMREX Vector, Hotline, ISDN codees
TELOS Zephyr, Zephyr Express, digital hybrids
MUSICAM Prima 120 and 230

Parts & service on used
decks, Otan iMX5050 Bll 2,
Teac A-3300. Revox A- 77/B77, other r- rdecks wanted. R
Patterson, 215-922-0250.

Remote Audio Packages .„
Mixers
ris
fax 516 763-1 7(:) • Microphones
Internet: silyerlakeaudio.com
Silver Lake Audio •
516 763-1776 •

Shure STB624 teleconference Interface, $ 50. D Redman. 703-527-1200.

Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards,
heads,
motors,
machine parts, or electronic
parts. Call 818-907-5161.

WE RENT FOR LESS
FM Exciters
Hotlines
Zephyrs
STL's
Nexus
FM Per Amps
Test Equipment
Audio
If we don't here wo ge get II
SCMS, INC. (800)408-6040
"You Know We Komi Radio"

Ampex PR10 tape recorders
W Gunn. POB 2902. Palm
Springs CA 92263. 760-3200728.
RECORDING

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

January 6, 1999

TAPES/CARTS/

TELEPHONE

REELS/CD'S

EQUIPMENT
WE BUY AND SELL BUSINESS TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT. DOMINION TELECOM. 800-998-3281.

Want to Sell
Musak Sampler, $ 25: Cook
Sampler. $ 20. J Morinelli,
610-715-1720 or 610-7891968.

TEST EQUIPMENT

ISO 9001 Certified

Sony BCT-20G Betacam
video cassettes. field tapes
used once. over 500 avail,
$lea + shpg. G Kloarcik, 314533-0320.

Want to Sell

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

REMOTE

PIKE'S PEAK
SATCOM
bi Dart 384
SA7300 ( Dat32)
SCPC Recievers

&

MICROWAVE

Repair Specialist
Low Rates

Want to Sell

Fast Reliable Service
Buy, Sell, Trade

Pike's Peak Satcom

1997 Airstream 29' trailer
professionally outfitted as Diner wibooths, stools, windows,
awning, etc; complete bdct
studio inside w/Auditronics
console, CD players. RE20
mics, Carver amp, 30' mast,
etc. photos & delivery avail,
$105.000. R Marshall, 517394-7272.

Tel 719-573-0094
Fax 719-573-0095

Circle ( 230) On Reader Service Card

TELOS ZEPHYR
CCS " Prima" Codees
COMREX
Frank Grusx1st211'
Audio/Video
consuliaix,

Off the air?
Looking for reliable
repair service?
Satellite Systems is respected industry-wide for prompt,
accurate service to radio stations and networks.
Whether you have aDart 384 or Scientific Atlanta 7300/7325
we can repair your equipment.

Turn to the leader in repair, new equipment, used equipment
and accessories. We can answer all your questions.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
22 15 FaradayAs e Suite A
Carlsbad Cali turnia 9200X

(7601

4384420

We have the alternatives
for ai your needs, at the

Fax: ( 760)438-4750

,l1fCl1111.0 ,111

veb:

vu.,urC0111.com

...country, top 40, news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK , ,
EEv and many others.
1352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX: ( 3521 683- 9595

ask for Kathleen
kkannapolis@worldnetattnet

jØ'7

Audiopak ( 1400), 40's & 70's
mix, mint cond. $. 75 ea + shpg.
B Jordan, 617-787-7589.

VISA

& sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402 493 -1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821

AMPEREX, EIMAC, RCA,
SVETLANA
4CX250B,
4CX250R/7580W, 4-400C. 3500ZG, 3CX3000A7, 807.
811, 833C. Westgate 800213-4563.

RF POWER
The Best of Two Worlds!

,Seet`

WE EXPORT
MASTERCARD ACCEPTE

'ii

BASF 84 AEG tape reels &
boxes prior to 1960. J
Morinelli, 610-715-1720.

ECONCO
Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately
the
Cost of New

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

800-532-6626
530-662-7553

Christian non-profit, noncomm, new station seeks
used equip. xmtrs. computers,
Software. Felix, 505-397-2820.

see L.L9
Svetlana

Se Habla Español

Call for Our Price List

STATIONS

et"'

Broadcast & Communications
Tubes • Transistors • HVRecdfieis

EMI 100th anniversary promo
CD. J Morinelli, 610-715-1720
or 610-789-1968.

760-744-0500 • 888-744-3500
Fax: 760-744-1943
e-mail: rfp@rfparts.com
http://www.rfparts.com
N

FAX 530-666-7760
Urde (228) On Reader Service Card

i
k

RF PARTS

435S0. PACIFIC ST.
SAN MARCOS, CA 9206S

Urde ( 227)On Reader Service Card

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager.
to reserve space in the next issue. Use
your credit card to pay. we now accept

Rock WQrkJ
5827

&MC

SE HABLA ESPANOL

se"

RI Mapping Software
109 IN Knapp Ave.
Edgewater, FL 32141
888-723-4695
www.radiosoft.com

VISA, MASTERCARD, and AMEX.

Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA 22041 •
PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:

Want to Buy

Network looking for stations! dark, brokered, AM &
FM, fax details to programming: 954-735-0370.

tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800

Svetlana

OUR STOCK"

Want to Buy

Start your own commercial
radio station with only
$5000 or less!
Yes it's possible & legal. Part 15 of
FCC rules allows low power AM
radio stations to operate without a
license !! Cover an entire town &
bill $ 1500 amonth !! It has been
done!! Order the newsletter booklet that tells you all you need to
know to get started for just
$29.99. Send check or money
order payable to: WCTD Rodio, 4
Canal St, Westerly RI 02891 or
call 401-348-9222 for more info.
FCC Inspected.

TUBES

lowest prices, direct from

RadioSolft

FROM STOCK

nail'

NEW

Circle ( 229) On Render Service Card

your requirements.

Fax (415) 592-9988

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes

C Electronics Co.

15 East Brookside Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Phone: ( 719) 634-6319
Fax: ( 719) 635-8151

industry would be glad to help you with any of

CALL 800-414-8823
le ( 415) 592-1221

Urde (226) On Reader Service Card

Want to Sell

call 703-998-7600

The following distributors serving the broadcast

Made in U.S.A.

Visit our Web Site at
http://www.eimac.com

TUBES

Pre- and post-service technical support, along with a
6- month warranty.

DATABASES

Worldwide Availability

Used hand field strength
measurement device for AM
bdctg. Potomac FIM 41 or
Audemat MC3. M Garcia,
305-371-3213.

Rely on us!

SOFTWARE/

TUBE REBUILDING

Want to Buy

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

Racal Dana 9303 power
meter. 0-2 GHz, new in original box, $475. N Macrae, 702386-2844.

Satellite Equipment for Radio

To ADVERTISE:

610-642-0978

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

Potomac Instruments FIM71 FM/TV field strength meter,
just calibrated. $ 7000. K
O'Malley, 757-446-1329.

Celebrating 7 years
of providing reliable repair service

WE RENT

NEW POWER TUBES

Marcom Rood stereo gen 203,
BO. JNelly. 208-743-1551

Comrex 2- line 2xP encoder,
$1000. Tom, 1-800-860-9771.
REPAIR SERVICES

The Reliable Manufacturer for

Hickok 752A tube tester,
excel cond, $ 950. J Miller,
734-458-2268.

SERVICES
PRO VOICE TALENT FOR
LINERS, SWEEPERS AND
CONCERT SPOTS. MAKE
YOUR SMALL AND MEDIUM
MARKET STATION SOUND
BIGGER, BETTER! AFFORDABLE RATES, DEMO: DEAN
TYLER, 941-461-0002. EMAIL:
DEANSVOICEPaol.com

1

<1

Advertise in Radio World'
Call 703-998-7600 TODAY!

Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production ( Other)
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
CD Players
Computers

Consoles
Disco- Pro Sound
Einancialleasing Services
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Receivers & Transceivers

Reco ,ders
Remote & Microwave
Repair Services
Satellite Equipment
Software
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes. Carts. Reels & CO's

Tax Deductable
Test Equipment
Transmitter ,Exciters
Training Services
Tubes
Turntables
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

Classified Advertising Ratet
Effective January 1, 1999

1-9 col inch (per inch)
10-19 col inch (per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Station/Studio Services
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

1x

6x

13x

26x

$79
74
$121
$84
$175

77
72
118
82

75
70
115
80

72
67
110
76

$2.00 per word
$15 additional

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches
(columns xinches) by the
desired rate schedule for
your per unit cost.

BEE
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TUBES continued...

611
1114
,

Svetlana
E,E,, N DE, CES
,

300B (
See SV300B)
3CX300A1
3CX400A7
3CX2500A3
3CX2500F3
3CX2500H3
3CX3000A7
3CX3000 F7
3C X4500F3
3CX6000A7/YU148
3CX10.000A3
3CX10.000A7

IL>

itt->r

3CX 10 000H3
3CX15.000A3
3CX15.000A7
3CX15,000H3
3CX20.000A7
3CW20.000A1
3CW20.000A7
3CW20 000H3
3CW20,000H7
3CW30.000H3
4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX25OBT
4CX25OR
4CX350A
4CX350AC
4CX400A
4CX800A

Iwi

4CPX800A
4CX1500A
4CX1600B
4CX3500A
4CX5000A
4CX500OR
4C X7500A
4CX10.000D
4CX12.000A
4CX 15.000A
4CX15.000J
4CX20.000A
4CX20.000B
4CX20.000C
4CW10.000A
4CPW10.00OR
4X150A
5C X1500A

lb>

5CX1500B
572B
6550C (
See SV6550C)
6AS7G
6BM8
6D22S
6L6GC (
See
SV6L6GC)
6N1P
811A
812A
833A
8161R
8560AS
EF86
EL34

s.

TRANSMITTERS

SV572-3
SV572- 10
SV572-30
SV572- 160
SV6550C
SV6L6GC
SV811-3
SV811-3A
SV811-10

OFF THE AIR?
EMERC1ENCy Back-up RENTALS
Exciters STLs -

Want to Sell

SV811 - 10A
TH5-4
TH5-6
TH6-3

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio 6., Test Equipment

Bdct Technology BT -500
500 W pwr amp. 20 W drive
produces 500 W. we'll ship,
$2500/BO: McMartin B-950
60 W RF amp. 10 W in 60
out, $ 300/B0. LB Oliphant,
406-446-1199.

TH6-3A
YC130,9019
SK300A
SK1300
SK1320

EL509
SV83
SV300B

53

Watch this list GROW!
•Manufactured in Russia's largest power tube factory •
Generous warranty based on high quality • Honest prices based on quality at low cost • Check
our Stocking Distributors for best price and delivery

SCMS Inc 18001438-6040
"You KNOW WE KNOW Radio"
Gates FM 1C for operation or
parts, BO. Keith, 419-6752355,

TRANSMITTERS

www,svetiana.com
Headquarters: 256-882-1344

Fax: 256-88(l-80 77 • Engineering: 650-233-0429

Harris
Gates
BC1H1
1000/250 W AM xmtr in mint
cond, removed due to pwr
ncrease, $ 4500/firm.
J
Galiano. 787-873-5795,
McMartin BF -5K FM xmtr
w/exciter BFM-8000. perfect
cond, $ 8000. T Hamilton. 870367-6854.
CONTINENTAL
COMMUNICATIONS
Used FM/AM xmtrs, RPU's,
STL's, Antennas, Consoles,
Processing, etc.
contcominWfiastl.net
Ph: 314-660-4497
Fax: 354-664-9427.

Fax: 650-233-0439

Circle ( 225) On Reader Service Card

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES
Partial List: 6623, 23791,
THI50, 6425F, 6427,
8550, 6804, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682,
5671, 7804, 3CX10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C, CQ5-200
Want 01.11110,SC! lillk:srillit'llaSsrtl

Vacuum Tube
Industries, Inc.
— 1-800-528-5014 —
508-584-4500 X75

Want to Buy

TURNTABLES
Want to Sell

1414

Collins 300G AM xmtr, tuned
to any frequency. S Bailey.
615-451-2131.

:['erf

Empire 578 Gold TT. $ 100;
Empire 298. $ 100. J Morinelli,
610-715-1720 or 610-789-1968.

itlexek/

Want to Buy

,s,

YO3 f.„
c'etQws

Technics SL -1200MK -2 TT's
in gd or better cond. J Burdick, 414-308-4333.

=

o

cre
'6on

TURNTABLES, LIMITERS.
612-869-4963.

1Watt
30 Wall
300 Wait
600 Watt
1k Watt
2k Watt
4k Watt

$1,138
$1,499
$3,174
$5,960
$8,716
$11,90
$20,741

Taylor Bros 10 Mr Lid

2669
Freetax ( 1) 877 329 2670
Fax in? 407 363 1922
European Sales office Oldham England
1441161 652 3221

y-1

Please fill out contact information. Then circle the Reader Service numbers below right
that correspond with the advertisements or articles that you would like to receive free
information on. THIS IS NOTA SUBSCRIPTION CARD.

Date

Signature
Please print and include all un formasen:

FM RADIO

Including Stereo Encoder

Orlando FL
Freephone (1) 877 329

RocJii3 Wcorld
_ri

RCA BTA -1R2 xmtr tube
type oscillator printed circuit
board. M Sandidge, 423-3230640.

//)

Name
Title

Company

1Watt
2Watt
4 Watt
20 Watt
40 Watt
100 Watt
200 Watt
400 Watt
800 Wait
1KWatt
2k Walt

TAY LOR
Now in the USA

Collins 310Z-2 FM exciter, all
plug -in
cards. $ 500.
B
Caithamer, 312-329-4304.
Gates BC -250GY 250W AM,
circa 1960. gd cond, $ 800:
RCA BTA-5U 5 kW AM on
810 kHz. excel cond, $4000:
Harris BC- 5H 10 kW AM, on
1090 kHz, gd cond. $ 9000;
Harris MW- 5A 5 kW AM, on
1290 kHz, gd cond, $ 9000;
RCA BTF 20E1 20 kW FM. gd
cond, no exciter, $ 10,000. T
Toenjes, 785-437-6549.

Address
City

State

Telephone (

ZIP

Type of Firm (check one)
D. Combo AM/FM stations
A. Commercial AM station

0 Equipment/Services Purchases in the Next 12
Months (Check all that apply)

N 18
January 6,1999 Issue
Use Until April 6,1999
ow
002
003

B. Commercial FM station
C. Educational AM/FM station
E. Network/group owner
F. Recording Studio

A Transmission, STURPU
B. Antennas.Towers. Cable004
C. Audio Procession Delays

K. Syndicators/Radio Station Service Providers

Audio
E. RDS/RBDS & Subcarrier Equipment

008
009
010

F Delivery Systems & Satellite
Equipment

011
012
013
014
015
016
017

G. Audio For Video (TV Station/
Teleprod Facility
H. Consultant/1d Engineer
. I. Mfg, Distributor, or Dealer
J. Other

0 Job Function (check one)
A. Owner/President
B. General Management

C. Engineering

.G. Sales
. H. Programming/News
J. Promotion
F. Other

Purchasing Authority
A. Authorize/Make Final Decision
B. Evaluate/Specify/Recommend
C. No Purchasing Authorit

D. Telco, Codecs, Remote, Field.

G. Digital Editing & Production
H. Live Assist,Automation
J. Consoles. Mixers, Cabinetry
K. Headphones
L. Microphones
M. Monitors/Speakers019

005
006
007

018

N. Studio Audio Sources & Switch- 020
021
ing
022
O. Syndicated Programming
023
P. Test, Monitoring & Remote
02 4
Control
025
026
027
()Equipment Budget For
028
Next 12 Months
029
A. Less than $ 25.000
030
B. $ 25, 00- 99,999
031
C . $ 100,000 - 249,999
032
D. $ 250,000- $499,999
033
034
E. Over $ 500.000
035

For Immediate Response, Fax to:

036
037
038
039
040
041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070

071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080
081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089
090
091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100
101
102
103
104
105

106
107
108
109
110
III
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175

176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo modules. Goodrich Ent.. 11435
Manderson.
Omaha
NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

Harris 25000W FM, tuned to
94.5. exciter MX15. great cond,
BO. C Lyford, 415-257-0779
ext 57 or 415-457-5565, email:
clyfordemarincatholic.org.
Harris/Gates
BC -25 OGY
xmtr, will operate at 250 or
500 W, tuned to 1560 kHz.
clean & in gd cond, $ 2000. S
Bailey, 615-451-2131.

SERVICES

AH

TOWER CO.
COMMUNICATIONS
CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE AM/FM
CELLULAR, PCS, TV DIGITAL

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS &
TOWERS

Haute' AMPFET ND1. 1996 1
kW AM on 1570 kHz, avail
1/99, mint cond, BO. R Miller,
808-572-5534.

TRANSCOM CORP.

FAX (

E-mail

$1,114
$1,664
$2,138
$3,880
$5,046
$6,206
$9,874
$13,171
$18,295
$22,900
$38,900

Used/new AM xmtr as
back-up, needs to be small,
compact & reliable. pwr
between 100 & 500 W.
Chip, KCPS Radio. 319754-6698.

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave prodLcts,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
no

FM

1985

Harris FM100K

100 W
2.5 KW
2.5 KW
3 KW

W

FM
FM
FM
FM

1985
1974
1984
1985

Harris FM100K
Harris FM 2.5H3
Continental 814R1
CSI 73 F

3 KW

FM

1975

CSI FM300E

5 KW
5 KW

FM
FM

1988
1983

Harris FM 5K1
Harris FM 5K

5 KW

FM

1982

Continental 816R1

5 KW
5 KW

FM

1967

FM
FM

1967
1962

Collins 830E
Collins 830E

50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW -50B

RCA BTF 10D

50

25 KW

FM
FM

1970
1981

Harris FM 20H3
Harris FM 25K

25 KW

FM

1981

Harris FM 25K

10 KW

20 KW

1

KW AM 1979 Harris MW1A

1

KW

5

5
50

AM 1978 Collins 820D1

KW AM 1980 CS 1T-5-A
KW AM 1978 Collins 828E1
KW

AM 1978 Continental 317C-1

KW AM 1981 Harris MW -50B

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE: WWW.TRCORP.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM

703-8 20-3 3 I0
Circle ( 224) On Reader Service Card
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EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED

Advertise!

Call your advertising representative

703-998-7600
for details & deadlines

How about the drive, and
technical
expertise
needed for radio in the
next century?
Prophet Systems, the leader in digital
audio broadcast systems, may be the place
for you. Opportunities for tech support.
programmers, engineers and sales. Great
salary and benefits.
Check out listings on the web:
•
www.prophetsys.corn
or call (308)284-3007.

4
.
,M

'MS:
cin

CA

Digital Audio Engineer:
Klotz Digital America is
offering to an Engineer
experienced in audio mixing consoles &/ or audio
routers with a strong background in software applications and communication
skills a position in customer
support. Complete knowledge of PC computer applications required. Send
resume to: Klotz Digital
America, 5875 Peachtree
Industrial Blvd, # 340, Norcross GA 30092, or call
678-966-9900.

Engineering

COMMAND AUDIO

Command Audio Corporation, located in Redwood City, is developing on exciting new wireless audio information and entertainment service.
We have a dedicated team of
experienced professionals ad are looking for a

Technical Maintenance Engineer to assist in constructing and maintaining
broadcast studios and production facilities. Duties include installation, maintenance, and repair of equipment including audio consoles, DAT, minidisk, and
cassette recorders, as well as other tools of the broadcasting trade. This position will report to the Director of Operations in assisting editors, producers and
the CAC staff with general maintenance of our production facilities.
We seek an individual with a minimum of 2to 5years experience in a broadcast environment who possesses knowledge of routine and preventive
maintenance intermediate electronics, audio cable installation, and basic
construction skills. Some travel and schedule flexibility will be required.

Tired of beingManagers
lea
on call
',stems Designers
24 hours a day? kisiaIltion
insiallaiion Susrs
technicians
RDA systems, inc., the leader in
radio broadcast systems integration,
is accepting resumes from seasoned
radio technical professionals who
will be given consideration to join
our team in building advanced radio
station systems coast- to- coast.
Please send cover letter and resumes to:

RDA
Systems

Human Resources
RDA Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 7152
Chesterfield, MO 63006
Fax: 314-391-9655

idea,
rdasystems.com
,
rilassmeins.com

ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES!
Triathlon Broadcasting is looking for experienced chief engineers with excellent digital skills
and the desire to manage complex automated technical operations in aggressive duopoly
environments.
Successful
applicants will have at least 5
yrs. radio engineering experience with at least 2yrs. as a
chief and good references.
FAX resume to Dennis Ciapura 520-204-2221.

Chief Engineer

Perform pre- and post- con-

Leighton Enterprises Incorporated is
searching for achief engineer. Candidate should have 5 years radio
engineering experience and 2 years
as chief. Must be computer literate
and versed in AM and high power
FM transmitters, digital audio,
microwave, satellite systems, and
familiar with modern studio equipment, FCC general class license and
SBE certification preferred, LAN
experience aplus. Great salary and
benefits, 401K and ESOP. Resume

struction measurements of
AM broadcast antenna patterns, using a Field Intensity
Meter. Adjust Detuning
apparatus insalled on communications towers to minimize re- radiation AM of
broadcast signal. Requires a
basic understanding of radio
frequencies and aflexible
schedule. Fax resume to
703-558-0501 or email to:
rachel@biby.com.

Advertise I
for details & deadlines

Command Audio Corporation offers a comprehensive benefits package that
includes astock option program. For immediate consideration, write us at: 101
Redwood Shores Parkway, Suite 100, Redwood City, CA 94065, fax your
resume to ( 650) 631-6155. Principals only, no phone calls please. EOE/mfh

969-5224.

ADVERTISER INDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
Reader
Service
No.

Advertiser

46

30

Grace Broadcasting Service

Aphex

134

50

Hall Electronics

19

Armstrong Transmitters

179

1

Harris

88

Arrakis

54

20

Harris

163
44

28,29

Advertise in

8

ATI

104

30

IBN Radio

2

Audioarts Engineering

115

26

Inovonies

75

51

Audisartt

231

41

Inovonics

105

50

Auralex

234

46

JSquared Technical Service

72

46

Autogram Corporation

45

50

Ail AudioNideo

232

43

LPB

as

46

MicroCon Systems

20

32

Modulation Sciences

79

17

Musicam USA

25

Orban

143

52

Pike's Peak Satcom

230

33

PR&E

53

14

Programmers Digest

120
49

13,000+

SU bscribers.

Call Simone at
703-998-7600 today!

46

Boston Financial & Equity

98

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

14

Broadcast Devices, Inc

77

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations and

45

Broadcast Richmond

recording studios only. All other end users will be charged. Simply send your listings to us, following the
example below. Please indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings
to the address below. Thank you.

Are you currently a subscriber to Radio World?
'J Yes
J No

I. Type of Firm
1D. Combination AM/FM stafiarin F. Recording Studio
•A. Commercial AM station
Prudes

43

ri

K. Syndicators/Station

El M. Ind. Engineer

Zip Code

B. Commercial FM station

1:1 G. Audio for Video/TV Stem,

C. Educational FM station

D H. ConsultantAnd engineer

Telephone

E. Network/group owner

LI Mfg, distributor or dealer

L. Consultant

J.Other

IN.pelivery Service ( InterneVCable/Satellite)
II. Job Function
• A. Ownership

;G. Sales

4

BSW

234

Burk Technology

19
28

Circuit Research Labs (CAL)

14

Circuit Werkes

26

43

PTEK

3

Clark Communications

174

14

Radio Design Labs

124
227

7

Comrex

220

23

Comrex

108

52

RF Parts

6

Conex ElectroSystems

43

46

SCMS,Inc

73

14

Cortana

24

52

Satellite Systems

229

52

CPI

226

39

Scott Studios

49

49

Crown Broadcast

2

3

Shively Labs

80

13

Cutting Edge

101

14

Silicon Valley Power

50

43

Davicom Technologies

21

35

Sine Systems

82

43

22

Dick Brescia Associates

10

C. Engineering

(
1 F. Other ( specify)

24

Dick Brescia Associates

228

35

Dick Brescia Associates

150

43

Econco

74

52

Econco

228

15

Enco Systems

35

12

ESE

68

43

Excalibur Electronics

23

18

Full Compass Sound

131

11 K. Production Mgt or Staff

Model:

Brief Description:

30
14

Price:

Model:

52

34 .. . . Radio Frequency System ( RFS)

i E. News operations

H J. Promotion

36,37

27

B. General management

H H. Programming/production

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Broadcast Software Intl (
BSI) .... 58

10

Signature
Date _
Please check only one entry for each category:

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:

233

Radio World and reach

ACTION-GRANI

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can
participate in the Broadcast Equipment
Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a per word or
per inch basis.

Reader
Service
No.

360 Systems

47

City/State

Advertiser

25

157

Address

Page
No.

40

Beier

Company/Station

Hard working. friendly, outgoing CE seeks employment,
FT. PT, contract work, NE,
TV/FM/AM/cable station,
exper CET & FCC licensed,
avail immed. M Rakoff, 718-

703-998-7600

Benchmark Media Systems

Title

CE position wanted, exper
w/computers, xmtrs, automation, DCS, UDS, digital studios. R King. 815-399-1829.

representative

11

Contact Name

Listener & sponsor-preferred.
live, local programming making
comeback, exper, veteran talent
avail for salary exceeding poverty level. Alex, 513-777-8423.

Call your advertistn

43

Please print and include all information:

CE position wanted, exper
w/computer, xmtrs, automation,
DCS, UDS, digital studios. R
King, 815-399-1829 after 6PM.

John Sowada,
Leighton Enterprises Inc,
P.O. Box 1458,
St. Cloud, MN 56302

BIBY Engineering Services

Page
No

Don't
Gamble
with your
Advertising Dollars!

POSITIONS WANTED

RF Field Technician

Ghostwriters
Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co

Production Director
Production Manager
Publication Manager
Showcase Coordinator
Ad Traffic Manager
Desktop Management

71
76

Lisa Stafford
Jeff Fisher
Jennifer West
Vicky Baron
Kathy Jackson
James Cornett

Spacewise Broadcast Furniture.... 22

53

Svetlana Electron Devices

47

Syntrillium Software

1

9

Telos Systems

30

53

Transcom Corp

224

21

UPI

ao

31

225

Valentino Music & Sound Effects 168

55

Wheatstone

217

56

Wheatstone

183

Marketing Manager
Heather Harris
Traffic Assist /Classified Coordinator ... Anastacia Stometti
Simone Mullins
Ad Coordination Manager
Sheryl Unangst
Circulation Director
Circulation Manager
Robert Green
Accounts Receivable
Steve Berta
Ad

Advertising Sales Representatives

Price:
*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

U.S.East: Skip Tash
703-998-7600 ext 160 Fax: 703-998-2966
U.S. West: Dale Tucker
916-721-3410 Fax: 916-729-0810
U.S. Midwest: Sandra Harvey-Coleman
765-966-0669 Fax: 765-966-3289
Southwest Sales: Christopher Rucas
415-922-5595 Fax: 415-922-5597
Other Regions: Stevan B. Dana
703-998-7600 Fax: + 1-703-998-2966
Latin America: Alan Carter
+ 1-703-998-7600 ext Ill Fax: + 1-703-998-2966
UK. Ireland: Phil Guy
+ 44(0)1869-337508 Fax: + 44(011869-337509
Europe, Africa Middle East: Raffaella Calabrese
+ 39-2-7030-0310 Fax: + 39-2-7030-021 I
Asia/Pacific: Eiji Yoshikawa
+ 81-3-3327-2688 Fax: + 81-3-3327-3010
Free Subscriptions are available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users. For address changes,
send current and new address to RW amonth in advance at P.O. Box 1214. Falls Church, VA 22041. Unsolicited manuscripts are
welcomed for review: send to the attention of the appropriate editor.
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GITAL is HERE

O-500

BP-500

Resistance is

D-500

It's just a matter of time— you're going digital anyway.
Digital is cost effective, low maintenance and high performance.So why not go with aconsole that has it all worked
out for you? TheVVheatstone D-500 is the first digital console to bring you top-notch features and performance in a
form totally familiar to your station. It's all set to plug in
and go on- air handling both your digital and analog needs.
Make the DIGITAL move!

The D-500 Digital Radio Console
tel 252-S38-7000 / fax 252-b37-1285 / sales@wheatstone.com
Circle ( 183) On Reader Service Card

D-500
D-500

D-500

D-500
D-500

D-500

SWheatitone Corporation

